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“Man that is born of a woman is of few days, and full of trouble.”
Job 14:1
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Now a voice spoke low from the face of the deep.
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We begin in the dust of the valleys, in the long days
and the sounds of your generations, digging and
constructing and fighting, the hollow slapping of
their fists against the meat of the men they beat
into the dust. The stray dogs that lapped their
spilled blood, while flies hummed and flickered
along their mangy skins, their bulged ribs.
In the sullen noise of your generations in the dust,
in the gathering of canvas tents and smoldering
fires, in the din of work crews, in the young
grasses bent over for the winds, in the stiff dead
grasses upright as if scorched, in offices of canvas
and tarpaulin, in the dull heat, in the straining of
grasshoppers, lost in the yellow gauze of the sun.
Your generations who constructed until the
reaches of the land were strung with wires, and it
was said, “Soon a man may die on one shore and
those on the other shore shall know instantly.”
The sounds of grunting and heaving, the flicker
of naked skin molting in the sun.
Your generations who will gather along these
landscapes of dust.
And we begin with your fathers’ generations,
hunched near their fires and their bubbling
tinned beans and tinned pork, their forkfuls of
jellied pig, the brown drip of their whiskered
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faces, and later their snoring from inside
tents, the shadows of trees against the canvas
walls, and always the awareness of the figures
of natives slow creeping through the grasses,
although their shadows seemed the shadows of
owls and lost buffalo wandering.
And we begin in the miles of their construction,
of digging with peeled backs and brows, with
spades and pickaxes and shovels, and the lines of
wagons obscured for the dust they inspired, the
clouds that seemed a warning or a foreboding
and arrived with tins of peaches, of beef and ham,
of beans and beets, with shovels and beams and
guns and tarpaulin and miles of wire, spooled.
And those men were called brutes when they
worked with vigor, and they were called dogs
when they lagged. Those men lashed until their
backs striped with blood while the others stood
by with sullen eyes. “Let this be a lesson to you
men,” it was said by officers who spat into the
blood pools, “I will not indulge your idleness.”
Those lines of bloody sneering men, those men
of your generations, those men of your father’s
generations, and those generations long prior,
and those generations ever after.
And when the distant smoke spiralled and
flickered in the waves of heat, there was a man
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who told your father, “The bastards are smoking
us out” and by this he meant the natives would
burn them to death. Your father who obscured
the sun with his hand and saw nothing but smoke,
and yet he felt wise in those moments, saying,
“New life is born from the fires of the plain.”
And in the dust of once mountains and the ashes
of prairies fled the dusty figures of your fathers,
their marches along those smoldered roads and
valleys, your fathers tanned by the dust as if men
of leather, their eyes alone, winking and alive.
We begin in Western lands of genocide, the long
off moans of rifle fire and the howling of natives,
their shadows in the firelight and against the
skin of tents, the shapes of bison and does and
antelope.
And we begin with your brother, Walter, the
boy you never knew, the boy adored by your
father’s soldiers. This serious boy who listened
while your father issued orders, while he and his
officers sketched battle plans. This boy whose
eyes misted in the gray clots of their cigar fog.
This boy of mirth. When they camped along the
grasses he chased butterflies, and when they
camped near swamps he held gulping frogs in
his palms. This boy every man carried upon his
shoulders and adopted as his own son.
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And we begin in the days that typhus swarmed
the camps, those thousand bodies your father left
for the wild dogs and the vultures, in the prairies,
in the forests, in the swamps, the purification
carrying in a fog. Of those thousand dead, none
truly mattered, for such men were meant to
follow one into the next, until Walter fell ill, and
soon the boy was all but dead, wrung dry from
fever, from vomiting, wailing through the night
for the searing, folded until he seemed to twist
and fracture, and your father knelt before this
gasping boy, who said, “Will I die?” and your
father replied, “No, no. Never.”
Soon all sound became the sound of echoes, of
wild dogs baying, of gulls shrieking and swirling,
and those sounds were lost within the sounds of
alligators, hissing and thrashing and devouring
the meat of dead soldiers.
And the echo of your father’s sobs, and the sobs
of his soldiers, your father who crated Walter and
sent him home in straw, on the dead grasses, on
prairie clover and yellow primroses, and when
the crate was pried open his figure lay bulged
and blackened, the paste of blood on his lips.
And the sobs of your father’s first wife as she
reached for your brother’s body, pulling at him
even as railroad agents held her back. And in the
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dim glow of an oil lamp, your father read of her
leap and her demise upon the rocks.
*
“O my soul, my lad, my sweet boy, I have missed you
so.”
And when summoned home, your father travelled
by wagon emptied of soldier’s rations, and there
he slept on rolled out blankets until the smoke
of his murder no longer clotted the skies, until
the moon glowed against the canvas roof and
the only sounds were the rattling of the wheels
against the rocks and the dust and the moaning
of wild dogs in the distance.
And your father journeyed lands fogged by the
steam of rails, lands of dead grasses and vast
forests, lands of grazing bison and bleached
skulls.
And your father slept curled in a compartment,
covered by his woolen jacket, and he murmured
in his dreams for the screams of men and the
smoke of cooking flesh and gunfire.
And your father sat with millionaires who said,
“A smart young fellow like you should leave all
this murder to the brutes” and they said, “You
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should consider politics. Yes, politics!” and they
said, “We’d stake you” and they said, “We’d make
sure you won” and they said, “You’d be wealthy
in no time.” He smiled at these men from his
whisky numbness, even as he insisted he had no
interest in politics or vast wealth: “I was raised in
a particular way and with particular values” and
by this your father meant he was raised by the
flat of his father’s hand.
And now your father wandered the capital city,
a city of dirt roads and cobbled roads, of horses
wandering and led by their masters, of streetcars
sparking along, a city of carriages, a city of a
thousand languages, for now men came to this
city from along all lands and from across all
oceans, and your father wandered lost and into
the crowds, with a belief that all men watched
him with eyes pressing and judging, and he knew
their sneers, and he sensed their ridicule, and he
understood that they would steal his wallet as
soon as call him a friend, and he listened to the
frenzy within his mind, thinking, “I would send
them to hell, if I could.”
And your father lost himself in the jostling and
the clattering and the ceaseless neighing of
horses and the screeching and thundering of
streetcars, and the sparks they cascaded onto
cobbled streets.
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And there were days within this region when
your father intended to establish offices of law,
although he knew only of the law of strength
and fire, and there were days he intended to sell
dry goods, and there were days he longed to take
up the sword again, although he had burned the
last of the distant landscapes. And there were
days he drank himself into near ruin, and there
were days he sought the advice of nefarious
individuals who swindled him as often as he
throttled them, and there were days where he
did little but play poker and drink whiskey and
there were days he sought the comforts of dusky
women, and when they came to him with their
diseases and their impregnations he sneered and
said, “exterminate it.”
And when no other recourse seemed possible,
your father returned to the area of his birth. A
land of leather factories where open ground
became a drying yard for the skins of sheep
and swine and cattle, the soil sodden from the
runoff, the skies clouded with flies. And here the
rivers were choked by steamships and the skiffs
of fur traders. A land of cobbled streets and brick
butcher shops and haberdashers and grocers and
barbers, and these buildings were painted with
advertisements for lye soap and calf-skin boots,
visible from hillsides miles distant.
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And although he was so long away, women
curtseyed when they recognized your father,
and they said, “Good morning, General,” while
men with heavy whiskers and beaver fur hats
shook his hand and offered him cigars.
And your father traversed the abandoned
corridors of his house, and he laid at the foot
of your brother’s bed and wept. And there he
prayed and sobbed while all the rooms and all
the toys of this house seemed a mausoleum, and
there before him rose the terrible apparitions of
the dead. And soon your father rented a room
across town, for no more would he wander this
house.
And when the endless hours found him before
a pistol and ball and for all the blasted world
he could not figure why he should abstain from
firing upon himself, your father returned to the
fur farms of his boyhood. And here he found
something like peace within those long ago days
of slaughter, where he once crowded onto killing
floors with men twice his age, their mouths fat
with tobacco, the sickly brown juice. As a boy
with a bolt gun in his hand, the stunned masses
and the dead heaps of animals gathering flies,
the splatter of blood upon his leather apron,
his gloves, his smooth chin. And now he stood
beneath exposed pipes, aside skins drying and
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in the watery slop of the floors, while the men he
oversaw hefted the hides of a thousand, thousand
animals with the gentle prongs of pitchforks.
And although she was a mere girl compared to him,
your father fell in love with the owner’s daughter,
her whale bone figure and her silk dresses, and
soon she adored him in kind, and it was she who
said unto your father, “So, you’re the General?”
and when he tipped his hat she said, “I did not
expect to find you so youthful” although his
side-whiskers had withered to gray, and the flesh
of his under eyes had swelled to darkness. And
when they were betrothed there were none who
did not esteem this match. And in the shadow of
their wedding she said to him of his apartment,
“You cannot possibly expect me to stay in this
hovel?” and later she said, “You certainly did
not ask her to live within such confines,” and
so your father leveled his once-house with axes
and explosives, and soon, the twenty-four hour
labor of his hired men, the coarse knots of their
muscles, the peeling of skin under the sun, the
coloring of mud and the soil. Your father stood
with his crew while your mother watched from
her carriage, while she called to these men, “I just
hope it doesn’t collapse” or later, of the roof, “It
won’t leak, will it?” and unto your father, “Will
there be a water closet in this particular home? I
get so chilled wandering to an outhouse at night,”
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although she had never so much as stood within
an outhouse, and had indeed once threatened to
murder herself when instructed to use one.
And when the house was complete there were
those who said it was the most beautiful of the
block and your mother, who had come of age in a
house twice as large and many times as opulent,
said, “I do like it—in all sincerity,” although in
the years to follow she claimed the debt your
father incurred as her “greatest burden and
sorrow” and many nights she insisted, “I never
desired a fancy house. I just wanted a place to
keep my hatchlings safe.”
And you were conceived soon thereafter and
when names were proposed your mother said
your grandfather’s name and she said your
father’s name and finally she and her mother
decided upon
. And as she swelled and
grew your mother observed closely your father’s
constant ministrations near the back of the lawn,
the care he gave the grasses and dandelions
along your brother’s tombstone, the boy’s dust
and bones transplanted from the old yard, and
how his fingers followed those words, chiseled
and gray. And your mother observed, “Perhaps
it is time now to let go of the past…” and she
indicated the rise of her belly, and she said, “I’m
not saying we need to remove him but if the
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stone were taken down and the grasses grown
over—.” And for months thereafter your father
would not acknowledge the condition of his wife,
and on the day of your birth he lay at Walter’s
grave, lost in the bottle at his feet, while your
mother’s birthing wails sounded from the open
window of their marriage chamber.
And when your father held you days later he did
so with hands smelling of skins and chemicals,
whispering for you to “breathe deeply” of this
aroma for even in those times he was convinced
of their curative properties, and indeed his
hands were as a young boy’s hands, as soft and
gentle as your own infant hands. And now your
father said, “They have not aged,” and he said,
“And they will never age. My days amongst the
chemicals have changed me.”
And remember now your early boyhood so often
spent in the tall grasses behind the house, with
your lead soldiers and the sticks and the insects,
and as you grew you journeyed the dirt pathway
extending into the woods, and there you and the
neighborhood boys found bird and mouse skulls
and other discarded and bleached bones, and
these you boys carried in your pockets, hidden
from your mothers. And often in the evening
sun the sounds of your parents’ fighting wafted
from the windows, your mother’s shrill cries and
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your father’s harsh near-barking, and while you
understood little of their debts, or her complaints
of suppression, or how he stank of the factory,
or how she said, “I belong with a different sort
of man—you have a blacksmith’s soul!” you
understood well the murder of their tones. And
when one evening she cried, “you won’t be
happy until I throw myself from the cliffs” you
wept until the whole of within seemed bubbling
out. And when your father found you in the
dirt, he hefted you against his shoulder, into the
strange heat, his whiskers scratching your cheek
and tickling into your nose, and you sobbed
into his shirt until he soothed, “Shhhhh my boy,
shhhhhh,” his air warm and calm to your hair,
your ear.
Remember too those mornings your father woke
you by a shake of your foot. How you sneered
at him beneath your covers while he said “We’re
going to build your mother a room of her own.”
And remember soon the room which had been
your nursery and playroom was wallpapered
black and white with roses coiling, and then
rose-colored carpets were unfurled over the
floor boards, and soon placed against the walls
were rosewood cabinets ornamented with angels,
and within these cabinets your mother’s china
dolls, and her never-used china plates, and her
spotless glinting silver. And on the opposite
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wall he placed the velvet sofa, “For when your
spells overtake you my beloved,” and against yet
another wall, the rosewood work desk stocked
with stationary and ink and pens, “for your
correspondences.” And upon completion your
mother paced this room, inspected its corners
and its reaches, sniffed at the wallpaper, and
then she turned, saying, “Will the both of you
just leave?”
And remember she stayed in this room always,
the blinds pulled and her brow weighted by
some damp rag, and soon the only sounds from
this room were the sounds of her snores, or the
fluid scratching of her fountain pen.
And now when you knocked on this door your
mother would moan, “Another time, please.”
And when your marks were low she signed the
papers without comment, and indeed she never
commented on or wondered of your studies, nor
did your father, although when he heard of your
detriments he chased you screaming round the
kitchen table and into the back lawn where he
brought you to the ground with one swat, and
with a yank of the scruff he leaned you against
the house and there your trousers dropped and
the cool air upon your buttocks. And remember
this moment was as they often were when he
thrashed you, when you could but scream when
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the numbness fractured, and you could not help
weep for the shame, for the meanness. And as
your father bade you hitch up your trousers
and wipe your eyes he said, “I expect to see an
improvement in your marks from now on.”
And indeed your father spoke highly and fondly
of the beauty of a good thrashing. And your father
thrashed you if he believed you huffed after
he demanded your presence, and he thrashed
you if he believed you had poked sticks at his
chickens; and he thrashed you if you did not play
with the boys of the neighborhood, unless you
played with the boys of the neighborhood when
he desired your presence, and then he thrashed
you for that; and he often announced he would
thrash you within an inch of your life if you ever
cursed; and he thrashed you for your impure
thoughts and then he forced you to scrub your
genitals and hands with a gasoline soaked rag;
and he thrashed you if you called your mother
“her” or “she” or if you were slow to fetch her
food or water or if he believed you huffed when
she demanded some task of you.
And your father thrashed you if you seemed to
slouch or mope when you joined him on strolls
to “regulate the systems,” and he thrashed
you if you appeared disinterested when he
paused to admire a well-manicured lawn, for
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he paused often and at length to press his face
to the turf, uniformly cut and immaculate, and
he would smile and sigh, “Magnificent” and
he would thrash you for impudence if you did
not immediately nod and say “Yes sir,” and he
would hold you by the ear as he interrogated
the homeowner about his methods and those he
interrogated sputtered to tell him everything, for
even in those days your father was known to all
as a great and cruel man, and all called him “the
General.”
And remember how your father obsessed over
the care and beauty of his lawn, and how he
often gestured to this expanse and said, “You see
how it is as green and fine as the lawn owned by
any prince or duke throughout the world” and
he said, “We must give your mother everything
we would give a queen, for your mother is the
queen of this castle, and she has been raised with
a sense of finery you cannot comprehend.”
And remember in those days your father
populated the far edges of the lawn with chicken
cages and rabbit hutches, for he insisted the
feces of those animals provided an uncommonly
emerald hue. And remember when finally your
mother ventured out of doors, pinching her nose
as she said, “It was never my dream to live in a
barnyard.” And the red bloom of your father’s
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face and the thrashing of the chickens, the
furious wringing of their necks, the feathers and
screams, and how they spouted blood when cast
to the lawn while some scampered in circles and
some beat their wings against the turf until the
air misted white with their feces. And how you
wailed, and how your mother screamed, “He’s a
murderer! He’s a butcher!” while in this midst of
slaughter your father spoke only faint grunts.
But the murder of a few chickens was a common
thing in those days. And indeed many of the
lawns of the valley were invaded nightly, chicken
coops and rabbit hutches pulled apart and lawns
trailed with chicken feathers and rabbit ears,
plucked and bloody. These were crimes quickly
blamed on those unpaid who migrated into your
town and into towns along the valley. Truly your
town now seemed a town of unpaid workers,
drifting and foraging, hiding out in barns and
forests, their jaundiced eyes populating the night.
Remember the smoke black faces of workers
crouched in shadows, the long-off clanking
of their shackles broken apart and pried open,
devastated against rocks or with mallets and
pistol shots. And so men such as your father
bunkered down on porches with cigars and rifles
and muskets and common pistols, observing
the shadows for the eyes of the unpaid. And no
paid man trusted the intentions or the soul of an
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unpaid, and it was your father who proclaimed,
“I have seen the tremendous horrors that lurk in
their hearts,” and always in those times your
father spoke in the voice of the world on the
horizon, the world set afire and smoldering, the
world of shells whistling like dying horses, the
world of bodies cleaved into the soil.
Boys such as you often discovered the gutted
husks of rabbits strewn and you followed the
blood trails to the forests, to deadfall and bisonhide shelters, and there the unpaid moaned
and snored and licked their lips and shivered
and mumbled in an unknown language. In
the mornings men such as your father found
handprints blood-smeared on hutches, and they
said, “This neighborhood has gone to hell.” And
now all neighborhoods became neighborhoods
of rifles readied, of men crazed and camping on
porches and along the land men threatened to
“shoot the next damn unpaid I see.”
And there were also those who said these unpaid
were a great untapped resource, and then
runaway unpaid were given shelter and employ
in your town, although it was only legal to pay in
satchels of tobacco and hand-me-down clothing,
and prominent men such as your grandfather
called such practices the “opening of Pandora’s
box.” And soon the unpaid peered through shop
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windows and worked as butcher’s assistants,
their bloody aprons and gristle smeared hands,
and unpaids shoveled dung from the streets
and swept courthouse steps and barber shop
floors, and now mothers directed their sons and
daughters to the sidewalks on the opposite side
of the street. And shop windows were smashed
in by bottles, by bricks and awnings folded into
flames.
Remember how unpaid songs carried from the
forests, remember the beat of their dancing—
and those unpaid singers in unpaid shows
who mimicked the unpaid. Remember the
flare of their unpaid lips and the haunting
fatness of their unpaid eyes. Remember their
lily skin charcoal painted. Remember their
dances, the dazed jovial language these blotted
faces spoke, and how these singers seemed
nothing like those you heard in the forest. For
in the forests their mouths bellowed sounds like
ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ.
And now pastors and do-gooders decried the
exploitation and ill-treatment of the unpaid,
dressing them in hand-me-down suits and
dresses, bunking them in their basements. And
now during Sunday service, while women such
as your grandmother sang hymns about sturdy
Rocks and Faith, unpaid spirituals rose through
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the floorboards, and women such as your
grandmother wrinkled their noses and claimed
they could not hear “our beautiful Godly hymns”
for all the “heathen wailing.” After service, the
women of your grandmother’s ilk shook their
pastor’s hand and said, “You have made your
bed good sir” and “I hope they don’t murder you
in it.”
And unpaid women in plain white cotton dresses
spoke from the courthouse steps at the instruction
of those pastors, and they said, “Babies was
snatched from their mother’s breast and sold”
and they said, “Children were separated from
sisters and brothers and never saw each other”
and they said, “Course they cried. You think they
would not cry when sold like cattle?”
And there were those who said, “Send them all
away to some place cold” and there were those
who said, “Just pay them” and there were those
who said, “To pay would pervert their primitive
natures” and there were those who said,
“Integrate them” and there were those who said,
“The institution of unpaying is the paid man’s
burden—we must look after the heathen races”
and there were those who said the institution
was as “holding a wolf by the ears” and there
were those who decried the furthering of the
institution into western lands and there were
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those who said the whole of history demanded
it.
And then came this man Brown who said,
“Without shedding of blood is not remission of
sin.” This man Brown, who rose at the back of
some long ago church to say, “Here, before God,
in presence of these witnesses, I consecrate my
life to the destruction of slavery” and thus the
fury of his terrible swift sword when he said of
our national crimes, “These may be purged but
by a language of fire. These may be cleansed but
by a tide of blood.”
And your father read to you how Brown rode from
house to house with his unpaid cohorts in tow, the
swords and pikes they carried, the many butchered
bodies they left split open in their terrible wake.
Your father’s voice spoke in the sounds of these
terrors and you dreamed the screams and the
sword swipes and the blood spatters. And your
father waved this paper, and he shouted for all
who would listen, how such bloodbaths would
become “common” once the unpaid were paid.
And now along the land, drunken men caroused
on horseback and in carriages, shooting unpaid
workers who lingered on street corners, unpaid
workers leaning against door jambs, unpaid
workers tossing dice in alleyways.
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And women such as your grandmother refused
to attend services when the pastor said, “Our
unpaid brothers may find deliverance with
the sword” and after your grandfather’s death
your grandmother refused to sleep alone for
the persistent roaming of the unpaid. Now this
woman was always at your house, telling you
stories of old men, dirty in thought and deed,
and how Brown and the unpaid he loved and
commanded were “sex maniacs.” And she told
you of her nightmares, the groping hands of the
unpaid as they unfastened her dressing gown;
their faces pressed to windows and fogging
the glass, their yellow eyes, shifty and leering,
behind the mist. And the fears of women such
as your grandmother seemed confirmed when
newspapers depicted unpaids with erections
and bulging eyes under the headlines: “Would
You Let This Man Bake Your Bread?” And your
grandmother could not sleep for dreams of their
calloused hands, their red tongues extended and
dry, “like sandpaper, all over me” and so she
rattled about your house, drinking brandy, and
there were nights she woke you with stories of
what she saw from the window: the hunched over
bodies of runaway workers silhouetted along
front lawns and backyards, dashing and gasping
for air, the hunched over bodies of runaway
workers weighed down with iron shackles. Their
moon-lit faces smeared with the sudden feast of
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raw chicken eggs. The rhythmic bobbing of their
throats.
And the runaway unpaid wrote novels about
how they toiled in the fields in ragged linen, in
the winds and rains and no matter any frenzied
weather, how they dined on rancid meat and
wormy meal, their many deaths along the
landscape, early and frequent, the singing whips
and blood spatters, the strange kindnesses,
the hymns and spirituals meant to summon
some deliverance. And there were those who
wept at these novels, claiming they proved the
intelligence and wit of the unpaid, while your
father scoffed at these “gross deceptions,” for
he had seen the “simplicities of the unpaid”
during his travels, watched them at their brute
and illiterate toil while their employers basked
in culture and luxury. Yes, your father said he
knew the unpaid well, smoky-skinned, childlike,
inherently villainous, and he insisted, “Your
international bankers and their agents within
the press will see this brought to a head—this
man Abraham is their pawn to bring about our
ruin.”
And there was agony along the land and pistol fire
within the statehouses, rumors of insurrection
and rumors of ever more ravaging. And your
father smoked his cigars, and your father
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grimaced, and your father spat cigar juice into the
dust of the yard, and when he read of Abraham’s
election he said, “The damned fools have done it
now.” Now there was threatened a great cleaving
of the nation, and men arrived at your father’s
door requesting the wicked machinations of his
heart, his talent for horror, the vastness of his evil.
And your father gestured to you playing in the
tufted lawns, and he gestured to your mother in
the shadows of her room, and he said, “Consider
me Cincinnatus.”
*
“For that which I greatly feared is come upon me”
And when Abraham journeyed from his home
to the capital he journeyed aboard railway
cars rather than by carriage, and men such as
your father sneered at what they called the
“unnecessary luxury,” the plush carpets and
velvet lined walls. And so Abraham, loose and
leathery, silent and smiling with his wife and
sons, ever watchful while the locomotive lapped
the miles and licked up the valleys, moving to
speak only during those speeches he made from
railway platforms and town halls, his high-thin
voice carrying: “In your hands entirely, rests the
momentous decision of insurrection.” And back
again into cars, back again reading and dozing
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and listening to the chatter of his wife and the
play-war noises of his children, the rhythms
of their lives within the motions of this great
machine, slow chuffing, festooned in red, white,
and blue, while his eldest son, Robert, gulped
whisky in the drink car and leaned over the
conductor’s shoulder with hazy eyes, gazed
out windows at shirtless men of foreign origin,
shouldering iron beams, the world struggling
forth before them.
And the rumors of assassination, of the rewards
offered to banded rowdies to fall upon the
president in his car, to tear apart the rails and set
fire to the bunting, rewards celebrated by mayors
and police departments in the cities along the
land. And after Mary Todd heard a “queer
ticking,” barrel-chested men wandered the
railcar compartments, shod in overcoats, pockets
stuffed with common revolvers, investigating
the areas behind curtains and beneath tables and
within washrooms, and at stops they peered into
the street before Abraham followed, waving and
throwing kisses.
And for this journey a telegraph machine and an
operator were always aboard and on the ready.
Abraham studied this machine, its workings, the
messages it received, and he puzzled over the
code, and finally he said, “This is not a democratic
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instrument” and “What good is the diminishing
of time and space if a trained and educated few
alone may hold the key to this knowledge?” And
now Abraham passed his time sketching various
systems by which “all man shall know,” and
when Abraham first met with the engineers of
the land he slid these sketches to them and said,
“Here, do this” and it was made known the new
president would spare no expense in having
these visions realized.
And on this journey Abraham stopped and spoke
at numerous farms and factories, your father’s
factory included, and remember now how you
sat upon your father’s shoulders amidst those
gathered crowds, and how they cheered and
whistled and swooned as he stepped from his
carriage, this gangly Abraham, honest and regal
in his top hat, this oaken Abraham, his pant cuffs
too high and the white socks beneath, his sleeves
rolled, the bones of his wrist—You remember
his broad smile as a bison half-drugged and
shackled was led before him. How he stroked
the creature, noted the luxurious coat even as the
bolt gun was given over. How the beast bellowed
and then dropped once the shot was fired. How
hoots and hollers and cheers went up as Abraham
said, “I presume I am not expected to employ the
time assigned me to mere flattery of farmers as
a class. My opinion of them is neither better nor
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worse than other people; but farmers being the
most numerous class, it follows that their interest
is also the largest interest” and then publicity
shots of Abraham posing with one loafer resting
on the hulking corpse, the wide milky eyes, the
fat tongue fallen and black in the silver light,
and another of Abraham and Jacob Flanders III
in bison coat and muffs shaking the president’s
hand, while your father stood almost ghostly
white in the background, sneering, although it is
true there were those who insisted your father
smiled.
And headlines along the land proclaimed the
nefarious intentions of this new president:
Africanus Abraham I Seeks to Enslave the Gallant &
Noble Paid South and Africanus Abraham I Seeks to
Arm Runaway Workers in Tyrannical Power Grab
and Africanus Abraham I to Use Conscription to
Free Up Jobs for Beloved Runaway Workers and men
such as your father gestured to headlines and
said, “The man’s complexion is dark enough, and
his mind slow enough, that we may reasonably
and dutifully question the purity of his blood”
and men along the land waved these papers,
hollering, “You bet it’s true!”
And when Abraham entered the capital city he
entered disguised beneath a woolen overcoat and
a soft felt hat, his expression obscured by new
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whiskers, grown for the young girls of the land
who wrote him noting his “hollow cheeks” and
asserting these would “considerably improve”
his appearance and that “all the ladies” would
“tease their husbands” to vote for him, and men
stood on either side of him, their pockets stuffed
with knives, derringers, common pistols.
Your father guffawed and sneered and beat the
porch boards with his folded up newspaper
at the “cowardice” and “buffoonery” of this
“preposterous ape” who made our “highest office
the seat of clownery.” And it was the conviction
of all men of your father’s class that “we will be
in servitude to the lower races in no time.”
Abraham stood on capital steps and before mostly
silent crowds, and to those who would read
these words in the days to come, he said, “You
have no oath registered in Heaven to destroy the
government, while I have the most solemn one
to ‘preserve, protect, and defend’ it.” And there
came a smattering of cheers, and there came
hoots and whistles, and there came hisses, and
there came cries of “unpaid lover.”
And in the evening thereafter Abraham rested
his feet on some gold-embroidered stool, reading
King Lear in the lamplight, his children singing
and chasing each other along some corridor
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while men armed with pistols ever stood in
doorways and leaned against bookshelves, their
pockets bulging with revolvers, for in those days
many men sent letters to this president promising
“yer neck stretched like a chikens, sir,” for these
and many about the land considered Abraham
“nothing but a goddern swarthy unpaid.”
And it was this first evening while he rested
that Abraham was handed telegrams informing
him forts along the land stood under rebel
duress, and now the lights of rockets purpled the
smoking sky, all the past left behind by the light
of this fort, and now indeed the great matter was
at hand.
“By the blast of God they perish”
And there were yet flashes of light and cracklings
of rockets in the skies when work crews in blue
woolen uniforms thronged the streets, erecting
wooden poles along the edges of well-trimmed
lawns. And while crowds gathered they affixed
speakers to these poles, although most called
them tin horns or Abraham’s trumpets, for
there were many in the days before they first
spoke who believed these were no more than
automated instruments, and some men even
stooped alongside their sons and pointed and
said, “You see? That is where the steam enters.”
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And while all speculated on the eventual sounds
of these horns, your father understood the silent
language as no other, and many evenings he
walked along their lengths, gazing upward, and
he straddled the poles as if to climb and when
this failed he pressed his ears to the wood, as if
vibrations within granted some knowledge, and
your father shushed you when the gulls overhead
screamed, cupping his ears and inclining his
head as if those birds understood what he could
not, and your father spent his nights on the front
porch, seated on his rocking chair and polishing
his saber, watching these speakers and the gulls
who circled.
And you watched from schoolhouse windows
when the speakers flared into something like
life, rusted and scratched, and as if spoken into
a cavern, an echo, this voice articulated: THIS
IS ONLY A TEST DO NOT BE ALARMED THIS
IS ONLY A— And you remember the eyes of
those classmates, their fat black pupils, sheened
with sunlight and vibrating, while your teacher
drew letters on the board beneath the groan of
this technology, until she dropped her chalk,
until all children covered their ears and lined
the windows and ran into the open grasses,
screaming and weeping and gazing into the sky
as if angels would announce themselves, while
many men and women rushed into the streets
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and lawns and fell to their knees, muttering
prayers into the dense throbbing of that cracked
and echoing voice, while your father remained
on his porch, polishing his saber, his pistol on
the ready, and your mother pressed oily rags into
the crack beneath her door and curled again on
her sofa.
When Abraham’s speakers finally opened they
opened with a voice of locomotives whistling
and steel rails vibrating. They spoke in a voice
of bridges collapsing into rivers, the jangle of
wood and rock and iron, the peeling apart of
metals, and there were those who discerned
patterns and melodies within these noises and
housewives long-dulled by the texture of life
found the allure of new possibilities, abandoning
their children to the gloom of their homes to
amble into saloons and sweet talk wild-eyed
young men. And elderly men found these
sounds an aphrodisiac and now wandered rigid
and frothing and in lucid moments they claimed
their wives called these speakers the “best use
of tax dollars imaginable.” And the fur barons
who lived in the mansions along the hillsides
praised how effectively the humming masked
the breathing and eating noises of loved ones,
and young men found within these patterns the
shifting of the Northern Lights and travelled
with eyes closed, fingering the sky. And some
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preachers claimed the unpaid fornicated in fields
under the influence of these speakers, no longer
stealing chickens and root vegetables, instead
they frittered away their hours bobbing in and
out of each other. And there were preachers who
said the unpaid built fires in reverence to the
speakers and prayed in the shadowy light for
deliverance from the injustices of this world.
And of these sounds, dogs howled and cats
hissed and your grandmother moaned and your
mother refused to ever again leave her room, so
you slid plates of sliced meats into her room, and
she slid emptied plates out.
And none discerned what your father surely did
when he gestured to what he called the babbling
herds, these men and women half-naked to their
britches, praying in the streets and fornicating
and lighting fires and sacrificing stray dogs.
And of these he said, “You see what comes of
Democracy.”
And now your father set your grandmother
to cleaning his dress blues, and throughout
the hours of the day he polished his saber and
cleaned his revolver, even as the static swelled
into a roar and your bedroom filled with the
sounds of forest fires, crackling and gusting
embers, with skies sizzling, with the screams
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of those trapped, and you trembled within this
maelstrom until your father roused you from
bed, and he said, “It will be all right. I promise
you,” but you heard only the crackling and the
roaring, and he took you by the hand, the smooth
warmth, and he led you to the hearth where your
mother and grandmother sat, their fat terrified
eyes as the raving of a thousand speakers echoed
throughout your house.
When those speakers woke they woke into
Abraham’s voice, crackling and cavernous, and
you amongst the thousands of thousands, vast
and silent, mesmerized, while Abraham declared
the elimination of those who pledged rebellion.
Now with your family, within the glow of the
hearth and the wood smoke, Abraham’s voice
echoed, “Our wayward brothers have crossed
the final line,” and “Shall the great ambitions of
our forefathers whither into the very dust?” And
while Abraham called you into his service, as his
voice hummed in the language of rockets aloft, of
wailing shells and clotted dirt, now throughout
the land five hundred children were roused from
bed by militiamen. And in the name of liberty
and patriotic sentiment came this great cobbling
together of sleep-eyed fragments from every
children’s choir in town, these children wrested
from musket-fisted fathers and baying hounds,
these pale-faced children in their furs and their
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father’s furs, soon lined shoulder to shoulder
and stifling yawns before City Hall, where they
clasped red and white candles by the copper
stems. And what fine songs from the lips of these,
from the deep night to the rise of dawn, and
even after those songs ceased from the mouths
of children, they were again cast unto all from
these speakers, the tinny warbling of children
recorded and born again and never abating even
before the muted light of gas lamps, their faces lit
red, white, and blue by the bursting of fireworks.
And now your mother and father said nothing to
you although through closed doors, the thumping
of fists against walls, the clattering of picture
frames onto the floor, your mother weeping.
And your grandmother in her robe, unable to
sleep for the crackling songs of children, her
gray flesh and blue flannel nightgown, her sips
of hot brandy and her fogged eye glasses and
how she said unto you, “This country was sure
better off before we got that colored president,”
and more brandy sipped, and from the throat of
this ancient woman, a belch unsuppressed and
released. The stink of her dinner, the brandy.
By the next morning those speakers loomed,
dormant of sound, and those young men and
middle-aged men and young boys who lied
about their age, crammed into wagons with rifles
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and muskets, their heads swaddled in beaver-fur
hats and their bodies tufted in coon and bison
hides, these men lined city blocks from the doors
of makeshift enlistment offices, the white puffs
of their breath, while frozen flags waved stiff as
tarpaulin from second story windows, from gas
lamps, from balconies.
And no matter his proclamations or assurances
your father soon stood at the top of the stairs in
his dress blues, his tassels, the jangle of his many
medals, the glint of his polished saber, and your
father said, “While I would rather not leave,” and
he placed his hand gently upon your shoulder,
“I must see these rebels and their families and
their homes eradicated.” And he stooped to you
and said, “I have ever loved you boys with all
my soul” and he gestured now to your mother’s
closed door, saying, “You look after her.”
Entire towns were said to enlist and prepare to
march. And brothers marched with brothers
and fathers marched with sons. And now young
men kissed their sweethearts and promised to
return before the month was out, and young
men shook their father’s hands as if they were
now equal, they hugged their sobbing mothers
and tousled and patted their kid brothers on the
heads and hugged their sisters, young ladies
in ribbons and bonnets who perhaps pinned
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for and secretly mourned for some boy down
the road who somewhere bade his own family
farewell, for along the land this scene was played
out a thousand, thousand times, and these boys
pledged their hearts, never realizing all the girls
they would meet along the way, receiving kisses
in a good many places, and giving the same.
Main Street brimmed on either side with this sea
of blacks and grays, with beaver coats and coon
coats and woolen coats and bison hides, with the
blood exuberance of mothers and fathers and
children, their red faces cheering and singing,
the flags they waved, and remember marching
bands led the way, batons and tubas and clarinets,
how thereafter the cobbled street filled with the
stiff backs of militiamen, young boys and men
dressed in hand me down uniforms from wars
past, the stained suits of fathers and uncles
and grandfathers, suits of wool and dust and
mothballs, these men and boys, the jolting of
their boots, their bayonet tips. And remember, at
the fore of these, your father taciturn atop a white
stallion, his saber aloft and flashing. Remember
the air streaming with the litter of red, white, and
blue confetti, while flags were unfurled from
every window, lamppost, balcony, while children
dangled from lamp posts and oak tree limbs,
giggling and hooting and cheering the death of
those rebels. And while your mother wept first
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for the light of a sun so long unseen, she soon
recognized every boy marching past as the son
or cousin or second nephew of some man she had
known as a school girl, and she said this soldier’s
presumed name as if it were of precious substance
yet when she saw your father astride his horse her
face seemed to gray and she fell silent.
And now your city became a city of militias
marching from distant towns, a city of parades
and confetti, of flags unfurled and waving, and
all waited for the announcement of attack, and
many silently feared the rivers would soon fill
with rebels armed and murderous and bent on
fornicating with your women, reclaiming their
unpaids, obliterating all the factories and forcing
the little boys of the land to till the soil.
And you and your mother watched the sky,
the moon pale and frozen, those stars and the
soft chirruping of crickets and frogs, while
from somewhere came a high whistling, a low
crackling, another whistling, and you grew rigid
and your mother murmured, “Only fireworks”
and thereafter you listened stiff and trembling to
the far-off sounds of some anonymous celebration.
And your father and the first militias left the
towns of their birth, very often the only towns
they had ever known, and men such as your father
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believed those boys would return, unscathed,
in a few weeks’ time, while young men on the
march wrote home to their fathers, “I will ever
remember these sublime moments when even the
most common amongst us are willing to sacrifice
for their country” and soon everywhere in
newsprint and plastered to the sides of buildings
was the illustration of a grinning fellow who
said, “Joining the army is like small pox ... it’s
catching!” and letters home from young boys
named Johnny or Peter were written by firelight,
full of wonder at “life’s richness” and “the great
adventure before us.”
And what proud young man did not pose in full
regalia, with arms folded and expression stern
and noble, or a hand slid into his pocket, or the
white gloves of the dandy proudly displayed, or
gesturing over the landscape as if sighting new
lands to conquer, and now even General Grant
was photographed, slouched or perhaps dozing
on some saloon chair, and silver-haired General
Lee was snapped, gazing off, buckskin gloves
aloft, astride his white stallion, and, so too was
the pious blue-eyed killer General Jackson, with
calfskin Bible clasped to his breast.
Soon howitzers the size of railroad cars sat
upon the hillsides and there the grasses gently
trembled.
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And General McClellon wanted only to drill and
issue medals for posture and manliness and
he suggested if he had “a Napoleonic impulse”
he would march upon the capital and take the
country from that “Apish Abraham” for himself,
and he insisted to his wife that the people of the
land, and all the soldiers, would cheer him the
while, but he had no stirring to engage in any
conflict but the conflict of how much sugar to
ladle into his tea or how long to trim his whiskers.
And General Grant, ordinary and scrubby, with
no gait, no station, no manner, wandered off in
the night, dazed and wild with whiskey, and
woke three days later some hundred miles south
of his camp and there he worked in a general store
and boozed until ordered home by Abraham.
And your father was considered mad by many
for the way he moaned in his sleep, and the way
he anticipated enemies in all the shadows of the
buildings, and how he bayoneted behind curtains
for “spies” and how he claimed, “No man may
kill me by bullet alone” and of this, tangled
rabble Abraham could only sigh, could only say,
“We must use those instruments at hand” and
thus they set out to annihilate the enemy.
And many lined the tops of hillsides with
blankets and chairs and nibbled picnic lunches
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of cold roast goose and baked ham and drank
lemonade as they watched those first battles with
opera glasses and applauded the hardy volleys
and the heroic “hurrahs,” until the fury and
horror of the rebels outclassed your boys and
the wailing of the rebels turned your boys’ blood
cold, and your boys scurried in every direction,
some spouting blood, some covered in dirt and
mud, some glazed in the eyes, some screaming
names of relatives and some screaming gibberish,
and how those along the hillsides knocked over
their chairs and fled on horseback while the gun
smoke and the screams of dying men clouded
their way.
And soldiers lined the streets, exhausted and
bloodied, and newspaper men snickered, “Where
are your proud boasts from which you went
forth? Your banners and your bands of music?
Your ropes to haul back prisoners?”
And soldiers camped in the streets, expressionless,
soot and blood streaked, and women in aprons
ladled bowls of chicken broth from vats, and now
these soldiers in vacant lots and on front steps,
in basements and on porches, clutched their
rifles and whistled in their dreams, whistled the
sounds of shells into the ears of comrades, the
brothers and cousins and boyhood friends they
held close in sleep.
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And recruits wandered barnyards and prairies,
baffled and circling and humiliated and terrornumb, and stray dogs followed them with tails
flickering, with low hungry moans, and lapped
the blood spreading their brows, their throats,
with clammy tongues and yellow breath.
And this fellow with his blood and mucusthick whiskers, and this man, the bones white
and blood blackened, punching out where his
leg shattered, and every other officer injured,
through the faces, the skulls, through the chest
and neck, the wheezing sounds and sucking
noises—This man’s horse struck and knocked
down by eight bullets and before he could pick
himself up, five more bullets slammed into the
dead animal, and before he could die, he simply
lay beneath this house of meat, this fortress of rot,
and later wrote home, exhilarated, “The air was
alive with lead,” although he neglected to tell of
the gases singing as they escaped from horses,
bloated and shot-through.
And soldiers drew their last breaths in the arms
of dear good friends and brothers, and they
asked these comrades to write their mothers
and fathers “How I died today for the most
honored of causes,” and even if they scampered
and ran and were shot in the back, even if they
were mistakenly shot by their own men, even
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if the bullet first ricocheted off some rock, even
if they died of disease, even if they died slow
and over the course of days, slow draining of
blood, gangrenous, or even if they were shot
by some sniper while they ate baked beans and
sang “The Battle Hymn” off-key by flickering
embers, invariably they asked their friends to
say, “I died with my sword raised and glory in
my heart.”
And recruits too young to shave woke in bleachedwhite tents scattered along soot-black fields. In
the morning the grounds were hard and cold
and paled with a light frosting, smoke coiling
from their campfires as they brewed coffee. They
wrote letters home, to mother, to father, to the girl
they believed they would marry: “You cannot
imagine,” these boys wrote, “the sound of the
sky as it is ripped open by their shells. And the
clots of soil as they burst upward. As shells rain
in fragments. As legs and horse limbs and—” as
bacon and ham and eggs sizzled in the kitchens
of the mansions generals such as your father
appropriated, sometimes throwing the owner
into the stockades, sometimes smoking the
owner’s tobacco and drinking his brandy there on
the porch while in the fields below the moaning
bloody bodies of his troops, those troops who
watched their generals and sneered and said,
“This war is but a wealthy man’s conflict. No man
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but the saddest and the poorest is trampled for
the gain of these fellows.”
And cannonballs burst the soil, “the shells
tore our feet apart,” and soldiers staggered
along mud roads and fell in the dark, gashed
themselves on rocks and cursed aloud, and the
curses of blood-smeared recruits echoed, and
soldiers fired muskets and rifles and pistols into
rock-throwing mobs, and anti-war mobs threw
rocks at soldiers on parade, and seemingly
everywhere, the dried brown blood of civilians
smeared cobbled streets.
And so many boys, now men, wrote home of
forced marches to rescue men they never knew
from death and to bring men they never knew
to death. Forced marches in woolen uniforms, in
fogs of mosquitoes, forced marches until they
collapsed, dehydrated, forced marches until
sunstroke, forced marches in the clay dust kicked
up and over the bodies of soldiers fallen dead
or dying by heatstroke, forced marches and the
speed of these, at a near trot into clouds of dust
until their throats became throats of clay while
dust from clouds smeared like ash across their
faces, forced marches into clouds of dust mixed
with sweat and blood until their woolen figures
seemed composed of mud.
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And boys died with photos of sweethearts or
parents or brothers clasped, and men died with
photos of wives and children in hand. And
thus they were found, stilled of life, impossibly
pale, their eyes as if yet gazing unto those they
held most beloved in life. Eyes slid shut, letters
composed home: “He died gazing upon your
expression. He died with you foremost in his
heart.”
And although no one in your town would say as
much, there were those along the land who well
understood that the rebels were winning.
*
“How long will you hide your face from me?”
Back home, your mother hounded the casualty
lists, and she hoarded newspapers and pasted
the obituaries of all she’d known or claimed
she’d known into scrapbooks, the boys dead
by “gunshot in right shoulder” and “bayonet to
the stomach” or “into the hand of the Lord after
some days convalescence,” and now always her
brow and fingers smudged and inky, so many
men and boys your mother wept over, those
who were the brothers of “a fellow who worked
in the office for my father” or “a boy, I believe, it
must be him, you remember, he stocked shelves
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at the general store, the gentle lad, it’s so sad,”
or perhaps the cousin of a man she’d once held
affection for, “I suppose you could say Charlie
courted me; he held his cousin in such regard, a
terrible tragedy, all of this loss, this war, oh this
bloody horrid war” and later, how bitterly she
wept, “oh, how my heart breaks for Charlie” and
the hours thereafter spent scouring newspapers
for some remnant of his name, his family.
And your school friends who lost their fathers,
their brothers, their cousins, they did not cry or
wail the way your mother cried for these men and
boys she claimed to have known years before.
And in those days you lived always in the fear
that your father’s name would follow, and
when you expressed yourself thus your mother
sneered and snorted and said, “Oh, him? Don’t
worry about that man. Men like your father never
receive so much as a scratch.”
Your mother scuttled along the streets at each
new posting of a casualty list, the dead heaped
and tossed into shallow graves, graves soon
exhumed, and the lists of their names your
mother copied from postings, your mother in
her beaver-fur hat and beaver-fur coat, her hands
red and cracked in the cold, while other women
dressed in mourning, or soon to be dressed in
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mourning, crowded and shoved and shouted
to let them nearer, and all the land confused
with their tears and wailing and curses. Your
mother wept for the boys of the land, and women
stopped her on the street to say, “Oh no! Not the
general,” and to this your mother chuckled and
said, “Him? Ha! Not that man!”
And soon your mother was contented no more
by the sound of names and now she attended the
funerals of these men she had never known or
had scarcely known or claimed she recollected
or knew by virtue of their blood associations.
And now many mornings your mother pulled
on her beaver-fur cap and her beaver-fur coat
while you lay feverish, some cold rag sopped
upon your brow, and when you moaned for
her to stay she said, “You always were a selfish
boy”, and when those hours later she returned,
pale and bloodshot and slightly ecstatic she
recounted the sounds and sights of the funeral,
those who attended, how they were attired, the
sight of the boy who lay at rest. And the while
you lay shivering and numb and vomiting into
a spittoon, and when finally she brushed your
hair aside, you asked, “Am I going to die?” and
she answered, “Of course not! Why would you
say such a thing?” and you said, “Because you’re
crying—”
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And now your mother soaked her old dresses
and hats and petticoats in basement wash basins
until they were the hue of soot and remember
now how your mother wandered pale and silent,
dressed in black and her face masked, the gauze
fallen over her expression—
And you could not know the figure of your
mother weeping alongside the empty caskets of
men and boys dead by gunshots and bayonets, of
boys and men dead by starvation and frostbite,
of men and boys killed by gangrene and food
poison, of men and boys dead by bayonets
plunged through the chests and the necks; you
could not know the figure of your mother in the
front rows of churches weeping for the figures of
men and boys buried beneath a foot of soil those
miles distant. You could not know the figure of
your mother mourning-dressed and wandering
silent through the parlors of complete strangers,
and there the casket and the tintype or the handpainted portrait of the man or boy your mother
had never known, although she said to the
mother or to the wife or to the sister who stood
silent by the casket, “I knew him…long ago…we
were…I’m so sorry.”
And in those times your father sent your mother
many letters. Your father wrote, “The enemy is
constant and everywhere,” and “He gazes upon
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me as I drink my coffee, as I meet with generals
in hotels we have seized. We require a million
more soldiers to have any hope. Even now, their
eyes—Ah, my darling, I write this as ever in our
private code. I pray you recall how to read a letter
composed in lemon juice.”
And your mother claimed your father asked
after your height, your weight, your athleticism,
your proficiency in the long jump, your school
chums, your school marks, your attitude
toward the “young ladies.” Remember those
letters your father composed from the field, in
tents to the bursting clots of dirt, the long-off
whistling of shells, the explosions and the men
they blew apart, and how your mother claimed
he remembered fondly those evenings you and
he sat upon the back stoop as he smoked his
pipe, and how she claimed he expressed unto
you your duties as a man, toward your mother,
toward his lawn. How you found these letters
beneath your mother’s ink pot, her newspapers,
the lists of casualties she transcribed and pored
over, and how you saw instead very little
mention of you in these; rather, how he asked
after Walter’s slate marker, how he insisted she
daily “clean his stone for weeds. Coo unto him
when the mood strikes. Light him a candle on
dark days. And finally, make certain the other
doesn’t knock the lawnmower against the stone,
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best you can, for we both know he is apt to make
a mess of things.”
And thereafter you dreamed your father vanished
beneath the whirling smoke of his enemies.
“Where have you gone? Who looks after you there?”
And under your watch the weeds grew until they
obscured Walter’s tombstone entirely. And you
sneered at this boy, dead in the ground.
“Who sings you to sleep? Who brushes the hair from
your brow?”
And when the war was at its lowest, Abraham
was visited by the face of the Lord in the night.
Remember now this man Abraham, alongside
his wife, and how she snored while he lay awake
watching the shadows fold and unfold upon
the ceiling. Remember how the Lord, great and
nameless in all, called to him in the voice of
shadows upon the ceiling: “This war of yours,”
the Lord spoke, “calls for the blood of a son. Let
the red stream flow.” And how sorrowful became
this man Abraham, how his every gaze followed
the figure of his boy, Willie, this boy he loved
more than his very soul, this boy Willie and the
war noises he made unto his lead soldiers, and
there Abraham stood in his top hat, and there
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Abraham said unto the boy, “This union shall not
perish from the earth.”
Remember this boy on the front page of the papers,
his face cocked to the side and his half-smile, his
coal black hair, his lace frills and velvet jackets,
dead of what they officially called a “bilious fever.”
Remember now this boy who raced goats along
the capital lawn with his brother. Remember now
this boy of your age and height and hair color,
dead in the morning. Remember how the official
release spoke of his emaciated body wrung dry.
Remember this boy who sought to execute his
play soldiers until his father pardoned them by
official letter. Remember now this boy, dead in
his bed-clothes, and how Abraham wept and
murmured through the day, “You were too good
for this earth, Willie my boy, it is a hard, hard
thing to have you die for this cause.”
And how all the world seemed born into wailing
and the tolling of church bells and twenty-one
gun salutes, how Mary Todd in her black gowns
and gauze pressed her nose to the windows
overlooking the lawns and the roads, and how
she said, “Where are they? Why aren’t they here
to pay their respects?”
Remember those days were the days of caskets,
and now Willie’s was but one of these.
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Remember how Abraham’s figure stooped
over Willie’s, the slow melt of ice along the floor
boards sopping into the Persian rug, Abraham’s
face buried in his hands, how he attended not to
his papers, his war. And how Abraham paced,
moaning, before the boy’s casket. How he slept
before his son, his great figure curled, his legs
drawn up and how his white stockings and
whiter flesh shown beneath his black trousers,
and when he sat awake all your valley knew the
sound of his pitched weeping. And in the still
midnight how Abraham said unto his wife, “I
need a glass of water” and instead journeyed to
the body of his son on display and laid kisses
upon that once sweet brow, and how he sought
to remove the silver dollars from the boy’s lids,
whispering, “Please, please my boy, oh my boy,
my heart—” Remember how servants found
Abraham asleep and draped over Willie’s casket,
the boy’s jacket sodden with Abraham’s tears,
and Abraham wept for what he called “his
guilt,” and so it was said Abraham cleansed
and cleansed until the blood dripped from his
rubbed-red hands.
And now Abraham and his youngest son Tad
curled into bed with each other, and Abraham
whispered stories until this tender lad dozed.
And Abraham excused himself from cabinet
meetings for his weeping, for his dazed
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expression, his strange wandering mind, and
he called out “Quiet down now Willie” or “Play
with your carriages elsewhere lad,” and when
his sobs were heard by those he trusted most,
these said unto each other, “We may need a new
president.”
Remember how Abraham twice exhumed Willie,
stood by while government workers shoveled
free and mounded the soil. How he fell upon the
casket raised above the soil. How he fell upon the
figure of his boy once the crowbar pried free the
lid, the dust and gases of the grave and all others
fell to coughing and gagging while Abraham
held tight the disassembling body of his son, the
body grown to dust, to soil, the body burrowed
through and rotten, the body of hair grown long
and tangled, the body of fingernails, of gases.
This body of the boy he kissed now, this body he
wept upon, this body ever of his boy, this body
ever of his body.
And it was said Mary Todd would not rise from
bed for the death of Willie, and it was said
Abraham crouched by her catatonic figure and
fed her soup by prying her gray lips open with
one hand and sliding the spoon in with his other,
and he hummed the tunes he knew she had loved
to hear Willie sing “Yankee Doodle” and “the
Camptown Ladies” and Abraham said finally,
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“Mother, you must pull together or you see that
white building across the way?” and he gestured
to the hospital across the street. “Mother, we will
have to send you there. And my heart will be too
lonesome to bear.”
Your father sent letters at the time of Willie’s
death which read, “I know well our Abraham’s
pain.” And indeed, in years past, your father
constructed pyres of dead leaves and branches
and stray kindling on the anniversary of Walter’s
death, and he sat in the weird glow of his blaze
while ashes collected in his hair, in his beard.
Remember how his eyes gathered the flicker of
flames, how his hands wrenched the turf loose
into clumps of sod while the black smoke drifted
ever about him, and when you asked why he set
these fires, he turned to you with his eyes smeared
with tears and sweat and soot, and he said unto
you, “If I don’t, how will my boy ever see?”
He asked your mother to “gaze upon my boy for
me please” and he said, “I will light these rebel
cities into fires in his honor.”
And your father wrote you a letter in the aftermath
of Willie’s death which read, in part, “A boy must
ever grow to wither and die. We gaze upon the
pink of his brow and know well the infirmities of
the flesh. Ever we are born into the house of our
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death. Ever we are heir to the dust. My son, I will
do what I must so that this will never happen to
you,” except he several times called you “Walter.”
“We must quiet our nightmares now”
And so many sons dead, and buildings burned,
and cities cindered. And these fields where
bodies lay mounded for the hogs to root. And
the blood-stained lockets of lovers clasped in
cold hands. Entire towns were diminished. And
no longer did anyone care, on either side, to fight
any further. Yet the war continued—
The war continued and the fur and leather
factories were emptied of so many workers, of
the sounds and smells and attitudes of those who
shoveled heaps of pelts from steamships and
wagons, those workers who shot the Flanders
Farm mink and marmot and bison with bolt
guns, those who slit open the animals and cut
free the fur, those who cleaned and softened the
fur, those who removed what flesh remained and
those who stretched the fur, those who leathered
the fur and dyed the fur, those who bleached
the fur and cut the fur, those who carried the
carcasses and ground the carcasses and gathered
the extraneous clumps of meat from the floors for
“Flanders Sausage” and “Flanders All-Purpose
Canned Feed.”
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And there were those who proposed hiring
women and the unpaid. Your father disapproved,
and your father wrote to your grandmother, who
held no sway, and to managers who cared none
for your father’s opinions, and he said, “The
unpaid will not work to our standards,” and he
said, “Paying them will be of negative influence.
The unpaid must be made to labor and even then
only simple tasks for the brutes.”
The war continued and fathers and older
brothers and uncles and cousins died. Remember the blonde boy who went missing from
class, the boy whose empty desk day after day
filled the classroom, the girls theorizing he
had died of the pox and others said diphtheria,
before finally your teacher said that this boy
had lost his father in the war, and when he
returned the girls brought him sandwiches
wrapped in twine and wax paper, and cookies
baked the night before, and they led him behind
the schoolhouse and “we just held hands” little
Sarah Westerberg in pigtails told her friends
loud enough for you and the other boys to hear,
this little blonde boy who left the classroom for
weeping fits, this little blonde boy who thinned,
whose under-eyes blackened, this boy you
watched in the midst of girls and pigtails and
presents and cooing. This boy you watched with
your friends, mumbling, “I wish my father got
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killed,” and how that night you prayed unto the
Lord for forgiveness.
“I cast them out as dirt in the streets”
This war continued and lines of unpaid coiled
outside the factories, the apples they peeled with
pen knives, their silent watching.
And there were nights you woke believing your
town thundered with the boots of soldiers, with
the songs of rebels, and you woke in the night
thinking they were burning the houses with
clumps of flaming grass, and you woke in the
light of the moon and believed it the fires of
houses and schools and shops, and you dreamed
the land became as one under those fires.
This war continued and the rivers became choked
and sodden with the corpses of men in gray and
blue woolen uniforms, bloated and their skin
gone yellow or brown or black, those men shot or
gouged miles downriver. Their bodies fished out
by unpaid workers recompensed with one handme-down trouser for every ten bodies. Or these
bodies fished out of the water with bayonet tips
by fat bellied militiamen swilling from flasks
of whisky. The rotten and pulverized bodies of
dead men piled onto docks and skiffs and those
in gray burned in pits, the sky choked black with
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their fumes, the bodies of the men in blue buried
in mass graves while “Taps” was played.
And no more the noise of steamships, the
chattering of passengers, of natives and trappers
and traders long away from what they called
the “civilized world,” no more the whistling
of steamships, no more the passage of ships
mounded with burlap and tarpaulin-covered
pelts. This war continued and now rivers
alive with the woolen-coated figures of troops,
bayonets aloft, the soldiers patrolling, steel eyes
penetrating, the cigarette and pipe smoke fumes
of soldiers, faces lost in the blue smoke coiling,
faces lost as if traversing a fog. These steamships
silent and drifting past your town, the gusts of
steam, the whistles, the black eyes of soldiers in
place of all you had ever known.
And now the gloomy drift of ironsides, their
black smog and slow chugging, their names like
Alligator and Cairo and Stonewall and the eyes
of children shielded from their grim armor, their
monstrous works. These machines Abraham
insisted they build, and so they did, for in those
times no ambition seemed beyond the clutches
of man.
“Fear thee not for I am with thee”
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The bullets of the enemy spurted up the dust as if
from a pelting rain.
And this war continued into the wilderness,
that dismal wilderness, into dense thickets and
choked undergrowth, into the uncanny light, the
strange quiet. And when the brush caught, the
bodies alive but unmoving on the floor of the
forest burned, their screams lost in the crackling
of trees, in the fumes, the hellish light, and their
bones ever after, bleached and ashen. The sky
trembled with soot, and one camp cried to the
other, “You hear that Reb?” and the other cried,
“I surely do. I surely do.”
This war continued and men knew now to fear
the dust clouded on the horizon, the ominous
stream of wagons and glittering gun metal, the
white wagon covers against the smote black
landscape.
And everywhere the debris of war, massed
in unsightly ruins, wheels broken and poles
shattered, ammunition and burst shells scattered,
and rats crawling within the corpses of horses,
and scurrying throughout the remnants of
blankets and hogs rooting the rotted harnesses,
canteens, bits of leather, and the buildings
burnt and crumbled, the trees torn and rent,
the ground strewn. And in fields and in forests
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shallow graves were found dug and opened
by wild dogs and foraging soldiers, overgrown
with wild flowers and forget-me-nots, and now
polished skulls lay along the floors of forests and
fields, and leg bones, arm bones, and rib bones,
the toes of shoes, and weather-worn uniforms
emptied of life, the grinning bony fleshless faces.
“Are your days as the days of man?”
And your father’s armies marauded and ravaged.
They pillaged and burned cities and towns and
farms and into the yards of the rebellious they
went, and they shot and butchered their hogs in
the dust while rebel wives rent their dresses and
screamed. “These boys,” your father wrote your
mother, “can kill and dress a hog in a minute flat.”
There was not a city your father would not burn.
And there lived not a race he considered immune
to the horror he brought. And he sneered, and he
said, “My aim is to thrash the rebels and all they
love” and he said, “War is cruelty” and he said,
“War is all hell.”
Your father wrote your mother from the black
clotted fields, the moaning of men in the
background, the whistling of shells. “I have seen
much of the suffering of the world” he wrote,
and “I have inspired much ruin and horror. I feel
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my heart gone cold to the deaths of a thousand,
thousand boys by my hand” and in another letter,
“Had we fought this very war those years earlier,
perhaps Walter’s death would not now affect me
so.”
From the field your father wrote of those
newspapers he loathed more than anything,
their criticisms and what he called “innuendos,”
their attempts to “sabotage our efforts,” and he
called them vermin for the way they lingered
along the edges of camps, printing strategy and
battle plans before the battles occurred. And
your father called them worse than traitors
since they committed their sins for money, and
he often wrote, “I would see them all dangling
from ropes,” and he wrote to your mother, “I’ve
sent letters to a few of the government fellows,
my darling. You will see what comes of your
newspapers.”
And soon the Gazette doors were kicked in by
militiamen and the windows were boarded over,
and no one heard again from the publisher or
the editors or the writers or the photographers
or the printers. And lost without her obituaries,
your mother slumped to the wall, and she flailed,
and she wheezed, and she clawed lines into her
throat. And your grandmother observed her
and muttered, “I suppose we can’t eat until you
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know about those dead boys?” and your mother
thrashed against the wall until the plaster cracked,
and her hair and blood mashed into the wallpaper.
The Gazette was confiscated in bundles and the
papers were incinerated in town squares and in
the streets of your town, the jolting of bayonet
tips, the gusting of black ashes, your mother
watched these swirl as if she saw the names of
the dead.
And soon the Gazette re-opened with a “Patriotic”
staff. And the headlines touted momentous
victories even if there were no victories, and the
front pages showed Abraham cutting ribbons
in front of school houses and Abraham shaking
hands with priests and Abraham congratulating
his war department beneath headlines like
“Uncle Abe Cooks Up a Winner” and there were
no obituaries listed, no names listed but the
names of those heroes lately decorated with
medals and plaques. Your mother tore through
these pages, and she wailed.
Your mother brought stationary and charcoal
nubs to the cemeteries, and rubbed onto those
sheets the sooty names of the dead, until her
hands and face smeared as black as her clothing.
Along those grim pastures your mother was but
one of hundreds of black-dressed women who
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stooped to gravestones, weeping and smearing
and murmuring to themselves the names of the
dead.
And your grandmother sighed as she washed
your mother’s charcoal hands, and she said, “It
won’t be long before that Abraham gives this
entire country over to those lazy unpaids.”
*
“How may a man be just with God?”
And now what had been a low crackling, contorted
into a moan, and the moan slow gathered into
a voice, and so it was that these speakers now
spoke the names of the dead and fallen. And
your mother fell to weeping, to hyperventilating,
and her arms went numb with the rhythm of her
transcription, and she bellowed for you to take
up the pen, and she hovered as you scratched
what you heard, and she sighed, and you smelled
the stale of her breath—
Remember how men and women wandered
streets against the near constant drone of names,
their ears plugged with cotton—
Remember how the sky opened with this endless
crackling deluge and many stayed home from
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work rather than miss the death or the not death
of some son or nephew or cousin or uncle or next
door neighbor or former paperboy, and now the
milk bottles piled and curdled on hundreds of
porches and stoops until the unpaid ventured
from the forest to gulp them by the moonlight,
their cream-smeared lips.
And now classes were interrupted by the naming
of a cousin or a father or even the teacher’s own
son, and remember your teacher became mere
gray flesh as the sound of her son’s name and
his age and his address lingered, and the chalk
snapped against the board, and the stick fell to
the floor, and from within this gray flesh was
born such a terrible sound.
Remember how names droned and crackled
until those who wandered Main Street wandered
with ears stuffed with blood and pus-soaked
cotton, and they no longer stopped to talk or
greet each other or shake hands, instead passing
with eyes to the cobbled walks while low moans
issued from their throats. And the streets stood
vacant save those tottering women with ears fat
like cabbages, their handbags filled with cuts of
aged-meat and canned peaches.
And when the speakers ceased their torrent of
names and the air hummed with silence, there
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were those who believed the war was concluded.
But when the speakers spoke again they spoke
in the voice of conscription, and remember now
the names of those “randomly” selected to serve
were called into the open air, and all the wives of
the land looked sidelong at their husbands and
their husbands had gone pale.
The mother of many a boy such as you said, “Your
father claims his back troubles will keep him
from the war. Other days he insists his game leg
is the ailment,” and remember how that mother
gazed as if with great longing before finishing,
“Have you ever seen that man so much as limp?”
And those lines of men with their pipes, their
cigarettes, coiling from the bars and taverns, and
many children returned from school to houses
emptied, save a note which read “GONE INTO
HIDING LOVE MA AND PA.” Or they returned
to their mother’s weeping while their father
hummed the melody to “Yankee Doodle” before
he turned to his child and said, “I’ll probably be
leaving for the war any day now” or those fathers
who now wore stumps for hands, or who smelled
of whisky and no longer worked but sprawled on
the sofa resting a glass on their bellies, or those
fathers who pontificated from their front stoops
about “doing something about all those unpaids”
who they were expected to die for, those unpaids
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who had shot their hand off or their foot off or
their knee cap off not to die for, those gibbering
workers everyone suspected would take their
jobs, victorious or no, and all would soon become
as unpaid workers themselves beneath the brute
rule of these unpaids now, suddenly, paid.
And remember the mandatory military age was
raised from forty to fifty and soon men hobbling
on crutches and canes, or cowering under sinks
or behind bookshelves were called to service, and
these men staggered to military offices or they
were found and marched to offices by militiamen,
and while most said their rifles did not work this
mattered not, for their bayonets did and these
were the sort of men who preferred the thrust of
a good bayonet.
And only the names of dandies or the sons of fur
barons escaped conscription for these fellows
paid vagrants to enlist in their place. And when
these sons and nephews with golden locks, with
black velvet jackets and purple silk top hats,
heard their names uttered, they plucked gold
coins from their purses and to the nearest urchin
they said, “You there boy—”
And now secretaries wore eyes black-blotted by
husbands who suspected them of consorting
with the unpaids.
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And men such as your father said, “You see now
how this fellow of yours, this Abraham, intends to
replace us. You see now the whole plot revealed,”
and those lines of workers with their lunch pails
entered the factory, their laughter amongst each
other. And this language they spoke with each
other seemed a monstrous tongue, and now
many men said, “I can’t believe my son is off
fighting so some savage can take his job.”
“I am hollow without you”
And militias stampeded the streets and they fired
buckshot into crowds and the crowds returned fire
and brandished planks of wood, and dandies fled
to country estates while the rest of the town burst
shop windows with bricks, lit torches, battered
down city house doors while the militia waited
within, their eyes fat and their bayonets affixed.
And you attended to the porch, your father’s rifle
on the ready, while your mother lay on her sofa
with her lists, and along the night, explosions and
sirens, and you did not sleep nor stir from your
post while the horizon hazed with red smoke,
while workers were rooted out of forests and
church basements and thrashed to death with
clubs and bullwhips, and the wide soulless eyes,
the unpaid bodies pitched forward, covered in
flies.
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Remember the sun blotted into blackness as
neighboring towns burned.
And the bodies of unpaid workers swung from
gas lamps and speaker poles and tree limbs;
the beaten and mutilated bodies, their necks
elongated like the necks of swans, their eyes
jellied and popping; the shadows of swinging
bodies cast by fires onto cobbled streets and
against brick exteriors while overhead, gulls
swirled and shrieked.
And the bodies of rioters lay bloodied and
smoldering, banked against gutted out shops,
blanketed beneath the ashes of incinerated
awnings. And the bodies of rioters and
militiamen became the nests of rats, and when
your mother pointed to the smoke along the
horizon she said, “That’s flies you see there,” and
when she saw your rifle she snorted and she said,
“You don’t think you’ll use that on someone?”
and you said, “If it’s in my heart, I will. It’s in his
heart, isn’t it?”
And of the bodies gone black in the merciless
sun your father wrote to you, “The microbes are
constant and everywhere” and he wrote, “Hold
a rag to your face” and he wrote, “If you do
not hold this fast I will command your mother
to wrap it unto your face.” Your father insisted
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disease carried on the wind. He wrote that you
must boil water upon the stove and toss this
steaming into the tin tub, and there he bade
you strip, and there he bade you scrub until the
waters reddened. How you sobbed and wailed
as your flesh scalded. And of his own constant
days amidst such rot, your father said he did not
need to bath or cover up because “my life entire
I have been exposed to such contagion. By now I
am immune.”
And from the speakers the voice of Abraham
said unto the people, “In times of rebellion and
to suppress said rebellion, we must arm those
you have so long considered unarmable and
we must pay those we have so long considered
unpayable, and I, as President of these here
parts, do solemnly declare those who have never
been paid must now be paid” and how many
of these runaway unpaid came clattering into
army camps trussed in the rotten outfits of their
previous employ, speaking languages unknown,
gesturing for firearms, and many of these unpaid
were handed pitchforks and wheelbarrows and
were told to clean the fields of corpses. They were
paid in promissory notes and many took their
notes to the stores and feed mills and were given
pouches of boll weevil infested tobacco and torn
burlap sacks.
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Your father called this proclamation a “terrible
folly” and he said, “We trusted those runaways
who came into our camps to clear roads of debris
and to erect forts, but they worked only when our
rifles commanded them, and they fled at the first
sign of trouble. The spirit of the unpaid,” your
father often said, “is not a sturdy one.”
And little sent rebel employers scurrying faster
than the thunder of their former employees
marching, and nothing terrified the captured
rebels more than the bayonets and impish
laughter of their former unpaid, who cackled and
hooted and called them “Boss.” And when the
unpaid soldiers lost battles, they were shoveled
into pits like dead chickens, and when they
waved white flags they were shot through the
necks or the skulls or the chests or beaten with
clubs or rifle butts and made to moan and told to
“Beg!” and if they begged they were shot in the
back of the skulls and if they did not their hands
were chopped off and then their ears and these
were worn in necklaces by rebel bands. And
those who were not murdered were returned to
their former employers and were whipped and
beaten and again made to work without pay if
they could yet walk or breathe.
These acts were not reported in the papers. And
these unpaid were not wept for along the land.
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And now all the night lit by the light of the cities
your father burned to husks, your father along
the hillsides, the cigars he smoked, the ashes
mounded at his feet, smudging his horse. And
the tide of refugees as they drifted from burning
cities. The bayonets awaiting them. “Bring them
Hell,” your father shouted. “Make them know
what they brought on themselves.” And those
women wrestled into ditches, their corsets gutted
by bayonets, screaming in the light of their
burning city, and those buildings burned and
devastated into half-walls and heaps of brick and
ashes, and the burned carcasses of horses in the
streets and the cats that picked cleaned the ashbones, and now babies and mothers, covered in
dust, slept against the husks of buildings while
soldiers marched the scorched and dusty road,
while your father smoked his cigars and nodded
ashes to the burned-out city streets.
And soldiers slept in rebel yards, bloodied and
bandaged, and stray dogs licked at their wounds,
and hogs rooted at their flesh, ate their toes, their
hands. Soldiers slept on the laps of soldiers, in
the arms of soldiers, and soldiers dying and
bleeding and draining onto other soldiers said,
“Tell Mother I died a hero.”
Here the awful universe of battle, the sloping
forest of flashing steel, men gulping blood, men
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falling armless, legless, headless into the mud,
into the fields, into the trampled dust.
Soldiers wandered back-roads and through
swamps half-naked through clouds of dust,
covered in filth and vermin, those soldiers who
wandered hollow-eyed and collapsed along
roads to be trampled over by those who followed.
And in the smoke of combat men fired upon their
own commanders, even generals taking volleys
from their own men, and generals were carried
from the field coolly smoking cigars, coughing
blood.
Men lay moaning and bleeding in the dust, and
from their knapsacks they removed lockets
and photographs, the images of sweethearts
and wives. And if they could not remember the
voices of these women in those last moments, or
the sensation of touch, or the whisper of breath,
if they could not remember the warmth pressed
to their sides, their hearts, they could at least say
unto these icons, “I have ever hastened to return
to you,” and rarely could they say names, rarely
could they remember them for the numbness
unfolding, the immeasurable whiteness.
And there were two ways for surgeons—the way
of those who would not be paid, these conducting
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themselves with blood and pus-stained hatchets
and bone-saws, their leather aprons and the ether
they sometimes used. And they hoisted bodies
screaming unto tables and there they hacked
appendages apart at the most obvious place.
And if no appendage revealed itself as infected
they prayed unto the Lord to guide his hand, to
choose a leg or arm to sever. Appendages piled
bloody and fly-gathered at the tent entrance, and
the bodies piled in nearby fields, and soldiers lit
these with gasoline-soaked rags and bundles of
dead grass.
And there were those who would be made
wealthy. In those times embalming surgeons
advertised in newspapers and ladies magazines,
and embalming surgeons agreed to follow the
sons of wealthy families at a “discreet distance”
waiting for the death of those they agreed to
“handle.” And no embalming surgeon would
reveal his “secret formula” although there were
those who claimed “no arsenic” or “of chemicals
all natural” as if one could drink the stuff from
barrels. And there were those who advertised
in the papers: “Bodies embalmed by us never
turn black but retain the color and countenance
of those asleep.” Embalming surgeons amassed
fortunes from widows and parents who wished
for the remains of sons to be returned “as they
were when alive.”
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Embalmers followed marching soldiers in
wagons with the words “Embalming, Deodorizer,
Disinfectant” whitewashed on either side, and
embalming surgeons wandered battlefields in
their silk top hats and camel-hair jackets, sifting
the still smoking and writhing aftermath, and
soon those men stood like butchers in leather
aprons and with sleeves rolled, connecting hoses
to figures as-if-asleep on tables, and how the
red fluid was drawn from the bodies while the
yellow fluid was injected.
And the skin of thousands of dead soldiers took
on a yellow glow and neither did they age nor
putrefy nor gray. And your father gazed upon the
aspect of these men and said it was a “genuine
miracle” and he wrote to your mother, “If only
such capabilities existed when Walter—how
different our lives may have been.”
And Abraham journeyed those lands when
all was silent along the fields of combat, sifted
through the rubble and kicked at the skulls
smoldering in dust. And Abraham spoke unto the
gathered generals and politicians and the press
and unto those former soldiers who sat in chairs,
their pus and blood-smeared bandages, and to
the wives of those attending, and how this man
Abraham said, “We come here not to dedicate,
nor consecrate, nor hallow this ground. The men
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who have lived and died and struggled here have
consecrated it far beyond our low powers to add
or detract. It is for us to commit to the great task
before us—that from these honored dead we take
increased devotion to the conflict for which they
gave the last full measures of their lives—that
we resolve these dead have not died in vain—”
And there were those who scoffed and snickered
and said, “See here the gibbering ape.”
Houses throughout your town were abandoned,
the windows punched out by neighborhood
children. Families officially “went west” to stake
a claim toward a future, and no one remembered
these families planning to move although they
remembered the covered wagons of the military
in their yards or militiamen drinking the bottled
milk from their front stoops.
And your school chums found notes in their
desks accusing them of rebel sympathies, and
even your teacher’s voice seemed tinged with
twang, and it was so that she disappeared the
very next week, and soon a man who knew
nothing of your class or your studies stood at the
front of the room and said, “Let us now open our
books” and the children each opened a different
text.
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And the neighbor across the way disappeared,
his milk bottles gathered on his stoop until
runaway workers carried them to the forest,
and when you asked your mother where this
man went she said she dreamed that he had
piled into a covered wagon with a mattress
and burlap sacks filled with clothing and feed
and his chickens and rabbits thrashing in cages
and hutches, while everyone else called this
neighbor a “rebel sympathizer” and said it was
only a matter of time. And soon the house was
boarded over by militiamen and indeed there
were many such houses now and it seemed half
the houses one passed were houses boarded over
or houses in the process of being boarded over by
militias crowded into wagons with hammers and
boards and other implements. And your friends
investigated these abandoned houses while you
watched from your porch, rifle across your lap.
And your friends whispered of the rebel flags
they found bannered throughout your neighbor’s
house, the portraits of gray woolen generals in
his personal office, their bedroom, above the
child’s bed.
And now children accused classmates of accents,
of smelling like rebel foods, and children met in
the mornings before school and bloodied noses,
their pale faces spattered with red, eyes smote
with tears.
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And detention centers or “camps” constructed of
concrete and barbed wire were initially denied,
then proudly confirmed with headlines: “Our
Country Kept Safe.” These centers constructed
and filled with turncoats, traitors, and spies, for
the impulse to “turn rebel” was pervasive in the
low times of war. Your grandmother claimed
insomnia for thoughts of rebels lurking in honest
men’s clothing. She would sniff the air, cautiously,
and imply she could smell them even now, or at
least she could scent the stink of their cooking.
Children dreamed the rebel flag suspended over
the blackboard or rebel families tunneling from
the prison yards, dirt-smeared and soon camped
in the streets. Rebel families soot-black and
burning lawns with lit torches, touching them
to houses and fences, all the neighborhoods
smoldering and blazing to stubble. And
arithmetic and Latin classes were regularly
interrupted by the wearied screams of half
asleep children.
And the Gazette reported that the interned had
started baseball leagues, and the Goober Peas
held a narrow margin over the Boll Weevils in the
pennant race, and they were said to have knitting
circles and book clubs, and they were said to sing
carols and pray in churches, and the goods of the
prisoners made their way into general stores, and
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these goods were labeled “Made by the Interned,”
and there they remained, no matter the price.
And from those camps came the frequent reports
of rifle fire. And many greeted this rapture by
muttering “good riddance.”
It was said that the rebels kept their prisoners
crowded into patches of dirt and most slept in
holes with woolen blankets tossed over, and
when they drank they drank from maggoty
swamp water that doubled as their toilet, and
they died retching, and when they ate they ate
only a ration of salt, and some applied this to the
rats they caught, or to the bunk mate who died, or
to the clump of dirt they searched for worms, or
to the festering maggots of the drinking water—
And it was said that when your father liberated
one of these camps he found the soldiers of his
country as skeletons, all caved-in sockets, all ribs
and hip bones. And the sound of whistling came
when they tried to speak. And when they tried to
move nothing happened. These men your father
found in heaps of black-bloated dead, and when
they pulled free men yet living, your father said,
“Are you actually men? Are you not corpses?”
And when they spoke finally, worms and
maggots wriggled from their gummy mouths.
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And your father fell then to weeping, and for
days he could not cease, and when he emerged
from his tent your father spoke only in chattering,
in wild eyes, in clicking and humming.
Now this other general, Grant, lay siege to
the rebel capital and their leaders fled and the
citizens starved within. Now the long wait,
where Grant and his men drank potato and shoe
polish concoctions they called “Oh be Joyful”
while within the city they ate the worms from
their bread and the weevils from their coffee, and
when this was gone they ate parched corn, and
when this was gone they ate their shirts and boiled
their boots and ate the wallpaper, their shirts,
the dust of plaster, and always the whistling of
shells and the crumbling of buildings, always
the fumes of blackened corpses, always the city
of rats.
*
“How I long to look upon you. To smile and remember
your face”
And then one morning you woke to the clattering
of a wagon. And there stood your father, and from
the window your mother watched with huge
eyes as you embraced him and the old general
held you back with the kid-glove smoothness of
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his hands, saying, “You’re too old to hang about
my coattails now. You may shake my hand as any
other man.”
And in those days your father spoke little of what
he had seen or why he was returned, and the
boys at school whispered that your father had
“come unhinged.” Remember your father and the
way he inspected behind the furniture before
he sat in a room. Remember how he read the
evening paper with a rifle on his lap, the bayonet
affixed, and how he once said, “Have I cut my
hands? Blood, blood, everywhere—hurry, get a
rag,” but when he held them out they seemed as
clean and pure as ever.
Remember how your father would not return to
work because “I have more important business to
attend to” and “I have seen my true calling along
those ravaged landscapes.” And when he told
your mother, she would not respond, nor would
she look at him. And your father considered
her eyes and whispered unto you, “There is an
uncanny intelligence alive there” and to her he
said, “Where have you been these years?” and to
this your mother was silent.
The newspapers theorized your father suffered
from “exhaustion of the nerves” or a “terrible
melancholy.” And the papers reported how your
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father raved to “persons unseen,” and he fired
his revolver at shadows, bayoneted the wind.
Remember he wore his uniform through the
day and into bed and he removed his cap only at
dinner or for church services, although he now
refused to worship any god but one of his own
devising.
Your father returned home intoxicated by the
advancements in technology lately made, for he
had observed the death of men three hundred
yards distant through the sights of rifles, and he
had known the devastation of exploding shells,
the slow drifting hulks of ironclads through
the rivers and seas. He had watched men dead
some weeks yet intact and scarcely yellowed.
And your father brought you to a mounded
tarpaulin in the backyard and he pulled this
aside to reveal the silent red machine. “The
salesman suggested steam powered,” your
father explained, “as the fuel is readily found.”
Your father, however, had long understood the
importance of the combustion engine and had
opted for the gasoline machine: “It may not be
as accurate or as gentle as that mower you have
known, but I have found that the greatest success
comes through methods most brutal.”
And your father, ever in full regalia, fueled
his mowing machine while the smoke on the
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horizon flared hues of red, and in the shadows
of those cities distantly burning he tinkered
amidst the spent tufts of lawn, and through the
days none could escape the constant roar. And
your father at last sighed with contentment when
blistered stubble alone remained. Your father no
more sat watch against the militias nor dashed
off letters insisting he was “quite recovered” or
how he longed to “once again obliterate our
enemies along the plains.” The mutton-chops of
his youth become as full as the bushy whiskers
your grandfather wore in the daguerreotypes
suspended along the wall.
And always your mother wept and always she
explained her tears for a stubbed toe or a cut
hand, although she complained from the sofa
where she lay swaddled in quilts. And your
father ever outdoors, ever starting and restarting
his machine, ever wild and cursing amidst the
blue fumes.
And all the women seemed women in black,
their gauze faces and dipped black parasols,
their gloves of black lace. Soon even girls who
were not engaged to dead soldiers now dressed
in mourning and claimed secret engagements,
pregnancies, and they walked stiff backed,
haughty, and there were those who commented,
“The poor dear, the poor sorrowful dear and her
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sacrifice.” They dressed always in black and
some men watched these black trussed widows
purchasing a flank of rotten meat or a can of
peaches, and they longed for their lonely widow
flesh, but your father merely desired the lawn
mowers their husbands left behind.
And now, many days, your father ran into the
house with his blackened shirt and his black
dripping hands and commanded you duck
beneath the window while he too crouched,
and he pressed his oil hand to your mouth,
while outside widows in black lace dresses and
black parasols knocked on your door, their thin
frownless lips as they said, “We know you are
in there, General. Your tracks are apparent.” And
your father said, “I promised them I would trim
their lawns as a payment, as a gentleman should,
but they must have forgotten our arrangement in
their grief. Now stay down. I believe she senses
you there by your rustling.”
And in those days your mother remained ever at
her desk, dressed in mourning, her soft grunts
as she composed, the murmurs she made and her
tongue lolling along her grayed lips. Remember
the letters your mother wrote and folded over,
slow and delicate, and how she tied these with
pink and blue ribbons, and how she hid these in
a split tree trunk outside your house. Remember
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how she glanced around as she did so, never
suspecting you watched through the window.
Remember how she found you running your
fingers over the kitchen table as if you could read
the imprints of her message, as you imagined
what she must write to the man who gathered
these letters, who left those letters your mother
read in the bathroom, giggling and sighing to
herself. And remember the night your mother
woke you with a hand to your mouth and
whispered, “If you tell your father, he will kill
the both of us. And I will never speak to you
again.”
*
“Who was this man?”
Then silence. And there were those who believed
the war was finished. And while the last of the
bands played, and the last of the church bells
clanged, and the confetti gathered along the
walks and in the gutters, and the last of the
lovers within the crowds kissed, and the gas
lamps swelled—
Now a crackling, and a sweltering, and a long
buzz, and a low hum and fathers along the land
collapsed with blood streaming their ears and
eyes and noses, and the mothers of the land fell,
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moaning and wailing, their inky hands clasped
to their skulls, and glass pictures shattered
and windows fractured, and dogs bayed, and
cats hid, and boys such as you cowered against
the cold floor boards, and the workers on their
licey bunks gagged on molded bread, and your
teachers and neighbors in their prisons crumpled
and cowered in the midst of shaved heads and
burlap, black sunken eyes and skeleton arms, and
those children imprisoned who were not dead of
dysentery, and the curled and maddened figures
of all the men and all the women and all the
children along the landscape, lost in this sound.
The speakers glowed and the crackling
coalesced into words and these words seemed
more a language of screams and explosions
and rottenness: ABRAHAM ZZZZZZIS SHOT
ZZZZAMABEAZZZZZZZZZZZOUHAFOUGIS
SHOT THAOUGZZZZZZZE—
And now Abraham was dead.
Militias stampeded horses along the avenues and
shot out the speakers as they passed, hooting
and screaming, their horses neighing, and the
speakers exploded when shot, and white sparks
flared and gusted into ditch grasses and these
caught into flames, and the night fell to gun
blasts and explosions and the crackling of half-
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dead speakers against the roads, until, finally
now, only silence lay beneath.
“The judgments of the Lord are true and righteous
altogether”
And how quietly a bolt gun fires in a room of
human sounds, of laughter, of singing, and how
immediate the red hole blossoms, the cloud
burst of blood, the dumb silence of the crowd,
the swelling wail, and screams of “death death
death.” And Abraham’s near-corpse slouched,
and eyes gathered, ears pressed to his chest, and
there were those who touched the back of his
head and felt into his skull and when black clots
were pulled he gasped, “HUUUUUGGGGGH”
as if drowning. And then the frenzy of the theater,
the iron stink of murder, the animal screams, and
how those who so long wanted him dead now
wept for their Abraham, who lay sobbing black
blood. And there were those who shouted “hang
him!” although the assassin had scampered into
the night.
They laid Abraham to bed across the street, near
death and raving in tongues, and all those who
stood present said he agreed with their final
requests, their battle plans, their amendments to
proclamations, and soon all sounds drew shut,
and soon his face swelled to gray, and soon the
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final clicking came from within, our Abraham’s
rapturous last clatter.
Later your father said, “I know well what such a
gun does. He would have died without pain.”
And your town seemed crazed for the weeping
and gnashing and singing of the unpaid in the
streets, even as the skies opened into torrents of
rain and those unpaid, who had so far kept to
the forests, now clogged the streets, singing and
wailing.
And there were those who claimed Mary Todd
gave Abraham’s guard a hundred dollar bill and
told him to take the night off.
*
And now the clamor for vengeance, for blood,
now the hunt for this disgruntled fur farmer,
Booth, with a hundred thousand dollar bounty
placed on his head. And soon Booth lay cornered
in a lit and burning barn, and his terrible screams
and the black smoke and the red moon, and they
identified his blackened corpse by dental records,
they said, or by intuition, or by what they took
as the word of the barn owner. And there are
those to this day who insist he fled “yonder” via
ferry where he married a rancher’s daughter, and
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said that he died an elderly man of ninety-eight,
a wealthy rancher of beef cattle, a father of eight
boys and three girls.
And there were those who insisted love letters
from Mary Todd were found in Booth’s satchel,
and in these she used phrases like “love eternal”
and “Royal Union.” And there were those who
insisted Booth’s death drove her mad, that she
called to him from her asylum bed while his
ghost paced the floors.
*
Your grandmother called Abraham’s death “the
greatest tragedy we’ve ever suffered” and she
commissioned renderings of “Honest Abe”
riding an eagle above snow peaked mountain
tops, his ghost shimmering over a red, white, and
blue mountain top.
And in what remained of rebel lands they erected
statues and composed what they called “hymns”
in Abraham’s memory.
*
“Let us bind up our wounds”
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And then came the morning you woke into your
mother and your grandmother’s absence, their
closets emptied of clothing, the gathering of dust
where once was your mother’s stationary, her
ink pots and fountain pens no more. Remember
how your mother left only a framed photo of
your father and you and herself from years
before. And remember this house emptied of
your mother and your grandmother’s frenzied
scratching and now only the sound of your
breathing and the distant vibrations and roaring
of your father’s mowing machines, starting and
idling and choking and stuttering to stops and
then starting again.
You slept on the sofa where your mother so often
slept, your mother who had become the mere cold
indent of velvet and stuffing. And your father
woke you with the smell of gasoline upon his
hands, his breath, as he said unto you, “A terrible
event has befallen our family” and he placed his
hands upon you, his face ruddy and bearded and
moist now with tears, and he groped for you, and
he said, “Oh my son, my son, your mother has
passed unto another land” and no matter how
you struggled beneath his weight, your father
pulled you ever deeper into his terrible warmth.
He chiseled a headstone with the inscription,
“Beloved wife, Attentive mother” and this
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headstone he erected next to Walter’s. And while
he read passages from his grandfather’s leatherbound Bible, the words your father spoke seemed
less a language of dust and brimstone than of the
motes of rust and oil, the fumes from below.
And your father gestured to his lawn of mowing
machines, the pools of oil in mud, nowhere a
blade of grass, and he gestured to the house, and
he said unto you, “What will happen now that
she is gone?”
And when you never saw her in town, nor did she
return, you thought, Perhaps she is underground,
and in the long nights you watched the space
under those trees, the shadows and the stone
marker, for some evidence of this. None ever
came.
“You who showed mercy unto us”
Remember the crowds camped under leather
tents and tarpaulins, wedged seven men deep
along Main Street, the sounds of breathing and
coughing and sneezing and shuffling in place
and of children asking their parents When?
Remember now those crowds sleeping in pup
tents or wrapped in old quilts or beneath bison
hides. How no one would relinquish their place
amongst the mass and the stench of those who
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defecated where they lie and slept in the mud
slop of their puddled urine. Remember how the
flies in the air seemed like smoke. Remember the
fits of weeping that seemed to possess all and
how strangers held strangers while they waited.
Remember the tears welled in your father’s eyes
as he said, “If only your mother were yet with us”
and how he placed his smooth young hand upon
your neck.
Remember how quiet the world was in the
absence of crackling and humming.
And soon a procession of carriages led by white
horses until the black hearse with Abraham’s
body, and what remained of Willie’s body, pulled
by a team of black stallions, and all breaths drew
firm as these continued past, bodies watching
from the windows of factories and apartment
houses and dangling from gas lamps and oak
limbs, from rooftops, their faces and open
mouths gusting smoggy clots.
And now beneath the gray black sky, the gas
lamps glowing numbly, the clatter of horse
hooves, and all stood at attention pressing their
hands to their hearts or brows or their hands
touching the shoulders of their children. And the
rough tremble of wheels against the dung filthy
streets, and the crowd let out a moan and then
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a series of moans as Abraham’s hearse passed
before them, and the national flags flapped, those
flags smeared and blackened with mud and soot.
And soon those carriages stopped before city hall
and the blue woolen soldiers carried Abraham’s
casket into the first room where the great man lay
as if merely asleep. And your town entire filed
along, and the line stretched for blocks, and all
saw this man in final repose, his hands folded
over his belly, his eyelids closed and almost
black. Remember how not a word was spoken
and only the slightest sniffling and the whipping
of wind and rain upon the windows. Remember
how the line moved at a nothing pace and how
you turned away when you saw the edge of
the casket and said, “No, no,” and your father
held you tight and said, “You must. You must.
You must” and he spun you forward when you
again refused. Remember your Abraham’s face,
yellowed, as if made of wax.
It was said Abraham travelled a hundred cities
over thousands of miles, and now millions more
saw Abraham dead than they saw him alive.
And it was said that Abraham never saw Europe.
Or California.
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And your father sighed and said, “He could
remain like this forever—”
*
“You who bore us up, who showed mercy unto us”
Your father spent his days then building fires and
gazing into the smoke of the skies. And your father
sat in the glow of these fires and told you of the
bison stampede of his boyhood, how from within
clouds of dust came the tirade of a thousand,
thousand horns and hooves. How churches and
general stores came to rubble and everywhere
the shatter of stained glass glinted and the tins of
meats, of peaches, spilled open and spoiled. And
the flesh of man and child lay twisted in glass
and planks of wood. And your father and his
mother lay beneath the dining room table while
everywhere along the floor, remnants of china and
tintypes and vases, wild flowers shaken to petals.
Remember your father sat in the light of the
fires, before the gravestones of your mother and
Walter and said, “Ruin follows everywhere in my
wake” and when you said nothing he mumbled,
“No, no. It is so.”
Those bison grazed the lawns and devoured
gardens, those thousand, thousand bison
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shifting and devouring as one. Remember how
your father’s father found him cowering beneath
the table and he said unto your father, “Get out
from under there, young whelp” and remember
how your father’s father brought him to the
rooftop while the bison milled and mooed along
the neighborhoods. Remember how your father
gagged for the stink of these. Remember the
skies filled black with flies. Remember there
seemed an ocean of muscle and fur and horns
and hooves, an ocean entire of snorting monsters,
of tufts, of weird mooing. Remember how men
such as your grandfather sat on rooftops firing
shotguns into the living mass and the death
cries of bison mingled with the sounds of their
eating. Remember how a bison would fall and
there seemed another in its place. Remember
the trampling of hooves when they wearied
of devouring your land. Remember how these
bison stampeded across the bodies of bison
fallen. Remember along those streets and
avenues, eyes and tongues distended and the
flies that gathered in this obliterated meat and
how your father’s father said unto him, “Hurry
now with that shovel and wheelbarrow. We shall
have steak tonight.”
And your father said, “Each night my dreams
are filled with the thunder of hooves. Each night
your grandmother and the stain of her tears
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upon my clothing. Each night my school chums
trampled in the streets and the houses of those I
knew, ground to dust and splinters. Each night,
within my dreams, I weep the way I wept back
then.”
And your father’s father fed his family the black
tongue of bison and called it “sirloin” and he
himself devoured the rib meat of these animals
and called it “tongue.” And he said unto your
father, “You would not appreciate this flesh. It
would disgust you.”
And your father stood in the glare of his fires
and said, “Oh Walter, oh my boy, oh where are
you now?” while his hair burned to ash, while
his skin molted. And he wrapped his arms about
your mother’s stone, and finally said to you, “If
she weren’t gone already, I would kill her.”
Your father crouched upon the rooftop with his
father and how he knew his town had become
a town of bison, a town of mooing and flies, a
town of fur and horns. Remember how your
father thought, “We could rebuild our city with
all these bison” and in his mind your father
saw a city constructed with this woolen timber,
a city of churches built with hooves and horns,
of general stores constructed with fur and meat,
floors of ribs and legs, of streets paved with
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skulls and teeth, and the stuff would drip and
the flies would gather, and how he knew, even as
a boy, such timber was not sturdy, and how soon
these buildings would decay and collapse, and
how soon these buildings would be devoured
by gulls, and overhead even then, your father
knew the white circling, the mindless shrieking
of birds.
And how silent your father was in the glow of
the fires, until he said, “Maybe I dreamed them,”
without saying who he meant, and he said,
“Maybe they only happened in here” and your
father touched his skull with an absent gesture.
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And the alligators went up all over the land, and they
rested in the coasts very grievous were they; before
them there were no such alligators as they, and neither
after them shall be such.
“Who shall bring him to see what shall be after him?”
And they covered the face of the whole earth, so that
the land was darkened; and they did eat every manner
of thing along the land, and all the children of the land,
and their mothers and the fathers of the land: and there
remained not a living thing in all the cities or fields in
all the lands of the nation.
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And then rebel leaders returned from their
shelters in the woods or were captured by
armies along the prairies and brought back in
chains. And the new president freed these rebels,
insisting the sainted Abraham had intended a
full pardon. And rebels returned to farms mostly
smoldered and charcoal black, and found their
workers had either dispersed or expected pay,
and all of their wives and daughters had become
fierce, masculine, they wore trousers, dressed
and butchered hogs, they cursed and spat. And
there were those rebels, emaciated in their rags,
who married Native women or journeyed south
where they became blacksmiths or sheriffs, or
who dwelled within sandstone houses and lived
their final days speaking strange lingos.
And this new president apologized to the former
employers of the unpaid, and these were not
punished but given chests of gold as recompense
for their losses.
And there were days of parades for those soldiers
returning, the peel of ancient church bells, the
fall of confetti and the clattering of hooves, the
laurel wreaths ready for the loyal brows of those
once plump and bare-faced boys now gaunt and
bearded, their loose hanging uniforms, their
hands readied on their pistols or knives, and
some yelped, and some drew their weapons at
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the explosion of fireworks, those red and blue
lights splayed against the horizon. In those
falling lights they saw rocket fire, and in the
crackling smoke they only knew the fog of war,
and in the cheers and whistling of children
and mothers they only knew the high horror of
rebels yelling. And in the weeks following they
returned to their fields, to their dinner tables, to
their parents and their wives and their children,
and there were days at the plow, in the musk
of the cut open earth, and the familiar motions
of their youth returned without hesitation, and
they fell again into the life they had always
known, and those not married now married old
sweethearts, and some even wed the widows of
their friends, perhaps to grant the dying wish of
the man whose last screams they still dreamed of,
the wide thoughtless eyes, while flies everywhere
gathered.
And when these men passed your father on the
streets they saluted and your father very often
knew them by name, and unto them he said,
“The most magnificent days of my life were spent
with you boys.” And those former soldiers, now
farmers in dirtied overalls or lawyers in jacket
and tie said to you, “Suppose you were too young
for duty?” and “If only you saw your father in
action. The finest general our army ever had”
and with these claims your father never argued.
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“What man has the power over the spirit, to retain the
spirit?”
And when those interned, or those yet alive
in camps, returned to their disheveled homes,
their clothes hung like loose sacks and their
eyes appeared from within hollows, and very
often to these no one spoke, and very often their
possessions had been ransacked or auctioned
off in the name of the struggle, and so they set
out west and were never again heard from. And
there were those from your army who returned
from rebel camps equally skeletal, describing the
fetid pools they drank from and the handfuls of
wormy meal they devoured and how the meat of
their own recent dead seemed the only possible
sustenance. And those who stood on guard at
these camps, and those who administered the
orders at these camps, were tried for war crimes
with quiet publicity, and some were hanged, and
some were imprisoned, and those who survived
soon regained their lost figures. And no one
spoke again of these atrocities.
And there were days when this new president
toured the devastated towns of the land, and
he made ceremonial motions with shovels and
smiled unto those newly paid workers who
mixed cement and lingered in the shadows.
The atmosphere yet swollen with gunpowder
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and ash, wild with the fumes of those dead
still piled along the streets and rivers. And the
new president gave speeches along the cities of
the valley, supporting the construction of new
railroads, and soon came the endless labor of
barely paid workers hefting rails and pounding
spikes, and in the cities and towns along the land,
save for your town, there came the black smoke
of steel mills, and now the men of the cities, and
many of the men who once worked on farms,
followed country roads into the cities, and soon
all worked in these mills. And the new president
toured these factories and proclaimed, “Someday
our nation will be a new nation of steel.”
“To forever hold what may not be held”
In those days men returned having seen the
vastness of the land, and from porch stoops and in
the glow of the fireplace they told their withered
fathers that a man may journey for weeks and
not yet know the warmth of the coast, and these
soldiers now could speak in the dialect of the
rebels, and to their children these men explained
there is no animal more ancient than the alligator,
and they said the eyes of an alligator drift the
black waters like the stars along the night, and
not a child slept free of the hissing and yellow
eyes in the ponds and rivers near their homes.
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And when those soldiers returned from the field
they returned also with innovations in murder
and preservation. How quickly housewives
replaced picket fences with coiled barbed wire
and now no unpaid, and no wild dogs, crept into
her flowers or thieved her chickens. And there
were those who received their sons and husbands
and fathers shipped in boxes, and within these
boxes lay the stilled faces of their long dead
beloved, gazing up as if but asleep, although,
perhaps, slightly yellowed. And in those days
not a man who had seen the speed and efficiency
of vast killing organizations observed the slow
trudge of the oxen plow or jolted along in some
horse drawn cart without a great longing for the
indomitable chug of locomotives and the black
impossible drift of ironclad vessels.
And there were those who returned possessed by
innovations in healing, who now understood to
clean the festering wound, to bandage with clean
linen, to remove the decaying limb, who knew
to nurse with fresh water rather than fetid water.
And when these nurses and surgeons returned
from wartime hospitals they constructed new
hospitals in place of churches and farms, and
within these structures they preached what they
had learned of sanitation and infection along the
fields of war.
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And of those who lived in affliction within the
slums they said, “We must drench them with
lye, whitewash their buildings, burn their refuse,
and throw disinfectant into their waters.” And
to these words no one listened, save those who
sneered, and save those who said, “Let us save
the expense.”
Your father claimed a great regard for these
innovations. And often as you wandered, he
gestured to hospitals and said, “There within,
they perceive the death always in our midst” and
he said, “These fellows alone understand the
influence of the microbe” and he said, “Look alive,
lad—widen your eyes—the infectious microbe is
pervasive in our atmosphere.” And your father
said, “There will come a time when those fellows
may snuff death at its source.” And yet when you
found your father stooped and moaning, you
never heard him say, “Help me to the hospitals,
boy.” And when you heard him vomiting in the
tall grasses, and there in the yellow sick you
found black clots of blood, never did he say, “I
should go to those doctors.” And never did your
father speak of his affliction, and never did you
ask, and there soon came a time when you heard
him retching and no longer listened.
And there were days then when you found
your father skimming the leather volumes of
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his library, and he said unto you, “The ancients
considered no man dead whose name was yet
uttered” and later he said, “No man will die who
may bestow his name unto his son.”
And there were days your father sat in the
shadows of his library, reading volumes long
unopened, and he brought these to his trophy
room, and he gestured to the beaver and seals
and the heads of bison and deer, and he said, “In
days past there have been those who worshiped
the bull, the bird, the baboon, the sheep, the cat,
the dog, the jackal, the snake, the jaguar, and the
alligator. Indeed many locked a still thrashing
alligator into the throne room of their grave, for
they believed a great power rested within.”
Your father said, “And these creatures have
existed always, for it was the jaguar who tore the
alligator asunder, and from this flowed the blood
of life, and from the hide of this creature we had
now our land, and from the mist of its exhalations
were born the clouds, and from the wriggling
worms of its belly grew all the creeping things.
And so all man house within their flesh the souls
of alligators. And so was born our penchant for
murder, our lust for eternity.” And your father
tapped his bible, and he said, “So it is written.”
“To give dimension to the dimensionless”
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And along the cities and the towns of the valley
there was scarcely a street where some up-andcoming embalming surgeon did not unfurl a
banner and open shop, and in the glint of their
windows they stood in leather aprons, sleeves
rolled, while a naked, yellowed figure lay upon
their table.
And you wandered the streets of your town
with your father, lingered across the street from
embalmer’s shops while your father smoked his
cigar in his ash-smudged boots, and how the
smoke let from his lips as he watched those men
work. And soon you stood within those shops
dizzy from the stink of his cigar, the chemical
fumes, the rot of this new world, and your father
asked of these men, “What fills his figure out? Is
it sawdust? Grasses?” And these embalmers said,
“On occasion. When the man within is ravaged.”
And your father said, “I have ever been an
instrument of death,” and he indicated those
embalmers, “when I could have been as those
fellows.” And later he gestured to the rivers
below and said, “Many of the men clogging our
rivers are men I killed long ago, or they are men I
once taught to kill.” And your father sighed and
said, “With my remaining life I venture toward
some new promise.”
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And your father was not the only man captivated
by the potential of these fluids, for in those years
caskets crowded most parlors on most days, the
slow drip from the ice, the green buzzing of
flies, the lilies gathered and aged and wilting
and scarcely masking the smell of what had
been some beloved. And so these women, who
dressed as widows, visited the embalmers
saying, “I fear my husband may soon pass. He
is rather sickly pale and gaunt since his return.
What may I expect you will do for his aspect?”
and then the down payments these women put
on their husbands and their sons.
And while along the nation men and women
thought only of preserving their dead, your father
consulted his texts and said of the ancients, “They
found their god dead and torn to pieces, they
found him in the bellies of birds and alligators,
but they stitched him back together after all, and
they revived him to his full godhead” and he said,
“Do you understand? They wandered anew.”
And there were days your father instructed you
to hold a rag over your face for the fumes and to
cough into this rag and to look sickly while he
said to these embalmers, “My boy here does not
have so long” and “If my boy should die what
would you make of him?” and “For how long
would he keep?” And how often you snuck away
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while your father observed, and you sought the
crowded streets for your mother’s apparition.
Indeed through the long evenings, in the dust
and the shadows of your house, the shifting of
the boards in the cooling night, while your father
moaned and vomited and read in his library, you
waited at the window, and there you prayed for
your mother to appear upon the road.
And one afternoon your father found you
standing in what had been her room, and he
rested his hand upon your shoulder, and he said,
“Come with me.” Now he built his fires before the
grave markers of your mother and Walter, “How
do they look, down there? How do they carry on
in that gloom? If we raised them, could we yet
apply our methods, could we keep them as we
wish to remember them?”
And there were days he uttered the name of his
boy and the name of your mother into otherwise
silent rooms to make them “yet live.” And he
slow scrawled notes and folded these over and
placed them in jars and vases throughout your
house, and in restaurants and taverns along the
land, or your father held these notes toward the
gulls circling and shrieking overhead and called,
“Are you not an apparition of my boy?” And
he fed these gulls blue-molded bread by hand
until they waddled fat bellied along the scars of
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your once-lawn and how your father fastened
his letters to these gulls, kicked them until they
took to flight, and called after them, “Back to the
sulphur lands with you!”
*
“I would build hillsides to reach you”
And in those days soldiers yet washed up along
the river banks, black and green-skinned, and
the trout of the rivers grew fat on their eyes, on
their cheek meat, and when these bodies were
pulled free of the rivers trout throbbed within
their throats. And militiamen in skiffs passed
along these banks, their grim faces silent under
the moonlight, fishing for watches or wedding
bands or capped teeth, and how these bodies
were pulled from the waters and packed into
wagons, and flies wheezed and clouded the
banks, and gulls circled, crazed for the meat
decaying below. And hundreds of widows, mobs
of women in black, climbed with hitched skirts
along river banks, tugged onto trees, grabbed the
loose forest soil for purchase and prodded at the
bodies piled in the water, dammed and sodden,
prodded the bodies with sticks and canes and
cried aloud, “Do you see my Jerry?” or “Is Edger
in there?”
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Alligators were rumored drifting upstream, and
when the rains fattened the rivers ever more,
when the bodies continued to float, bloating,
there were those along the banks of the land who
claimed to see the yellow eyes and leather hides
of alligators gliding along the blackened waters,
and it was said nothing attracts an alligator like
the smell of a rotten kill.
And how there remained along the land the
rotten husks of speakers, the decayed and
worm-feasted wood, the rusted tin, the frayed
wires, and there were those who felt an absence
in this world emptied of the drone of speakers,
of the names of the dead, and in the night as
you prepared to sleep, and along the days
as you packed your clothes, and through the
hours you journeyed by rail and by carriage to
a new city, to college, you heard only the echo
and hum of those years of war, the damage of
your eardrums, the hissing of your ears dying.
And how there were those who paid others to
call out the names of the dead, how paid actors
stood on street corners uttering the names
of the deceased into tin horns, calling out the
appearance of the dead, their education, their
accomplishments, while family and friends
sat on nearby benches, dressed in mourning,
weeping, remembering.
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And these were the days of new religions, days of
séances and table tapping, days of mystics from
lands nearby who wore bath towels they called
turbans and amulets of false emeralds and they
insisted they were from lands unknown, these
mystics who browned their faces with shoepolish and spoke in exotic accents, who reduced
mourning families to poverty and disappeared
from towns after impregnating widows. And
then widows wandered the streets in their black
gowns and black veils and spoke of their “divine
insemination,” how a spirit coiled in the dark,
green mist shaped as a hand up their skirt, lips
against their neck, the voice of their beloved
dead in their ears, the rank gust of ectoplasm, the
sticky smear along thighs.
And in those days there were many mystics who
took photographs of these sitters with spirits
lingering over their shoulders, smiling from
the window, slouched against bookshelves, and
very often these photographs involved spirits
of the famous recently dead, or the famous long
ago dead, images of our Abraham or Caesar or
Shakespeare, rather than the recent dead of the
sitter.
And it was said even Abraham’s widow visited
with seers, although when the turbaned mystic
hummed in the static of the universe, in the
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radiant cadences of our Abraham, Mary Todd
would only say, “Is he safe? Is my Willie well?”
and when the mystic said, “He sings with the
angels, he wears white gowns, he gazes upon
his mother and calls down to her,” Mary Todd
wept and responded with notes for the mystic
to read, letters to Willie asking him if he was
dressing warmly, if he was washing his hands
before dinner, if he would sing to her each night.
And the mystic told Mary Todd, “Pull back your
veil my dear,” and the mystic said, “I hear your
boy in my ear, he says, ‘Mama, please don’t hide
your face. I’m here, watching you’” and she fell
against the table, weeping and gnashing, and
the mystic, surely wondered, “Why does she not
wonder after him?”
And there were those who said the voices from
beyond and the rapping upon tables brought little
comfort to Mary Todd, who now rode trains to
those cities along the land where her credit was
still good, and how her clothing and decorating
debts escalated into the tens of thousands, and
she petitioned the government for relief of
those debts, saying, “My husband saved this
country so crooks like you could prosper—you
cheats owe me!” and how she rode trains to the
largest cities of the valley and wandered their
most fashionable districts dressed as a woman
of soot, her face shrouded in mourning veil, and
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how she loaded her arms and Tad’s arms with
the most fashionable gowns and shoes and
gloves, and how she attempted to pay for these
with her words alone, saying, “After what I’ve
gone through—my husband spattered onto my
gown—”
And when Mary Todd learned of those auctions
held for scraps of Abraham’s bloody clothes, the
locks of his hair cut by the coroner and given as
tokens to those who had pledged fidelity, of the
fortunes made from these “blood relics” she said
unto her son Robert, “It isn’t fair” and “I should
gain a percentage, at least.” And Mary Todd told
Robert to cut himself, “Here” and she gestured
to a vein on his arm, and she told him to smear
his father’s jackets and slacks with this, and she
told him to smear his father’s shirts until he
became dizzied. And when all our Abraham’s
clothes were blood-sticky, Mary Todd smiled
and said, “These will fetch a tidy sum” and when
Robert protested she said, “No one will know the
difference.”
And still these shopping binges in cities along
the valley, the names she assumed and the veils
and hats and wigs she wore, and her hotel rooms
filled with boxes of lace curtains, footstools, shoes,
handkerchiefs, jewels, and all these shipped in
railroad cars and loaded into her apartment until
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she and Tad slept on the floor or in the hallway,
while the apartment was transformed into a
forest of boxes and dust and cobwebs. And from
deep within the heart of this mess came the stink
of food rotting, pork loins and bottled milk and
cakes gone untouched.
And when Tad died of “dropsy of the chest,”
when his thin, young face finally knew peace
and they set him within his casket, Mary Todd
raved in a language all took as gibberish.
And she would not sell Tad’s clothes nor Willie’s,
instead keeping those, all the toys and trinkets
and photos of the boys arranged before her. But
she sold all of Abraham’s, and when these were
gone she sold all of Robert’s childhood outfits
and called these “Abraham’s youthful garments”
and from these sales Mary Todd made what she
called a “tidy sum.” And soon she wandered
the streets with paper money falling from her
pockets, and when she attempted to tell the shop
girls to charge these furs and gloves and shoes,
her mouth could only say “GASDGDASHOAUG”
and her jaw moved slow as if fractured, and
she woke in alleyways with her pockets rifled
through, and cut and bruised and bleeding from
the lip, and “violated in that most terrible way,”
she insisted, saying, “I can feel their fingers yet, I
can smell their wickedness.”
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And in the papers and gossip columns along the
land all wrote how she was unfit for the memory
of our Abraham, how she was “most pathetic,”
and shrewish, and sinister. And it was “revealed”
now that in the hours and days after the death
of our Abraham, Mary Todd had been unable
to weep, and she had wandered covered in his
browned-blood and brain matter, a hint of a smile
playing upon her expression when the Secretary
of War explained, “We have not yet captured the
assassin, Madame.”
And it was said that Mary Todd met young men
through the papers and these bought her furs
and made love to her in bridal suites in exchange
for what she called her “Still considerable
influence in certain circles,” and when her
recommendations opened no doors these young
men wrote letters to the editors of major papers
condemning her “Wretched stink” and “Godless
ways”.
And Mary Todd dreamed of forest fires, and
capitals burning, and hillsides and ravines
born into smoke and licking flame, and in
these dreams all the women and little boys of
the valleys wept from sheets of flame, until the
Chloral Hydrate pills she dropped in glasses
of scotch took hold, and how she snored with
a slumped open mouth and half-shut eyes, and
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she staggered when finally awake, and her eyes
slouched, and she slurred in new languages, and
when she reached her hand toward Robert’s
shoulder her mouth twisted into the names of
the dead, into the faces and shadows of Willie
and Tad and Abraham.
It was in these days that Robert now said of his
mother, “She’s become too much of a burden”
and as the doctors restrained her and drugged
her and locked her in a padded room, Robert told
her, “This is for your own good.” And through
the grating he said, “Mother, you’re ill, you can’t
see it, but I’m worried you’ll harm yourself” and
she clawed at the door, and she spat, and she said,
“The Lord must hate me to kill all my babies but
let you live” and she said, “You better pray they
never let me out.” And there were those who
warned Robert, “She carries a pistol in her girdle
in case you ever visit” and there were those who
insisted Robert smiled at this and said, “Well,
she’ll gather quite the bit of dust waiting for that
day, won’t she?” and “The old bird’s damn lucky
I didn’t strangle her the night my father died”
and “We’ve become a better people, but don’t you
think there’s a certain authority to the way the
ancients dealt with their relatives?”
“Again you come for the one I love most”
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And along the land there came a great gnashing
for the soul of our Abraham. And there were
those who dressed in black hoods and snuck into
Abraham’s crypt and opened Abraham’s casket.
They brought the body into the open air until
anxiety gripped their souls and they could go
no further. When government agents arrived the
long dead body of our Abraham laid in the dirt
before the crypt, moistened in the morning dew,
yellowed and the face slightly crooked, the jaw
unhinged, the hair long and wiry, but otherwise
as if recently dead. There were government
agents who fell to their knees and whispered to
the Lord God, and there were those who crossed
themselves at the sight of our Abraham, and
there were those who turned away from this
body, un-aged and sprawled on the soil before
them.
And there were a thousand plaster masks labeled
as Abraham’s death mask, and these sat upon
the mantles and in the libraries of fur barons
and leather merchants and bankers and steel
and railroad magnates along the valley. And
there were those who owned our Abraham’s
blood spattered top hat, his blood-crusted scarf,
and they wore these to society balls and church
services as the height of fashion, and in those
days many a priest kissed the bloody blots.
And there were those who took pills made of
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Abraham’s flesh and there were those who said
“never forget.” And the new president proclaimed
a day in Abraham’s honor and all prayed unto
his sacred name, and images of Abraham’s death
shown illuminated from magic lanterns gifted
to children, and the faces of little children along
the valley glowed nightly with Abraham’s death,
their dreams cascading with red and throbbing
with screams of “Murder! Murder! Murder!”
And there were those who kept his hair in lockets,
and those who held flecks of his dried blood in
vials, and there were those who said this blood,
if dropped into water, would “enhance virility.”
And the actress who Abraham’s bloody wound
lay upon now wore her brown stained dress to
society parties, and she was applauded as she
insisted the stain, if touched or rubbed or licked,
would have a curative effect, and it was said
Robert invited her to balls and insisted she wear
this brown-spattered dress as they danced, as
they made love, so he could wear the dust of his
father upon his hands, under his fingernails.
And now the new president became the old
president, and the man who became the new
president was a man your father revered as
a greater general than even he was, and your
father often said from the gloom of his porch,
“This man Grant stood by me when I was insane
and drifting, and I stood by him when he was
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stone drunk,” and this president Grant wore the
same disheveled suit each day, his beard and
hair unkempt and wiry, and he stank always of
grain alcohol and slumbered through his cabinet
meetings, and when Grant read his proclamation
to unearth Abraham and place the body on
display for “all nations and peoples to see” he
did so from notecards handed to him by cabinet
members, and when this new president read, “the
people must never forget our Abraham and the
sacrifices he made for his nation” he did so with
such a slur there were few who understood him.
And there were great parades of confetti, and
fireworks splayed red, white, and blue along
the horizon when this man Grant unveiled
Abraham’s glass casket in the capital lobby, and
there were wide grins at the ribbon cutting while
all seemed impressed at the tubes ever connected
to his body, the constant flow of yellow and red
fluids, the air tight canister they kept him in,
the pillow they rested his shattered head upon.
Citizens who drifted along the velvet rope said,
“It’s just remarkable” and “This is the greatest
moment of my life” and they lit candles, and they
draped wreathes and bouquets of wild flowers,
and they changed the names of their children to
“Abraham” although by then no one remembered
his position or his accomplishments, knowing
only that he had been a great and famous hero.
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“To pierce the heavens”
And when you gazed upon Abraham so displayed
you thought only of your father. Indeed much
reminded you of your father in this city crowded
with the statues of generals gesturing to unseen
battlefields, and you wandered this city, lost
against the jostling and clattering and ceaseless
neighing of horses, the street cars screeching and
showering sparks onto the cobbled roads. And
the buildings and bricks and windows and roofs
of this city were not husks. And the crowds of
this city hummed in a thousand languages. And
you wandered lost from the moment you stepped
off the train, and you wandered with a sense
that all men were watching you, that their eyes
were pressing down onto you, their sneers and
ridicule, and you understood they would just as
well steal your wallet as call you friend.
And in the city there were rooms filled with
the flickering of what were then called magic
lanterns, although the images they cast were
far more exact than the magic lanterns of your
youth, the low gloom of images playing on
the walls, onto screens through the smoke of
tobacco fumes, and therein these rooms you
watched many a moment recreated in flickers
while voices spoke in the crackling cadences of
phonographs, broadcast with hidden speakers.
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And you reclined in the plush chairs of these
rooms, shoulder to shoulder with other men,
with the women they sometimes brought into
these shadows, and you watched the exhibition
of the death of Abraham, the silver glint of a
bolt gun, the black burst of blood, Mary Todd
and this man Booth in the fields along the city,
and the acts she performed upon him, with
her hands, her open mouth. And you gasped
into the gasping of other men, the shuddered
moans, the quickened breaths of the women they
brought. And there were images of Abraham as
a prairie lawyer, the thin crackling of his voice
as he denounced the paying of the unpaid, as
he thumped his fist against his palm, and the
tinny thump of hooves, the static screams as
Abraham rode on horseback lashing the unpaid
with a bullwhip. And there were evenings after
these exhibitions when women and men in top
hats and silk scarves left saying, “I never really
appreciated how much Abraham hated the
unpaid” and there were depictions of Abraham
burning the store-bought goods of the unpaid,
Abraham thrashing the unpaid until they gave
up their foodstuffs, Abraham firing rifles into
crowds of mostly bare-breasted and charcoalsmeared unpaid women, which earned him
now the nickname “The Great Emaciator.” And
there were “news programs” of newly paid
running amok in “sparkling” carriages smoking
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ten dollar cigars while their families starved at
home, chasing the comely daughters of paid folk
while their families starved at home, and you
heard those in the room sigh, and you heard
them say, “All of this as our dear departed
Abraham foresaw.” And programs depicted the
charcoaled and shoe-polish smeared faces of
unpaid in the state houses of former rebel lands,
eating fried chicken and picking lint from their
feet, leering at married paid women, drinking
moonshine and firing pistols into chandeliers,
passing legislation banning paid men from all
restaurants and drinking fountains, and of these
images even Grant said, “It is the daily news writ
in lightning! And, sadly, it is all too true.”
And in those days, when you were not in
classes, you sat in the shadows of picture-houses
watching biblical projections like The Original Sin,
the sounds of static moans and the fumy black
and white apparitions of a hundred positions of
copulation, and Sodom and Gomorrah, the curves
of women topless and women outfitted in pale
diaphanous negligees, the parting of legs and
those dark furs beneath, while greased men in
headdresses carrying some manner of sword
lingered behind stone monuments, and beneath
the dialogue came the sound of meat dully
slapping, the panting of viewers.
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And there were pictures about soldiers returning,
bearded and head bandaged, and the tin static
explained that these boys lost all recollection of
their identities when struck by some rifle butt or
concussed in a shelling, and they returned to pale
and beautiful fiancées who in their absence had
clipped a great many roses into wicker baskets
as gifts for dying convalescents and the “down
and out fellows” who lingered on the streets,
these women who had always remained “true to
dear Johnny, wherever he is.” And a great many
women wept during these pictures while the
men said, “Be strong, Mother,” and there were
always considerable lines to see these pictures,
for even as the years passed and widows
married and grandchildren replaced those sons
dead and those dead men became merely the
fellow in photographs and letters tucked away
in trunks, there was thereafter, and always until
these generations passed, this hope that those
who were reported dead were reported in error,
and the approach of every carriage seemed the
hopeful approach of a lad who had spent these
years within the fledgling cities of the prairies.
And when you were not in classes you wandered
the streets of this city, watched the women along
those streets, their lace gloves, their parasols,
their bird-plumed and flowered hats, and in
the shadows of their hats, and when the sun
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cast across their expressions just so, their faces
seemed shaped into your mother’s, before they
returned into their own. And you followed these
women, at a distance, along the walks until they
reached their brownstone apartments, their brick
houses, and you lingered in the shadows across
the way for some glimpse through the blackened
windows of a glove, of a neck, and how you
longed to pelt those windows with stones, to
shout, “Mother!”
And in those days when you were not in classes
you lay in the coarse moistness of the various
women of the land, these women who smelled
of smoke and sweat, heavy laden with perfume
and make-up, who murmured and moaned
against you on well-stained sheets, these women
you called by names they invented: Miss Ruby,
the Peach, Cherry Pie. And in their arms, in
the drift of their moans, in the faded light of oil
lamps, you dreamed of the dust sifted around
your mother, her hair tangled and fallen over her
shoulders, her brow, and you thought of the man
she corresponded with, and you dreamed the
fury of their congress.
And there were days with these women when
you merely wanted them to hold you, to stroke
your hand, to murmur and whisper unto you,
to say that they would never leave you, to say
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you were precious beyond all others, to say no
harm would befall you, to say there is purpose
to all motions, to insist that love resides at the
center of all families. And you held a tintype
with your mother’s image, your mother with
her hair pulled up and the whale-bone curves of
her figure, her silk dress, and you said to these
women, “Tie your hair in this way and I will pay
you extra” and you gestured to your mother’s
austere expression and you said, “Look like
this, please” and these women never asked who
the woman was in this photo, and they scarcely
smiled at her, and the man with his saber to her
left, and the small boy with his ruffled shirt and
velvet waistcoat to her right.
And there were afternoons in these women’s
arms when they called you son and you called
them mother, when you thought perhaps your
mother somewhere now called to an emaciated
child in the street, paid him with candy or boiled
loin to sing the songs you sang as a little boy,
to read aloud those books you read, to thump
together the lead soldiers, to make war noises
unto these miniature men and their miniature
guns, and how your mother brushed the hair
from his smutty brow, touched her fingers to
his cheek, called him by your name in those
moments, called his eyes “beautiful” there in the
oil lamp shine.
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Certainly many mothers of the missing, and
of the dead, paid street children to dress in
moldered and dusty clothes found in trunks,
to skip upon long silent floors, to sing songs
long unsung. Mothers bathing the children and
toweling them and tucking them into beds and
kissing their brows, and certainly these children
were gladly taken into homes, fed breakfasts and
sent to schoolhouses, thankfully assuming the
names of men obliterated years past.
*
“I will see beyond the clouds”
And although you had received no word from
your father these months, you returned home
for holidays with luggage in hand and there you
found the lawn crowded with “for sale” signs and
tarpaulin shrouded lawnmowers. And when you
set your luggage upon the porch your father took
you for one of those wayward men who came
around, men in sooty jackets with stained-brown
teeth and bleary eyes who sat smoking in your
mother’s room where they smeared her carpets
with the dirt of manure from their boots, and
their yellow eyes glinted as they haggled with
your father, and their voices vibrated along the
halls and the stairways and your father called
these men “horse thieves,” and his eyes went to
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blood as he raised his saber, and how before his
might these men gave him more money, or they
cracked him across the jaw, or they backed away
against his bellowing. And for holiday dinner
you opened dusty cans of peaches onto your
mother’s china plates while your father counted
his new wealth and these men loaded their
mowing machines into horse carts and wagons.
And how your father situated a tin bathtub onto
his ravaged lawn, and he said unto you, “We
will bathe in a new kind of water” and he did
not smile as he said so. And while you studied
your rhetoric and your mathematics your father
gazed out over his lawn, sodden and dead. And
in the evenings while you read your Aeschylus
and your Carlyle in the low glow of oil lamps,
your father dedicated himself to the ancients
and what they knew of the perseveration of the
flesh. He said, “We continue to find their bodies
thousands of years after death. We continue to
find them grinning and brown and quite intact.”
And in the morning he filled the tub with
chemicals labeled Supremol, Bleachol, Rectifant,
and he swirled powders and dried leaves from
jars with a broom handle, and when he wafted
the fumes to his nostrils he toppled, and he
reached for you from his staggered posture, and
from his mouth fled a deep mindless moan.
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There were days when your father lay within this
tub, nude and asleep, while robins plummeted
from tree limbs and rabbits dropped belly up in
the grass and moles died within their tunneledsoil although their stink was scarcely known
for the fumes of your father’s chemicals. How
he soaked his clothes in this tub and wandered
tightly wrapped in them, and dressed as such
your father seemed a living wick and you thought,
“If only he would start one of his fires now—”
And from your room you watched him wandering
and falling into the mud, sobbing within his
sodden clothes, while along the lawn lay the
emptied husks of bottles and jugs.
And your father stripped to his trousers and
out-puffed his chest and said, “The hue seems
improved.” He sought the lines of his skin to
cease. And then your father tottered in the
backyard, pale and naked, and soon laid writhing
in the mud.
And in the morning you found him slick with
dew and alcohols, unable to speak but in a voice
of shattered teeth, his pupils lodged somewhere
in the back of his skull, and you cried unto him,
clutched his clammy frozen skin, watched while
he woke into the world undead and yet still
mortal.
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And your father strode the outer edges of his
lawn, unclothed or dressed only in mud-sooty
trousers, pinching his skin, checking his pulse
and muttering, “Is it the same?” and how he took
your arm and told you to run in place and when
you had done so he pressed his ear to your chest
and counted in whispers. And your father felt
no tightening in his organs, no fires along his
veins, his heart and arteries not throbbing into
something eternal.
Your father said unto you, “All of this will be
gone soon” and he gestured to his house, his vats,
his tub, his mud-lawn and all the land beyond,
and then he gestured to you and to himself and
said “and we will remain.”
And your father said, “Perhaps we need
electricity” and when the storm clouds loomed
he bound himself to steel rods with chemical
sodden clothes and raged through the night
while lightning tore the skies, his silhouette
thrashing in the light, crazed within the smell
of ozone. And from your bedroom, you prayed
the lightning would not strike, or you prayed the
lightning would devastate him to cinders.
And how many evenings you sat before your
father in his trophy room, in the mustiness of
his hides and furs, their cruel frozen postures,
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while he spoke of how men in the old days
sought some source of eternal youth, how men
in rusted armor stabbed and shot and forcemarched entire civilizations, how men walked
other men at bayonet tip and executed them in
swamps and left the bodies to the humidity, flies,
alligators hissing in the black green deep. And
when soldiers lost their way and returned upon
this path, those shot through bodies seemed
much the same as when they had left them, days
and weeks before, and how these soldiers gulped
the muck and mud, their faces smeared with peat
and moss, and they laughed, and they believed
themselves eternal, and their bellies bulged, and
soon they died of boils, of rashes, of retching and
vomiting and dehydration.
Evenings you studied your Homer while your
father paced his library. And your father said,
“The ancients removed the organs,” and “They
would remove from here and here and here” and,
gesturing to regions various about his figure,
“but it is apparent I need these to survive, so I
have altered their process somewhat,” and your
father lined the cellar walls with his mason jars,
and your father said, “Ponce de Leon sought
his life entire for this” and he gestured to his
jars and the luminous liquor within, and your
father wandered the house and yard, drinking
until his eyes rolled into the back of his head,
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and the merest whiff of this solution sent you
spiraling.
How many days did you find your father snoring
and cluttered with emptied jars, crouched
before your mother’s and Walter’s gravestones,
mumbling, “I must be doing something wrong,”
and later consulting his lists of chemicals, his
notes, and muttering to himself, “I must have
misheard.” And again he stirred the mixture,
poured the liquor onto the lawn, pressed his
head to the soil, saying, “This does not seem to
be the thing we need.”
*
The president journeyed in railroad cars and
carriages with his tucked away flasks, his
pocket-sized whisky bottles, journeyed until he
found your father, slick with fluids and raving
of the dead, setting small fires along what was
once the lawn, and the president sighed, and
the president said unto your father in the black
smear of ravaged grasses, “Well my friend, I see
we have both lately fallen from the wagon.”
And the president said, “We need you, old
friend.” Your father gazed along the landscape
with milky eyes, while president continued, “We
must finish the sacred task—the nation is not yet
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secured,” and your father wept in his fumes, he
gnashed his teeth, he rent the last of his ragged
clothes.
The president explained there were “insurrectionists” who left satchels of gunpowder near
Abraham’s casket, and these exploded, scattering
the arms and legs and heads of tourists into
blood and char. And there were statesmen who
called the insurrectionists “rebels” while others
considered these some new menace altogether,
and these statesmen cited the pamphlets insurrectionists circulated, demanding “equality for
all” while others called for “the heads of tyrants”
and left more satchels near monuments and
these devastated carriages and street cars and
sent seared bricks through windows and pellets
through the skulls of elderly women.
These insurrectionists claimed they fought
against the lowering of payment along the land,
for it was said in those times if one man left his
place of employ for another job he would be
shackled and made to lay railroad lines, and it
was also said that if a man journeyed along the
land looking for new work he would be forced to
labor in coal mines until death, and it was said
that if a man seemed to stand around looking
“shiftless” he could be beaten and shackled and
forced to work coal mines. And all those who
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worked in mines and along railroads now lived
in shantytowns called “Abraham Villages,” and
it was said books were forbidden in these towns
because Brown’s example taught that education
becomes a devil in the mind of the unpaid, and
religions and preachers too were forbidden, as
Brown had preached in a language of fire and
that must never happen again. Statesmen passed
laws determining the inhabitants should be
paid only in “lesser cuts of meat” and burlap,
for it made no sense to pay wages to these who
were not allowed to traffic the various stores
and shops and markets. And these laws were
heralded and trumpeted by all the papers of the
land as a “great step forward” and there were
those who called this change in law “Abraham’s
Law” in honor of the sainted Emaciator, and all
along the land those who owned these mines
and railroads, and those who speculated, and
those who banked, and those who passed the
laws looked at what laws they had created and
they agreed it was good.
And listening to the moans of insurrectionists,
coal barons in their mansions said, “Man cannot
live by bread alone, but man who cannot live by
bread and water is not fit to live” and they sent
messages to the statesmen along the land, saying,
“If you want to keep your job, you will obliterate
these menaces.”
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And there were those who asked, “Should the
unpaid again be made to labor at the tasks of our
choosing, and for no wage but the worst cuts
of meat, if their souls cry for something other?”
and there were those who said, “Why don’t they
just go back to wherever they came from?” and
there were others who proposed sending the
unpaid somewhere dense and white and subzero, for there were yet those who felt tender
toward the unpaids, and there were those who
could not bear the mustering of militias along
the land, who could not again withstand the
report of rifles and the burning of buildings and
bodies.
And the president said to your father, “We need
to clean them out. Don’t you see, dear fellow? We
need to burn them up like in the old days.”
The president explained that the long rains
floated alligators down rivers, through tall
grasses and into towns. These alligators, grown
fat from corpses mounded in rivers, their faces
and eyes and snouts tangled with dead leaves
and weeds, bulged and asleep along the banks,
awake and sunning their mouths while overhead
gulls swirled and shrieked.
He explained that alligators were invading cities,
crashing general stores, slurping the syrup
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from peach tins. Jagged and blood-crusted they
thrashed into butcher shops, devouring the best
cuts of meat and the worst, the bone and the
gristle, swallowing the head and the skin and
the butcher’s knives as the butcher fended at
them, and then the butcher’s bloody apron and
the butcher’s bloody shoes. They hissed on the
lawns and moaned in the coiled barbed-wire,
barbs burrowing into their soft bellies the more
they thrashed.
And veterans fired rifles from bedroom windows
and front porches while their wives and sons lay
maimed and rotting and disappearing into the
bloody gullets of alligators.
And alligators scuttled after elderly men, the
echoing thumps of canes against alligator leather,
the writhing sounds, as a wretched body is
broken in half, as an aged body dies, and they
attacked elderly women, and their jewels and
furs disappeared, bones crunched and grayskin sucked. And when the elderly were gone
the alligators consumed their dogs, and so the
howling of dogs, the strangled yelping of dogs.
And alligators devoured dandies, their velvet
jackets and their silk trousers, and many heard
the screams of rich sons and proclaimed this a
divine justice, and now the hymns of the unpaid
echoed from shantytowns throughout the land
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as they sang, “From the valleys of the dead come
the alligators of Abraham.”
And now, everywhere, the oil-black spray of
blood and the blood dripping from enormous
gullets, the screams of men, the static of soldiers
echoing from within caverns of meat and leather,
and soon the weeping and gnashing of those
who wondered of the cruelty of a god who would
allow men to survive a noble war only to be
devoured, pleading and pissing themselves, by
mindless beasts.
And your father listened to the president with
wide milky eyes, and when the president asked,
“Will you again perform the great sacrifice for
your nation?” your father gestured to the fields
behind your lawn and spoke of the prairies he
knew as a young soldier, how in the night these
prairies were born into wild fires and from those
years distant he still knew the heat upon his
brow and thereafter the bloom of wild flowers
from the ashen prairie soil, the grasses grown
long and plentiful. “They seemed now as green
oceans in their bounty” he insisted. And your
father spoke of the figures of natives touching
torches to the grasses, their shrieks as the valley
entire lit into shimmering flame. And your father
said, “These ancient peoples understood better
than we the role fire plays in a rebirth” and your
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father mused, “Very likely they are near some
original knowledge.”
And even after the president departed, your
father read to him from his leather-bound bible,
flipping to pages at random, reading again and
again, no matter the page: “On the second day
the Son of the Lord God journeyed to the valleys
of flame and soot where he was scorched to a
char. There devils danced along the molten shore
while the Son writhed for our sins. The miracle
of the resurrection came now from the char of
this man-god, for the next day he rose again.”
*
“In search of you we wander the land”
And in the summer you returned to find the
skies as if smote with locusts, for now your
father burned the fields nearest your house and
stood half-naked amidst his flames, conjuring
them with a canister of fuel and subduing them
with his steel shovel. And you watched from
your bedroom window, the heat warming the
yellowed-glass, until your father stood in the
doorway, enflamed and blackened and bellowing
your name until you attended his side. “I need
you beside me out there,” he said. “I fear I may
destroy us all.”
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And your father gestured to your mother’s
headstone, to Walter’s. And your father said of
your half-brother, “If I pried open his casket, if
I set his dust to flame, his particles and bones,
would he rise again? Would he wrap his arms
about my neck and speak again his sweet breath
to my face? Would he say again in his voice of the
angels my name as ‘Papa’?”
And at his commandment you wandered the
fields he built into valleys of fire, gagging and
coughing, blinded for the smoke and your
tears. And you begged him to never again make
you return. And you pulled at the cuffs of his
trousers and wept, although by now you were
taller than he. And your father gave you a white
mask with a long beak and said “I have known
these to do much good against the infectious
atmosphere.”
And your father gestured to your house through
the smoke and the waves of heat, stalked the
hallways, his black boot-prints beaten into
your mother’s carpets, and held your mother’s
portrait, and drew soot lines in the dust of the
glass, saying, “If I burn down our house will
your mother return to those rooms? Will she
grow from the soil as if newly budded? Will she
smile at me as if she had never gone?” And your
father curled onto your mother’s sofa, and there
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he forced himself to sleep, yet even in his dreams
he understood she would never return to him.
And your father heaped his wheelbarrow with
paintings pulled from the walls and portraits
from your mother’s desk, cracked open their
glass frames and cast the images to the mudlawn, rolled your mother’s carpets and peeled her
wallpaper in long strips, the yellowed dust of glue
motes swirling, and he built towers of flame from
these until your mother’s face, and your own face,
puckered into ash. Your father returned from the
house, his arms stacked with albums, and from
these he tore portraits and cast them onto the
burning heap until the hundred faces of your
life and your father’s life and your mother’s life
gathered into the fumes of oil and dust. And when
he came to a photo of Walter your father grabbed
hold of your collar and said, “Oh god, oh my boy.”
He pressed the photo into your palm and said,
“You do it, goddamn you. You burn my dear sweet
boy.” And your father burned your mother’s sofa,
her books, her photographs, her pens, her clothing,
her buffalo boots, her china, and he sculpted the
dust with mud and grass into figurines he called
“Wife” and “Son.” And your father placed his lips
upon these, their breasts, their various orifices,
and he murmured mournful sounds unto them,
saying, “My god, my darling, if I may redeem
myself—” and, “Oh my boy how I have failed you.”
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And your father wandered the ash heaps of his
construction, and, how he prayed not from his
bible but from a language of his own creation,
a language of dust and mold and an intonation
heaved with sinew and blood.
And your father commanded the resurrection of
your mother and your brother, and he jutted his
saber against the sky, and your father stooped
over the ashes, blew unto them as if from his
lips whispered the breath of life, and your
father bathed these in his elixirs, and you heard
through your window the wail of his weeping
as they dissolved into the mud. And your father
stooped over the mud and the dust, and he spoke
of the cities he would raze and the mothers and
children he would see butchered and the rivers
that would flow with red, the streets he would
fill with decay if only they would return to life.
You knew his rage when they did not. How
your father bellowed and gnashed his teeth and
wailed and lobbed his jars of elixir into bonfires
along the fields until the basement shelves and
trunks emptied, and your father stood nude and
sooty amidst the explosions of his fields while
the once grasses trembled into waves of fire and
smoldering oxygen, and how the fields glowed,
and how the fields throbbed, and how soon
wagons arrived carrying copper vats and men
in overalls with uncoiled canvas hoses, and they
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sprayed the fields and the now blazing houses,
some of them boarded-over and some of them
only now vacated of their occupants.
Explosions of fire and gasoline tore the skies, and
those once green fields now smoldered to dust.
And within your room and from your stoop
you awaited your father’s return from the light
he built, and you waited in the silence of his
lapsed bellowing, within a world vacant of his
horror. And when your father did not return you
found unopened trunks within his office, and
within these lay journals written in a language
of smeared worms, of dead fish, and you found
texts chronicling the campaigns of Napoleon, the
campaigns of Caesar, the campaigns of Genghis
Kahn, and you found images of your mother and
his first wife in the place of words, bare-breasted
and smiling, bent over and the darkness there,
and you gazed upon the naked apparition of
your mother, and you gazed upon the woman
who was his first wife, who for so many years
you had contemplated as washed ashore, tangled
in weeds and crabs. You gazed upon the black
and white figment of her parted anus, and you
tucked these pictures into your trousers and
your shirt pockets, and you carried these with
you wherever you went, through all your days
remaining within this house.
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And from the porch stoop you gazed over the
black stubble landscape where no apparitions
tread but the shadows of birds, and you wandered
the blackened nothingness and everywhere
underfoot the dull crunch of charcoaled-life, the
scorched bones of birds and rabbits and gophers,
but no where did you find your father preserved
beneath the ash, lips blown away but teeth
intact, sneering or gasping in horror. And you
fell asleep with the photographs of your mother
and your father’s first wife upon your chest, and
you dreamed these women on either side of you,
murmuring and kissing, the heat of their breath
rank upon your neck. And when you woke the
photographs were gone, and in their place a
handprint stained in soot and gasoline.
And you woke in the night to the thumps you
believed were his boots, and you woke to a
smell you thought a mixture of gasoline and
formaldehyde, and there in the doorway this
image of a man in his uniform, the red plume
from his hat, this image of a man and his saber,
this image of a man in burned and oily rags, this
image of a man stripped to nothing but his boots
and half-burned skin.
You watched the moonlit valley of ash and
mud and broken glass and at the merest creak
in the floorboards your heart shuddered, and
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you prayed, “Oh Lord please no” and returned
to waiting when it was not him. And when you
again left by train, this time you vowed to never
return.
*
“Let thine eyes beyond the things that are equal”
In those days there remained yet the figures of the
unpaid within statehouses, and as the agitation
for higher wages continued, a great cry went
up amongst the captains of industry, and soon
the president read from note-cards at podiums,
promising to clean out the statehouses, and
how those doors were kicked open by hooded
militias, and soon the white smoke of rifle fire,
the screams of unpaid senators, their white, dead
eyes gazing upward.
Militiamen crowded into apartments with their
knives and rifles, and here they spoke of the
stink of the unpaid, the laziness and stupidity
of the unpaid, here they said all crime extended
from the sloth and vile nature of the unpaid,
here they said the unpaid wanted nothing more
than the flesh of the paid woman, and how the
children of these wandered in rags, and how
their women should be sterilized and the men
castrated, and they said, “The only good unpaid
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is a dead unpaid” and told jokes of the unpaid
swinging from trees by their necks, of the
unpaid swallowed by alligators, of the unpaid
beaten to death by their employers and how no
decent person would bother to dig a grave for
the bodies, and how the bodies were tossed into
ditches, dumped in the river, gathered in sacks
and loaded onto barges.
And government funded militias roamed the
streets on horseback and in carriages, paying
“visits” to “Abraham towns,” setting fire to
tarpaulin tents and knocking over tin shacks
with baseball bats, tying unpaid men to carriages
and the sounds of those men screaming, the trail
of their blood, their carcasses left for the rats and
gulls, and how numerous militiamen fornicated
forcibly with unpaid women in the back of
carriages and behind general stores.
And the white hoods of militias shone in the light
of burning shantytowns and tarpaulin cities, and
here they called unpaid mothers “she-bitches”
and young children “puppies,” and they rode
through tin shacks and thrashed the screaming
masses in the fire light, flickering and blackening,
while even those who escaped the blaze were
forever married to a scorched new flesh.
Now the streets were clogged by militiamen in
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carriages and on horses, their faces hooded except
the whites of their eyes. And militiamen leaned
against carriages, whispering to the women who
passed, and when the unpaid husbands objected,
thrashed them with rifle-butts and boot-tips, the
spatter of bloody teeth, the screams of wives
dragged into the back of carriages and fornicated
with at bayonet point.
Such was the way the great menace was
subdued. And the wages of railroad workers and
coalminers were cut to less than seventy-cents
per day, or half a rotten steak, and when the lowly
paid and former unpaid organized in meeting
halls, the militias arrived with clubs and pistols
and assassinated the leaders of these unions.
And those who went to these meetings were
jailed as anarchists, and those who protested in
the streets were shot or beaten as agitators, and
statesmen called militias into railroad yards on
the command of railroad magnates and furious
crowds of the lowly paid set fires to train cars
and engines, and along the yards and coalmines
came strikes and riots and outbursts of riflefire and clubs and pistol-shots from the militias,
and again oil millionaires and coal barons and
railroad magnates raised costs and lowered
wages, and the “Abraham towns” decayed into
peeling walls and roaches and leaking pipes
and rat-infested water-closets. Yet rather than
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sedate the agitation, more workers struck, the
bricklayers and granite-cutters, the cigar-makers
and stone masons, the men producing piano
plates, the mill hands and the rail carriers, the
trackmen and factory hands, and these were
branded “anarchists,” and these were called
“instigators,” and even in their beds they were
not safe from the clubs of militias, from the fires
of militias.
“Let us build a city and a tower, whose top may reach
into heaven”
Along the valleys the rapid mounding of the dead
meant the slow creep from the rivers and swamps,
it meant the coming of leather and murder, it
meant the ancient and insatiable arrival of death.
It meant the hissing and growling of monsters, it
meant the slow swaggering crawl, it meant the
thrashing tails, the clattering claws. It meant
doom and oblivion. It meant the death of small
children and fathers and mothers and family
dogs. Militiamen postured along alligator-free
streets, smoking cigars and whistling at women,
and most by now understood these positions as
the foreshadowing of horror. And some veterans
scoffed, they said they had seen bodies blown
into pieces, they had known the death of a
thousand, thousand men, they said, “no lizard
is gonna put the scare to me.” But a coldness
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grips the heart of even the sturdiest man when
the yellow eyes frequent the night, when what
has been the world becomes the insatiable
ravaging of neighbors, the screams of children,
the screeching of poodles and hounds, and the
stinking, timeless gullet is never stilled, it only
ever approaches. So all men armed themselves,
all men prepared and waited.
And then rifle shots, the bodies of alligators
slumped limply in rolls of barbed wire on the
lawns and in the streets, and the untold spill
of blood, the wide milky eyes of alligators, and
these bodies rotting in the streets, hoisted from
gas lamp poles, gutted and fly-swarmed while
gulls swooped and tore chunks of meat.
And unpaid children devoured handfuls of
rotten alligator from the streets, their bloodsmeared faces, while militiamen snickered and
hooted across the way. And when the militias
tired of observing they flooded the streets with
rifle-fire and the screams of children scurrying
and dropping and writhing. And those who
escaped joined their parents in shantytowns,
their mothers and fathers asleep on dirt floors
after long days shoveling alligator manure or
hefting alligator hides or cutting open alligators
at the leather factories. And through the night,
while these families attempted sleep, came the
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crunching sounds as alligators devoured the
bodies of unpaid children shot through the
skulls and left decaying in the streets.
And many cities and neighborhoods along the land
became cities of alligators, the hundred, hundred
bodies of alligators, their necks slung with chains
and hanging from burned-out gas lamps and
flagpoles and apartment windows, the pickedcleaned carcasses of alligators, the skeletons and
leathered-corpses of alligators swinging as gulls
swooped and pecked at their pillaged bellies, and
the cockeyed flights of too-fat gulls who snapped
their necks and shattered their bills against brick
walls. And the low crunching sounds as alligators
devoured the broken corpses of fallen gulls. And
alligators half-climbed flagpoles and gas lamps
to chew the swinging bodies of dead alligators
while militiamen fired into the back of their
heads. And how still more alligators swaggered
along the bonfire-lit streets, hissing.
And how in those days, the shops and stores of
certain cities and neighborhoods were vacated,
and the bodies and fluids of embalmers spilled
to the bricks, to the soil, and alligators lapped
the embalming fluids, and it was said that their
bodies never rotted nor did the bodies of the rats
and birds and unpaid children who fed upon
this flesh.
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And these cities of alligators became cities of rifleshots and bonfires, of wagons over-brimmed
with the bodies of alligators, of alligators fallen
from wagons and scattered along the streets.
And enterprising militia-men made their
fortunes from the hides of alligators, for many
leather factories and fur factories had gone to the
exclusive manufacture of alligator-leather boots
and jackets and purses and wallets and belts
and gloves and briefcases, and there seemed not
a millionaire or child of a millionaire who did
not wear these ancient hides in some manner.
And with their new fortunes these militiamen
purchased mansions along the hills of the valley,
and the cases of champagne they consumed, the
cases of whisky, the rifle-fire jolting each night.
And it was said that militiamen allowed
alligators to consume the unpaid children before
firing upon them, and the shot dead corpses of
alligators bulged in the belly and when slit open
therein a child’s arm, a foot, a hand.
And it was said that the new president blamed the
unpaid for the deaths of any children, as those
who slept upon the floors of hovels, on rugs and
in the dirt, were “natural feed” for wandering
alligators, and the savage lives these “nearanimals” lived were no doubt at fault. “Those
wretched children are the unfortunate victims of
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bad fortune,” the new president said. “We must
never forget the heroic acts of our militias in
these dire times.”
And along the land the militias and millionaires
cheered the new president’s “incorruptible
nature” in pardoning the militias in the
“accidental slaughter” of any unpaid or lowly
paid children, mothers, fathers, or the like, and
many of these smiled at the mention of an
unpaid child shot or an unpaid child covered
in flies, and many of these talked with disgust
about the squalor of those shanties and tarpaulin
cities, and the unpaid’s penchant for stealing
from the grocers. They said, “Have you ever
seen an unpaid buy so much as a loaf of bread?”
and how the unpaid and the lowly paid smelled
of the muck and feces they slept in, and from
brownstone homes along the land: “They are like
animals, rutting and breeding when they have no
jobs, or paying jobs, and cannot possibly support
their enormous broods. And we are supposed to
express surprise or remorse when these brutes
starve or are devoured?” And there were many
along the land who said of the riots that “the
unpaid think only of themselves,” that within
the heart of every unpaid or lowly paid there
resides the yet unkindled flame of an anarchist,
and that these unpaid were greater menaces than
any alligator. And it was said the entire nation
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would profit from the swinging of unpaid and
lowly paid bodies from every lamppost in every
city.
And no matter the bodies of all the unpaid and
lowly paid and their families, there were always
new workers migrating into shanty towns
from the fields of what were once farms, from
across the ocean, and by now these magnates
and barons were millionaires a hundred times
over, and they lived across the river from these
smoldering shanties, and there they constructed
brownstone homes ornamented with Oriental
rugs and European paintings, with woodwork
cherubs and horned-gods, ceilings of stainedglass, and in the evenings the gentlemen retired
to their libraries of plush sofas and stained-glass
doors, toured their greenhouses filled with
orchids, ferns, vines, and all the flowering plants
of the land, and when they tired of their homes
and their dinner parties and their various social
circles, they began baseball leagues, and now
all along the land there were those who were
not dead or dying of starvation or of militias
and these attended baseball games where they
ate roasted peanuts. This was a golden age of
fine amusements, and when baseball was in
remission they attended circuses and what were
called “moving picture shows,” and they bought
the gramophone recordings of operas, and they
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stayed indoors and smoked cigars and listened
to the voices of the dead with their wives and
children, and when on the long-off horizon came
the sounds of gunshots and the screams of riots,
when the horror became intolerable, these people
simply increased the volume of their Puccini.
And you attended many of these parties after
those in the city learned that your father was
the General, and there you sipped scotch and
wafted cigars, toured the art collections of coal
magnates or bankers, the numerous portraits of
bare-bosomed virgins sprawled on marble steps
while some mutton-chopped man lectured on
what he called “glittering depictions of splendid
piety” while gesturing to what you saw only as
heaving bosoms, the fine hairs between legs, and
you followed millionaires through the coiling of
cigar smoke while a young girl plucked a harp
or sang liltingly over piano strands, and these
millionaires said, “I have known a man to come
into my office, and I have given him a check for
a million dollars when I knew they had not a
cent in the world,” and you toured their private
collections, a molar belonging once to Mary
Magdalene, a stone sarcophagus covered with
depictions of a journey to the underworld, and
Abraham’s letters, speech drafts, legal papers
as well as a twenty-two stanza poem from his
younger years entitled “The Bear Hunt,” and a
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blood-stained wallet with no contents but lint, a
pencil nub, and a newspaper clipping reading The
Man is an Ape. And as you observed these objects
through their glass cases, these millionaires, or
the men who worked for these millionaires, said
unto you, “You have a bright future, my boy, if
you listen to us” and “There’s no damn reason
why you couldn’t go all the way to the top, if we
like you well enough.”
“Let us make a name, lest we be obliterated from the
face of the earth”
And in those days your father wandered
the streets and factories of your town, the
ragged lands of ash and alligators, the area of
extermination, and there the alligator-fattened
gulls investigated the piled alligator heads and
alligator legs, the eyes eaten to sockets, the skulls
hollowed, the tongues gone into their gullets
and the bulbous bellies of various rats and
birds. And militiamen lobbed burning rags into
leather hillsides until the streets clogged with
charcoaled bodies, while the streets lit into fires
and skies sweltered with a smoke musked with
swamp and peat and fish. And in the land of
leather and murder, the militiamen wore masks
resembling the pointed faces of birds, while they
prodded the burning ancient hillsides.
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Your father was well known by the militias, sooty
and hooded and barefaced, and they saluted him
as he strode the mounded streets, and he called
them by the names of men who had served under
him, and your father shook their leather-gloved
hands, and he called them “Corporal,” and he
called them “Sergeant” and your father said
unto these men, “We sure burned the hell out
of those bastards, didn’t we?” and he gestured
to landscapes of char. He said, “We must
investigate these dwellings for survivors, or the
inkling of survivors, so we may smite them also.”
And they surveyed this landscape of ruined
carriages and burned-out yards and coiled
barbed-wire, and from nowhere in these came
the hissing of alligators. “We have murdered
them all,” the militiamen told your father, “But
even in death they are difficult to eradicate” and
they indicated with their bayonets how slowly
the leather of dispatched alligators smolders, and
they indicated how even the disembodied head
of an alligator resembles the head of a living
alligator, and they indicated how an alligator
does not decay in the same manner as a man, and
they indicated how a given alligator may exist
for a billion, billion years while a given man is
doomed to die within his first forty-five.
And in the valley of nightmares, and your father
sneered, and your father pulled away from them,
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and your father thrashed at the wind, saying,
“We’ll see about that” and “You boys may accept
those terms as finalized but I will not,” and “This
is not the first time in our history that we have
seen these monsters,” and your father said, “Nor
will it be the last.” Your father said, “Many an
ancient filled the chambers of his death with the
wrapped, eviscerated bodies of alligators,” and
he gestured to the smote-out ravages, saying,
“You see now why the ancients considered our
world harvested from the body of an alligator.”
*
Your father wandered the streets of the valley,
lost against tides of militia racing in carriages or
on foot, the thumping of their boots like long-ago
hooves. Your father wandered into alleyways
stuffed with parts, with the chewing and
thrashing of birds, and your father continued
along cobbled streets piled with the arms and
heads and tails of alligators, and to these the rats
scurried, and to these the emaciated children of
the forests and shantytowns darted, and there
they chewed the crisped-hide and cracked open
the bones and sucked out the swamp water, these
children sallow and hued in soot, blotted for the
light of a sky always in darkness, for the smoke
of fires and leather factories, and against the
constant fumes of cities burning, the sun seemed
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smothered with sackcloth, the sun seemed
choked black with barbed-wire, and in the midst
of this landscape the bodies of alligators seemed
as risen anew before your father, their charcoal
mouths pink and hissing, their emptied sockets
inflamed and yellowed. And before these
apparitions, your father fell to the soil and wept
unto your absence.
And your father sat on the rooftops of the
remaining buildings of the land, watching the
circling gulls, and he cupped his ears for their
shrieking, and he directed militiamen to fire
upon these with their repeating rifles, with their
marksman sightings, insisted that they bring the
corpses to him, and these he held, bloody and
limp, and these he whispered unto, and these
dead eyes he gazed into, and these dead beaks
he listened to. And unto the assembled militias
of the land your father said, “We must build,”
and commanded these men to cart the husks of
alligators to his lawn, and your father stood in
the hollows of his home and cried into the naked
swells of this dwelling, “Run along lad, we have
much work to attend to!” and your father stood
in the silence, leaned against the edge of your
bed, and there he spoke unto your sheets, your
pillows, said unto the atmosphere, “We don’t
have time for dilly-dallying,” and slid his smooth
child’s hands along your pillow, and there the
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smear of his alligator blackness. And in the still
of your vacant room, your father uttered, “I have
been strange, I know,” and he said, “I have not
always been as I should,” and he said, “There is
something within that seeks to destroy me” and
he gestured to the lawn of alligator parts, saying,
“But I will cure our ailments.”
And soon infant alligators no larger than
salamanders lay on your father’s mud-lawn.
And these he tore from the leather membranes
and gathered along the rivers, harvested as they
struggled forth from their first beds, from their
leather eggs. These he gathered within his hands
as a mother alligator gathers her infants within
her maw. These he smothered, thrashing, the
dying echoes of their miniature hissing.
And your father stored infant alligators in mason
jars of formaldehyde and ancient fragrances, their
mouths floating open in dreamy snarls, their eyes
bulging as if outsized for their skulls, slit and
horrified. Your father clicked his fingers against
the glass, watched their faces bob, whispered
unto them for the secrets of immortality.
And your father cast infant alligators into tin
tubs, and there they swam and darted as if young
tadpoles; their infinitesimal black claws, the
prick of their miniscule teeth. And your father
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strung alligators from the cobwebbed beams of
his basement, by chains and ropes, the bodies of
alligators and the skins of alligators, the husks
of alligators, and these your father salted and
smoked as he stared into the fog of their dead
eyes.
Your father’s eyes followed the back and forth of
infant alligators along the length of the tub, and
he said unto the atmosphere, “Every creature
begins life as something impeccable and tiny,”
and he dangled an alligator by the tail, saying,
“Most creatures will die; this one may not.”
And the banks once clogged and thriving with the
ancient madness of alligators now lay silent but
for the seldom hissing of a few. And your father
tossed nets onto alligators, and the alligators
tore free, and they ate the nets, and they hissed,
and your father did not murder them with a
mallet nor with a bolt gun, nor did he attempt to
strangle those young enough for a man to wrap
his hands about. For your father wanted them
alive. He yearned to study their processes.
And your father wandered the gloom of houses,
the lightless atmosphere of houses, crept along
the floorboards, the Oriental carpets, the dust
and webs and wallpaper peeling, and your father
lugged his bolt gun along the hallways of these
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abandoned houses while the boards creaked
beneath his boots, these houses dilapidated, the
doors unhinged and smashed in, these houses
as nests for alligators, and your father listened
for their hissing, and he peered into abandoned
rooms, and he prayed for alligators fat and
healthy and crawling along each other, their
yellow eyes stilled and waiting.
And your father lit kindling beneath his tin tub
while infant alligators darted within, and soon
the slow boil of water, and your father said into
the absence, “I believe their hide impervious.”
And when these alligators bobbed lifeless in the
bubbling, your father said, “They must become
stronger with time.”
And your father said unto the dust and char and
absence, “If they will grow—someday—or if we
may find one large enough—perhaps we could
live inside of it. Perhaps we could be warm there,
together—you and your mother and I.”
And there came a day when millionaires strode
along the mud-lawn in their silk top hats and
black overcoats, and they came with cigars and
pipes readied, and their patent leather shoes
blurred with mud as they stood in the shadow
of what was once your house. And when they
surveyed this corpse of rotten wood and flaked
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paint and wearied shingles, they found not your
father but the petrified corpses of birds and the
thriving colonies of beetles, and along this mudlawn they pressed handkerchiefs to their mouths,
and through these they wheezed, and they found
the front door fallen away and into the lightless
parlor they called out your father’s name, called
out, “General?” and within the next they found
alligators shrouded in dust and cobwebs, the
hallways clogged with alligator heads and legs,
the hollowed out bodies of alligators. And they
found the splintered bones of unpaid children.
And they found the bones of rabbits, and the
bones of militiamen. And they found the bodies
of adolescent alligators swinging from beams, and
they found the mature bodies of alligators draped
over velvet footstools and sofas, the eyes hollowed
into sockets and the mouths emptied of all flesh,
until there remained only the prick of their teeth.
These men called your father’s name and his
name echoed back as if they now wandered a
cavern. And they continued into a cellar and upon
the floor the fragments of mason jars lay with
the strewn, gelatinous bodies of infant alligators,
and these men stood silent in the huskiness of
their breathing, and these men wandered the
dirt floor while their shoes crunched shards of
glass and the miniscule bodies of alligators.
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These men called your father’s name into your
bedroom, and into your parents’ chambers, and
they found nothing other than musty stuffed
toys and long unused beds. Inside the washroom
they found a tin tub filled with the scalded and
boiled bodies of alligators, and into this mess
they dipped their hands, and how cold were
these once throbbing waters.
And finally some of these men said, “The General
has become a maniac,” while others insisted, “He
has always been so. This is why he was so effective.”
And how these millionaires found your father
on the back lawn, nesting inside an alligator
belly slit open and pulled apart, in his hands a
knife slick with gore. And the alligator’s mouth
lay open, and the pink tongue flopped into the
mud, and the air smelled of peat and fish, and
the tongue was covered in ants and flies, and
the eyes of the alligator gazed outward. These
millionaires found your father with one boot
inside the alligator and one boot outside, and
half his figure seemed within and half his figure
without, and he said to these men who stood
before him, “This was the largest, but it is still
not large enough.”
And these men said to your father, “We’ve come
about politics” and your father said, “This one I
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killed with a bolt gun, you can see the hole there”
and your father gestured to the upside-down
alligator’s skull, the black blood puddled in the
mud. But these men continued, “This country
needs a man of strength and accomplishments,
one who will not pander to the unpaid and their
sympathizers” and your father replied, “I believe
I will find one, someday, large enough to hold
me within its husk. But it must be an enormous
animal” and these men continued, “A man who
inspires fear and awe,” for in those days many
presidents assumed office too drunk to speak, or
too stupid to write, or too corpulent to remove
his body from his bathtub, and insurrectionists
simply murdered these men, shooting them in
the open street, or while making a speech, or
while exiting a train.
And your father replied unto these men, “Such a
monster will likely kill me first” and these men
said, “We need you, General” and your father
said, “I have spent years within these creatures,”
and your father gestured to his skull and said,
“Up here.”
*
Your father wandered the flaming streets, the
charred avenues, the shantytowns. And the
unpaid were by now fled, and militiamen holed
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up with each other, with the women they gathered,
and there your father stood with his bolt gun
while they played poker, half-blind with alcohol
while they fornicated with their fingers and their
cocks, while they pressed gasoline soaked rags
to each other’s faces. And he crept behind them
while they pissed under the moonlight and soon
their bodies mounded and spilled blood into the
soft dead soil. And your father prodded them
with his boot, and your father stood before the
gathered mass of the dead militiamen, their
pants to their ankles, their members yet slick and
warm. And your father gathered the bodies of
militiamen in wheelbarrows and dumped these
along the river banks where they putrefied in
the open air, where the flies and gnats swarmed,
where the wild dogs sneered and dripped foam
and tore at their yellow flesh. And from his
position along the river, your father shot these
in the mange, in the throats, and the bodies
tumbled and gathered with the others, and there
your father sat amongst the fly-swarmed and
decaying bodies, and there he awaited the return
of the alligators.
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And they had alligator for stone, and slime for mortar.
And they said Let us build a city and a tower, whose
top may reach unto heaven; and let us make a name,
lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the earth.
And the Almighty came down to see the city and the
tower which the children of men had built.
“Do you know the way of the spirit?”
And the Almighty said, Behold, the people is one, and
they have all one language; and this they begin to do:
and now nothing will be restrained from them, which
they have imagined to do.
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In those times you lived in a city rimmed red
with flame, rocked by the explosions of pipe and
gasoline bombs, the echoing cries of “Dynamite!
Dynamite!” And there were nights you attended
parties and balls in the brownstone homes and
country mansions of millionaires, the tuxedoes
and plumed masks, the fog of cigars and sifters
of scotch, the graying tufts of whiskers and
mutton-chops, and these parties were more
and more often haunted by the voices of the
dead, channeled from tin horns, and there were
those who whispered of commercializing such
a technology. And there were those at these
parties who led you through their Persian and
Oriental rugged libraries, who gestured to their
rare bibles covered in lamb-skins and calf-skins
and translated into extinct languages, and here
the original manuscripts of Milton, Wordsworth,
Keats, and the etchings of Rembrandt and Rafael,
and along the walls the portraits of curved
women in diaphanous robes, their heaving
bosoms, their hair flowing in unseen winds,
and it was said by these millionaires, “We men
of great means must take up the burden of
educating our fellow countrymen in certain Old
World ideals, in regards to art and culture” and
these millionaires puffed their cigars while the
faint whine of dead voices wafted from outer
rooms. And these millionaires, perhaps by
now billionaires, exhaled their smoke and felt
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dutiful to explain there was even more, and they
gestured to the floor and said, “The cellar is filled
with many such examples” and “I’m told they
will be worth an even greater fortune in years
to come.”
“I lay awake in the glow of the florescence”
And at parties in brownstone homes millionaires
talked of your star on the rise while you drank
their scotch and watched the shanty towns
burn. And some nights you fornicated with
their daughters to the explosions across the river.
And some nights you began with these women
and could not finish for the dullness of the meat
slapping against meat, for the pungency of their
fumes, for the loneliness within your breast. And
these women you bade leave while you continued
with your scotch. And when the scotch was gone
you found the bourbon and when the bourbon
was gone you gazed out the window into the
vacant night and watched the flames of the nearby
towns ablaze and throbbing in their discontent.
And in the light of those explosions, in the burn of
the liquor, you wrote letters to a woman you did
not know and a son you had not yet conceived.
You considered her on some imagined evening,
the immense bulge of her bustle, the strands of
her hairs caught in the glowing twilight. You
considered the boy, with his eyes that seemed
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your grandfather’s eyes, watching you, in awe.
And into the light of a world gone to ruin, you
said the name of your father.
And millionaires watched the flash of explosions
and blamed those who lived in shanties, in hovels,
those who lived in crumbling brick buildings
scurrying with rats and lice and disease. And
there were those who said the paying of the
unpaid only “enhanced the unnatural expectation”
of every worker, no matter their race or creed or
national origin. And there were those who said
foreigners in yellow pantaloons and heavy beards
agitated the lowly paid into riots and insurrection.
And there were rumors of anarchists dressed as
soldiers who planned to waylay the president’s
carriage with shotguns and crowbars. And
there were those who said the lowly paid lost
themselves in alcohol, in opium, in cocaine. And
there were those who sniffed until they reached
a frenzy and these took to the streets in search
of well-mannered ladies. And it was said now
that these raving cocaine fiends started riots
and shot into crowds, and many said that they
half-expected some cocaine fiend to murder the
president while he shook hands with the faithful.
And there were those who insisted if the unpaid
were sent away, forcibly migrated or conned to
distant and frozen shores, as Abraham had long
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ago dreamed, perhaps calm would again settle
along the land and again harmony between
master and servant would reign.
And you sat before these statesmen in their
offices, smoking cigars and drinking scotch
until you could scarcely see or breathe for the
burn, and often millionaires or the emissaries
of millionaires joined. Such was the case when
Robert, the son of Abraham, suggested you
lead the expedition establishing new and
lasting colonies along unforgiving wastelands.
He unfurled maps and read decrees. He said
that his father had often extolled the virtues
of colonization. And when you said you knew
nothing of ships, they replied, “There will be
men along who know a great deal of ships,” and
when you said you knew nothing of leading
an expedition of men they said, “It is in your
blood,” and when you said you knew nothing
of establishing a settlement they said you would
have much time for reading on the ship. And
when you said you cared nothing for the unpaid
or the plight of the lowly paid worker they said,
“My good man, no honest fellow does.”
*
Soon you leaned upon the rail of a ship in the
moaning of ropes and boards, the slapping
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of water against the hull, gulls swirling and
shrieking. You leaned against the bulwark while
these other men milled and smoked on deck,
while they mimed shots at the gulls darting and
plummeting past the sails, and soon the captain
touched your shoulder and said quietly, “Look
alive, man” and in a voice meant for the rest of
your men, he said, “Ready yourselves.” And soon
soldiers led the unpaid to their compartment
below while you waited in your cabin. And
you watched your eyes in the mirror and these
seemed the eyes of a different man, and you sat
on a velvet cushioned chair with your boots upon
your desk, smoking, listening to the rocking of
the ship, to the twisting of the ropes, the wind
beating against the sails, and you thought, “I
have not always been here” although this now
seemed the only moment you had ever known.
And soon you drifted into the vast gray with
those hundred unpaid below deck, husbands
and wives and children, and how slowly the
days when the sun scorched all, and then the
long days of gray when even the gulls seemed
lost in the murk, and then days when the unpaid
were allowed to air their compartments and
they wandered the deck covered in straw and
shielding their eyes.
“Have you perceived the depth of the earth?”
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And this unpaid woman along the deck, how
she leaned against the railing, how she brushed
the straw from her dress, from the thick of her
hair, absently, and remember too how the sun
shadowed the curves beneath the cotton of her
dress. Remember how you watched, how you
sat in your compartment long days before finally
you summoned her to your room. And when
she lay within your arms you did not care that
she carried a dead odor and that even her breath
seemed rank and humid. You cared only for
her curves mounding your sheets, the way she
moaned in your bed, how her lips and her tongue
warmed and wetted your throat, your chest, your
thighs, your groin. And when you marveled at
her skill she smiled and said, “Yours was hardly
my first summons, Sir.”
Remember how this woman regarded your
quarters, your cot, your mirror from the
sopping tangle of your bedding and said, “I feel
like a millionaire’s woman,” and then laughed,
and soon she lay outstretched, and there the
curves of her ribs, the pungent brown of her
nipples, the almost pink-puckered slit along
her belly, and this you touched, and of this you
asked, “Were you bayoneted?” and she laughed
and sighed and said, “I suppose something like
that.”
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And you fell asleep in the slender of this woman’s
arms only to wake into the aloneness of your own,
and there she sat in the glow of the lamp light,
reading your letters. And this unpaid woman
said, “You’re married—what a husband you must
make,” and you rose from the bed, stood behind
her as her fingers traced your lines, and she said,
“You have a boy” and your hand fell across her
shoulder and there it remained when she asked,
“And what’s his name?” You said what you
thought his name should be and she said, “Ah,
just like his father.”
And there were days when you and this woman
did not rise from bed until the sky swelled golden
and pink, and your men watched you along the
deck with dark eyes.
“Do you know how the bone grows in the womb of her
who is with child?”
And when the open air frosted you wrapped this
woman in your wool coat, and soon gulls again
thronged the skies, and these fell bloodied into
the gray, spattered askew onto islands of ice when
your men fired their rifles. And the days with this
woman, alone, and no more the open air, and no
more any of the world but her arms, her legs, her
lips, her tongue and there below, the space, the
warmth, the moist folds. There were days when
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you said her name although you could not recall
her name, and you whispered into her ear, along
her throat, into the scar of her belly.
And when shore was sighted you stood on deck
with this woman in the chill, overlooking what
seemed a landscape of mossed rocks and green
grass and pines, while the long-off figures of
caribou and elk grazed, and you held this woman
against your figure, and you said to her, “If only
we could stop all of this, hold onto this life, each
other, as we are now, to never again move,” and
she gazed up at you with a mouth opened as if
horrified, and slowly she gathered herself, and
soon she said, “Yes, I feel the same.”
*
The ship drifted from the shore, not to return
for a full year, and for once your men did not
fire upon the shrieking gulls. Instead they
milled and smoked and paced while the unpaid
huddled in your midst, shivering in their cotton
rags although it was spring, shivering except for
the woman who was shrouded in your bison
coat. And your ship was a mere smudge when
your soldiers hitched huskies to sleds piled
with coal, canoes, dog food, bison and bear fur
clothing, citrus, liquor, nails, tarpaulins, small
national flags, powdered milk, canned peaches
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and potatoes, tinned smoked oysters and beef
and carrots, bison hide sleeping bags, and, as
donated by the wives of your soldiers, clothes,
novels, games, cigars, and jars upon jars of
plum puddings boiled by countless mothers
over stovetops and covered with wax paper and
twine. And the slow trudge of your crew along
this landscape.
Your men erected tarpaulin shelters in the dirt,
those for the unpaid on one side of the land and
those for your men on the other, and one for you
alone, what you called your office, where you
worked in the lamplight glow, where you and
this woman lay together. And in the evenings the
unpaid ate canned roast beef and canned carrots
in their dining hall, a considerable construction
of tarpaulin and beams, and your men ate
chocolate in the open, by firelight, and you and
the unpaid woman ate in your tent, upon your
cot, this woman who breathed against your chest,
who kissed into your mouth, who ate from the
same tin of beef, the same tin of carrots, the same
square of chocolate.
Through the days your men and the unpaid
labored and constructed while the woman and
the wives dressed and prepared the caribou
and deer and elk, and the huskies howled from
within their wire and tarpaulin enclosure. And
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you smoked cigars on the edge of the camp and,
in the evenings, kerosene lamps and candles
cast shadows onto the walls while all dined on
oysters and stew and venison and rabbit and seal
and peach pie and apple pie and whisky and
wines. And there were those among the unpaid
who played the fiddle, and there were those who
sang in deep sorrowful voices, and you swayed
against this woman while the others settled into
games of checkers and chess and backgammon,
and those few children fell to bed. And you and
this woman wandered the barbed edges of the
camp, and there you knew the purple and rose
glow, the soft whine of wind, the huskies howling.
“Have you walked in search of the depth?”
And when the caribou and deer and moose left
for warmer climes, your feasts were reduced to
canned roast beef and chocolate, and now the
sunken faces ever deepened until eyes seem to
peer from caverns. The nights lengthened into
days and to wander from one building to the
next required a lantern, so always now the glow
of men gathering supplies from the shed, men
who returned with frozen beards and cracked
red faces, returned insisting the supplies had
been pilfered. And they looked to you, and they
looked to the woman, and they looked to the
unpaid hunched on their bunks and salivating.
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*
And soon the halls cleared of laughter and the
playing of games, and now the sounds of shoes
scuffing the plank floors and the scraping of
forks on plates and coughing and the occasional
mournful wail of some unpaid child, and from
somewhere beneath the winds, the starving
huskies howled from tarpaulin pens. And the
woman in your bed said, “I hope those poor
animals don’t freeze to death,” and you said,
“There’s a reason we brought these particular
dogs.”
*
And soon darkness spread through the land, and
never again sun or the slightest glimmer, and
ice dangled from your cabin ceilings, and winds
gusted and thrashed the walls so they seemed
to bend and buckle, and the freezing air tore
throughout the hall. And soon those cabins bent
beneath the drifted snow, and your men and the
unpaid huddled together in the same immense
hall with its furnaces and kerosene lamps, and
the glow of faces always watching you and this
woman, and all slept in the same enormous
hall save for you and the woman in your cabin,
layered in bison furs and clasping each other,
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for as you explained to her, “It’s important to
make the distinction between a commander and
commanded in all areas” and when the drifts
near obscured your cabin you sent men with
shovels and pickaxes to unbury the structure.
You watched their labor through the windows
and when the men returned indoors they
returned with faces red and haunted with ice,
even their eye lashes whitened with crystals and
they watched you with intent before setting aside
their tools.
*
And to your face the men praised your greatness
and your leadership and filled you with their
share of the rum until your eyes swam, and
then they suggested that you send an expedition
south where another encampment, a scientific
settlement, was rumored to flourish. And while
most considered the keepers of that post long
dead and you believed they would find icedshacks and grayed, frozen faces, your men
said, “But otherwise we will perish.” And you
wondered aloud why they had signed on for
such a voyage, although you understood they
had been offered little option. And you refused,
saying a second ship would arrive soon enough
in the spring. And they said, “You are a fool.”
And they watched you now and whispered in
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the shadows and plotted your removal, and in
your journal you wrote how they meant to bind
your wrists and ankles, how they meant to hold
a sham trial in the wind and snow and endless
dark, and you burned these pages immediately,
and you smeared the ashes with your boot until
no sign of language remained.
And the unpaid murmured amongst themselves
about how your men ate all of their food and
burned their fuel, and your men ordered the
unpaid to cook the last canned potatoes, and
your men drank from the casks of rum while
the unpaid settled for powdered milk, and your
men in their lengthening-beards crouched on
their cots and jotted in their journals of their
suffering and their fury and their loneliness, all
while unpaid children wailed and thumped the
floor with their wooden soldiers and the parents
slouched on bunks and against walls, watching
the faces of the other unpaid become gaunt and
hollowed in the kerosene light.
*
And then the night you woke alone in your bison
skin and found the door unlocked, and her boots
and coat were missing. And when she returned
you feigned sleep, and you asked nothing of her
whereabouts, and when she trembled you held
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her and warmed her, and when she fell asleep
you lay awake, watching the flickering of her lids.
*
You wrote of what you would do when they came
upon you with knives or pistols, when they had
you shot and discarded to the frost, when they
made your corpse a mass of ice, deathless flesh
in bottomless cold. And these pages blurred
beneath your boot heel before she returned from
her errands.
*
And she whispered to you as you slept, “They are
starving,” and the unpaid seemed like skeletons
buried beneath their furs, and you wrote about
how you understood that she blamed you, your
rations, your men and their mere existence, and
you ordered an expedition in search of supply
depots or smoke from other encampments, and
those who remained huddled together, bundled
in furs and leather, and their breath become a
swirling cloud, and their faces soon frosted and
cracking as they squinted, and all waved to those
men on their sleds while huskies tossed clumps
of clotted snow in their wake.
And when these men returned they returned
with canisters of spoiled bread, tea, sugar, salt,
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and rum kegs emptied for defective bungs
that one man rode strapped to, moaning and
delirious, his face small beneath the shadows
of his eyes, the long icicles of his beard, and the
other men whispered unto you of his legs swollen
to twice the regular size, and you studied these
blackened appendages when inside the hall,
while the unpaid tore through the ruined and
worthless findings. “Cut them off,” you said of
this man’s legs and gestured to an area below
the knees, and the man wailed and many of your
men turned away and vomited and wept and the
unpaid women cried and even yours pulled at
your arm and sobbed.
And now in the gloom and hopeless hours
of the always night, the unpaid women, even
the married ones, coddled those soldiers who
returned, especially the crippled one, the man of
stumps who now pulled himself upon a wooden
cart, and the unpaid men watched and whispered
in each other’s ears while the unpaid women said,
“You were willing to risk yourselves, for all of us,”
and they gave your soldiers portions of their
rations, these women skeletal and soon dead, but
your men did not turn down their offerings, nor
did you suggest they should.
*
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And when the huskies thumped and howled
and moaned in the night, foaming, mangy
and snarling, you decreed the dogs would be
destroyed. And a cry went up, and they begged
you for some final mercy, and you said, “These
dogs have accomplished their purpose.” And
soon the report of rifle fire, lost and distant in
the wind, and the dogs lay dead and frozen to
the floors of their kennels, and you left them so
until the children froze against the wire kennels,
clutching pen knives and burlap sacks. And now
your men doused the kennel entire with kerosene
and the almost green flames of tarpaulin. And
for the next days, the smell of burned dog and
tarpaulin in everything breathed and everything
eaten.
And when you told the woman in your bed how
the unpaid wished to eat the diseased flesh of
dogs, she replied, “Can you blame them? They
don’t want to die any more than you do.” And
soon after this, the unpaid began dying, the
children at first, then the older ones, the near
elderly, emaciated and calling their relations
the wrong names, and from their death cots
they said, “Someday we will be free,” and they
called you “Master.” And with gauzed eyes they
groped the air and called out, “Oh Lord, you’ve
come to free my poor soul.” And after the death
rattle and the low-gasping articulation, you
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wrapped the corpses in burlap and deposited
them outside your encampment, and when the
bodies became more frequent and as your men
began to join them, they were simply carried in a
bison coat and dropped to the mound where the
eyes quickly frosted and the slung open mouths
filled with snow.
And through the days now your men plotted
mutiny until the only question was when they
would set upon you. And you remained at
your desk with your rifle at the ready, while the
woman in your bed called to you in a lusty voice,
asking why you no longer fornicated, why you
no longer held her, and when you explained, “I
must always be on my ready” she smiled and
said, “My spies have reported no conspiracy.”
And there were nights when she said, in half
sleep, “Why do we want to live? Why can’t we
simply drink the kerosene or throw ourselves
into the snow? Why can’t we let ourselves go
from this suffering?” and she said, “Would you
smother me if I asked you to?” and more quietly,
“You’re heartless, so you might. But you’re also a
coward.”
The dead became hillsides of snow unto
themselves, and soon all were too weak to carry
a body, even these half-bodies, and now four men
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were required to carry them and another two men
to help those who stumbled and collapsed into
the snow. And soon there were those who snuck
across the camp to this mound with knives, and
when they returned to the hall there were those
who pretended new rations of “beef” had been
discovered, and all were ravenous at the smell of
“beef” scorching and sizzling on heated skillets,
and none dared turn down these new food stuffs.
And you and this woman in your cabin yet
consumed your rations of canned roast beef, no
longer heated, and then the frozen meat, and the
slow chewing.
And you remained in your chair before this
woman swaddled in your bison hide, and how
she wept for those dead unpaid, and for those
living unpaid, and even for those soldiers who
had died, and for those who were forced to live.
*
You prayed in those days that she would learn
to forget those others, and you and this woman
and a piercing light, and you and this woman
and what seemed the voice of your father, the
fragrance of the prairies, the smoke along the
grasses, the clover and yellow primroses, and
you and this woman and your talk of the coming
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spring, of the animals you would hunt and
smoke and salt, and how the two of you could
live the rest of your lives in this land.
And soon you woke alone in your bison hide,
although your skin seemed numbed from where
she pressed into your figure, and you knew her
coat and her boots would be missing. And when
she returned you pressed your knife to her throat
and said, “No words” and bound her wrists to
the cot, and her hoarse screams through the door
as you hunched against the winds. And in the
low light of the hall, the horrid faces and near
skulls of your men, and perhaps five yet living
unpaid, and the sleepless faces of many dead
unpaid, and you said unto these men, “I have
found the woman who is stealing our rations,”
and you and your men bound this woman by
her feet even as she wept. Her low wretched
sound as you carried her panting into the open
night, her tongue hanging in the lamplight, and
you watched her laid to the ground even as she
said she had never loved you. “Please,” you
rasped to the soldier nearest you, and you meant
to say, “In the back of the skull. Immediately,”
but no words came, and you made only the fatal
gesture.
“Can you send lightning that they may go?”
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And after dim years alone amongst these skulls,
you in the shadow of the bones of the unpaid and
the bones of your men, bleached in a hillside of
their own, you believed these men who emerged
from their ship were mere apparitions. And soon
they called you in the name you had not heard in
years, and indeed, in their mirrors, you seemed
an ancient figure, a withered thing in rags, and
when you smiled you smiled with blackened
teeth and black-red gums, and when you spoke
you said words like “plague” and “starvation,”
and you said, “There were those who became
crazed in their illness. The winter was terrible. I
sought to appease their souls. I sought to grant
them mercy.”
“Where were you when this morning was born?”
And for the first weeks after you returned, you
sat in your apartment,, wrapped in scarves and
beneath layered bison hides. And when you again
walked the open air of the capital city you saw
now what it had become, the limitless buildings
of steel and glass, the avenues of shimmering
towers. Some monstrous new universe incommensurate with the old. And there were those
who called these towers “vertical cities” and
those from across the seas who marveled at a
population that would never run out of room,
that would never overstuff its metropolises. And
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you wandered in the reflection of these buildings,
in the radiant glint, and you gaped at those
figures scurrying and scaling the sides, swinging
on cables, those anonymous black specks smaller
than fragments of dust, and the nights were lit
with the florescence of these towers, and all the
skies were fogged with their glow.
And other than monuments erected in honor of
generals, it seemed this city had never known war.
Men and women laid flowers at these monuments,
at the tombs of generals, and they passed along
Abraham’s enclosed figure, and there a mother
explained to the child at her side, “So we don’t
forget,” but when the child asked, “Forget what?”
this woman could only say, “Liberty” and “Our
struggle.” And you searched for the monument
devoted to your father and you found none. And
when you asked where one may stand, those you
questioned only looked away.
No matter. Your name, by now, had surpassed
his; there were those reporters who called you
“the man who could not be killed” and “the
walking miracle” and the “first truly modern
man,” for it seemed the age fast approached
when man would not fall to plague. And they
asked you of your diet and your “regimen,” and
they wondered of your biology, your blood. “The
fountain of youth,” they speculated, tapping your
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chest, your veins, “is perhaps within reach.” And
in those times death seemed but another obstacle
to conquer, now that space had fallen, now that
airships of hydrogen floated above the cities and
trips that once took weeks now took hours, and
journeys along the plains and to the coasts of the
land that once invited death or murder were now
taken by wealthy families as amusements.
*
And after some months returned you finally met
with Robert, who by now wore the top hat of a
millionaire over his silver hair, silk suits and
polka-dotted scarves, his face ever lost in the
pungency of cigars. And he smiled, and he said,
“It seems you are no leader of men. But don’t take
it to heart, old boy. In fact, its better this way.
Turns out we needed the workers after all.”
And you wandered his rows of rose gardens and
topiary while his mansion loomed along the
hillside, and you said, “I’ve never seen such a
house” and Robert smiled, and smoked, and said,
“My father claimed I would never live up to his
example. He considered me cold. He said, ‘I fear
you will never be the man I am, Bob.’ I believe
I’ve proved him wrong with Hildene.” And there
were children who raced along the lawns with
butterfly nets, their screams and laughter, while
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men in suits brought Robert coils of paper, and of
these he said, “My father destroyed landscapes.
We build them anew” and he gestured to the
shimmering structures pricked along the
horizon. “Soon all our nation will be towers of
glass and steel. Someday it will be the right of
every man and woman to live thousands of feet
above the ground.”
In the evenings you ate roast goose and drank
brandy until you no longer felt your face and the
label of the bottle blurred. And when explosions
mere miles distant echoed and rattled the silver
and swayed the chandeliers, Robert smiled and
said, “So long as we are fat and healthy there is
little they can do.” And after dinner you drank
more brandy and smoked cigars, and Robert said,
“No, old boy, I owe you something significant. I’ll
never forget the way you botched that job—” and
waved you off when you sought to interrupt him.
You and Robert sat on white steel lawn furniture
and gazed over his acres of lawns and gardens,
the giggling of children chasing goats, their bells
clanging, the impeccable posture of his servants,
the trays of goose liver and brandy they brought
for you. And he said, “All of this flowered from
the war my father built. The war your father built.
All of this splendor is owed to us.” He said, “We
have seen enough horror, you and I. We have lost
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everything we have known, save for my Mary,”
and he gestured to a window overlooking the
lawn, and there the shadow of his wife’s figure,
pressed to the glass. “Now we must cherish
our magnificence. No important man will ever
want again.” He said, “Oh God, if only we could
forget,” and then “I have done everything I could
to avenge him.” And he was silent for some while
as he smoked and mused, and finally said, “I
heard she died alone and raving.”
*
And now came the advent of the flatbed
truck, and these clogged the streets with their
shuddering, their wheels, their smoke, and rarely
did a day pass when some man or animal was
not murdered by these machines skidding and
careening and out of control, and how the fly
strewn bodies of mutilated horses banked along
the streets.
And the leather factories and fur farms gave
way to truck factories, and where once a few
men worked the floors of factories, now all men
worked these floors save those men who owned
the floors, and now all men who once lived in
fields and on farms moved into glass towers and
worked shoulder to shoulder affixing wheels or
tightening bolts, lost in the mindless repetition
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of movements, dreaming of when they too
would clog the streets with their honking and
squealing and the sputtering of their engines.
And how school children stayed home when the
sky seemed especially “poisonous” and infants
coughed char while doctors listened to the rustle
within their lungs, saying, “I doubt this one will
ever be an athlete.”
And in the night you leaned out your window
into a city of trucks, piled and roaring and stuck
between other trucks, and in the fury of their
malaise men left the cabs of their trucks to punch
each other, to beat each other with crowbars, and
the city hummed with pistol shots and backfiring
trucks and trucks bursting into spontaneous
flame. And when a man was shot, or a tower
swarmed with fire, there came the wailing of
still more trucks, their flashing lights and copper
vats, and so many towers burned, and many died
gulping blood after gunshots while sirens wailed
some miles away, unable to penetrate the morass.
*
It was in those days that the man who innovated
these trucks desired to bring prosperity for all,
and it was this man alone whose factory and
mansion windows were not punched out by
gasoline bombs, and who did not masquerade for
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fear of insurrectionists, for it was this man who
said, “We believe in making twenty thousand
men prosperous and contented rather than
follow the plan of making a few slave drivers in
our establishment millionaires” and he said, “I
believe it is a disgrace for any man to die rich.”
And this man was esteemed along the land for
his ignorance and his disgust of high-birthing
or for anything intellectual and for all things
bookish, and he was fond of saying, “I would
not give two cents for all the art in the world.”
And this man often said he would never run
for political office, for politics housed the most
ambitious of snakes, but if elected he would
surely not decline the office. And along the land
there were politicians he knew and donated to,
who calculated to have him elected although he
could not spell and although he did not know the
name of the first president, nor the second, nor
the name of the first revolution, nor the name of
the empire defeated.
So it was that Robert brought you forth unto
this man’s countryside mansion, this man who
greeted you in his manure-stained overalls
though there seemed no cows or pigs on his land,
this man who smoked a corncob pipe on his
front stoop and who said unto you, “You have
seen two fellows on a street corner. Both of them
are down and out, but one has ten cents. With
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that he can buy a bun and a bed for himself or
he can buy a bun for himself and a bun for his
chum and take chances on getting a bed. If he
does that, he is my kind of folks” and he led you
into a small farmhouse-style kitchen, and there
his wife, who he called “Ma,” served you biscuits
and gravy, and this man said, “It’s all I eat” and
“Give me Ma’s biscuits and gravy over a fancy
dinner in some fancy city any day.”
This man led you to the black and white glow of
what in those times were called television sets,
and upon the screens of those sets shone the
chaos of riots and wars overseas, where men of
your country assaulted without warning or cause,
and he said, “I have come to know who it is that
starts all wars” and he said, “Only one class of
man profits from mass aggression and that is the
international banker” and he said, now to Robert,
“Your father” and here he tapped a leather bound
book, “Knew too much and for that they had him
murdered.” He said, “I have to be very careful for
I know all of their secrets, and they know I’m not
afraid to say something about it.”
And so this man gestured to his wall of television
sets and said, “This device shall free the decent
common fellow from the perversions of those
long and awful fingers” and he said, “Since the
advent of the motion picture industry, an industry
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entirely run by the international banker as you
know, we have seen a marked deterioration in
our literature, amusements, and social conduct,
yes, and this is attributable not to the white man
but to a nasty Orientalism which has insidiously
affected every channel of expression” and he
said, “With the advent of the television, man may
now relax his mind without relaxing his morals.
Now a common fellow may endlessly recline in
the glow of simple, harmless entertainments.”
This man labored until all men could work
shoulder to shoulder in the construction of
enormous machines, and any fellow need only
perform a few simple gestures, twisting and
cranking motions, thousands of times each day,
day after day, and through the night, and in their
dreams, and this man said, “The common fellow
doesn’t want to think while he works” and he
said, “The common fellow would rather labor
mindlessly and enjoy his time in the radiance of
his television or traveling in his truck.”
And here he gestured to various scale models of
amusements he needed the television to promote,
toasters and blenders and watches and board
games and mallets and baseballs and footballs
and basketballs and figurines of founding fathers
and biblical heroes and football heroes and tin
miniatures of flatbed trucks and airplanes and
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vacuum cleaners, and he said, “We simply must
populate each house with a television or two.
How else will the common fellow learn of these
fine relaxations?”
And this man wished to construct a line of wires
from one end of the land to the other, and through
these wires the white and gray luminance of
televisions would flow, and so it would be now
that all days would drone with the static of
television for “where once a few kings could bask
in this light, now all men may prosper. You see
now what a beautiful thing is democracy.”
And so Robert smiled unto you and said, “You
see well a fellow would be wise to follow this
man’s lead.”
“Have you heard the choirs along the first dawn?”
And you became now this man in cream tweed
suits, cramped into the cabs of flatbed trucks,
traveling ever along dirt roads.
And in these years you built and owned several
houses, one in the country, one in the city, and
one along a stretch of water, and these were
furnished with carpets and tapestries and
furniture from many lands and civilizations.
And you owned now many great paintings
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and statues and ancient manuscripts and first
editions of novels, all of these certain to swell
in value. And you had never seen these objects,
nor your houses, nor the butlers and servants
and cooks who worked in your houses and lived
in quarters near the land of these houses. And
some nights you dreamed of what these houses
must be like, and some nights you sketched their
appearance within your letters.
And you jotted letters in the passenger cabs of
flatbed trucks, and you signed these with “love,”
and you wrote within them, “How does he
grow?” and you wrote, “I dream of you always”
and there were nights now along those roads
when you asked the child of your invention if he
minded his mother when she said he banged his
tin trucks too loudly, and when you could not
recall this woman’s name you addressed each
letter to “My darling love,” and when you could
not recall the expression of her face to inscribe
the correct compliment, you wrote of how the
sun shone through the wispy hairs of her neck
and arms.
And you journeyed dusted roads, and your suit
stiffened, and your glasses encrusted, and there
were days in the midst of horizonless fields of
corn and wheat, and there were days when all
the horizon seemed the beating sun, and you
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journeyed roads rimmed by company men with
their shirt sleeves rolled and their dirt faces
leaned on shovels, the dust blackened by their
sweat and streaked red with blood, and flies
gathered, and mosquitoes grew fat upon their
arms.
And the men worked beyond the fall of night, until
they could move no longer, and when they could
not erect their tents along the fields they slept
in the dust and throbbing heat of the roads, and
from the forests and swamps came the croaking
of frogs and the chirruping of crickets and the
stalking of wild dogs. And there were nights
they could not sleep for the hissing of what they
believed to be alligators. And there were nights
they could not sleep for what sounded like the
renewed explosions of insurrectionists, but those
days the far-off explosions of insurrectionists
seemed quelled, and these sounds were the
firing of rockets into whatever world lies beyond
this atmosphere.
And all the lands you strung with wires and
poles. All the lands linked by a common hum
and radiance. All minds lit by this common wire,
all thoughts contained within a common pulse.
And when your workers desired the light they
peered into farmhouse windows crouched in the
begonias until they were driven from the land by
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screams of “pervert” or by shotgun blasts, until
you brought along generators and now the black
and white throbbing within their tents and their
common laughter and their sighs, synchronized
and amazed.
And when you looked at these landscapes
throbbing with light you could only say unto
the fellow nearest, “Perhaps I will retire.” For to
rise from the cab of your truck or the mattress
upon the flatbed now required much creaking
and struggle. And when you glanced into a
mirror you saw nothing of the boy who began
this project, only the gray haired man who
finished it. And the lines in your eyes, and the
fullness of your cheeks. And how many nights
in your coming decrepitude you sat smoking and
drinking and watching the light of the campsites,
listening to your men, to all the men along the
land, who you had made into one.
And when you walked the lines of men raising
poles and stretching wires you called out names
you believed they were called, for once men such
as these had been called by such names. These
men you pulled from the line, their dusty faces,
their blue haunted eyes. These men you asked,
“Do you know who I am?” and they said, “Of
course” and you said, “Do you know my name?”
and they said, “Of course” and you said, “Then
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say it?” and they said, “Sir?” and you said, “Say
my name to my face” and so they did. And to the
next man you turned and you said, “Is this true?
How many years now? How many miles of wire
uncoiled and how many acres of forest pillaged?
How many watts of radiance? How many cities
and towns bloomed into black and white? How
many cities and towns gathered into the total
hum? How many cities and towns had you
toured and known and brought into the light
of the new world? The map you consulted for a
time said only, “Most of them” and then, “All but
a few” until it said, “All but one.”And so you then
set forth to bring civilization to this final city.
This final city was a smudge on your map. This
final city all crews had avoided until there was
no option. This final city lit only by the flickering
of fires. And there were no towers within this
city, nor were there trucks except those trucks
you brought and these idled along the roads,
vacant and dusty. And there were no houses or
children or stores. Here your workers wandered
the roads and paced the town squares, gaping at
long-off hillsides, and here they hefted bolt guns
as if they were alien objects, slow turning and
gazing at these, stroking the muzzles, and here
they wore white masks shaped in the apparition
of birds. And when you thundered unto these
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men, “What is the meaning of this?” they nodded
and murmured or wandered in circles. And you
ordered them thrashed, and you ordered their
masks stripped and their guns confiscated, and
throughout this process they made no sound;
they remained in their limp, dumb posture,
transfixed by the bleak hillsides some miles
distant.
And now on either side of the roads, in the
ditches and the fields and along the edges of the
forests, piled one atop another into walls and
small hillsides, were the blood-smeared and
mud-grim bodies of alligators. Workers prodded
these mounds with their boots, with sticks, and
unto these men you asked, “What goes on here?”
and they answered in inarticulate whispers and
in sounds like “dangerous” and “microbes.” And
they milled and wandered and turned in circles.
And the streets of this city were marked by
the figures of men with the heads of wild dogs
and the heads of alligators, their eyes and teeth
constructed of glass, their features sculpted
with mud and clay and sticks and grass and
leather. And these seemed the figures of men as
articulated by children, or by those in the midst
of the deepest sleep. And company men bowed
to these, lit torches before them, humming a
gibberish with no melody.
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Here hillsides of alligators sweltered over the
ruins of department stores and water towers
and apartment buildings, and painted upon the
slopes were women with the heads of gulls and
men with the heads of alligators, and the burning
of the heavens, and the armies who once drifted
along the rivers, the glint of their bayonets, their
yellow eyes, their faces of eternal leather.
Here company men hoisted poles until they stood
upright, and when you asked these men where
they found their masks, they no longer knew,
and when they said your name an absent sound
emerged. And all throughout this town the men
of your company milled in those masks, dug into
mounds with shovels and picks and spades, and
when you asked them “Why?” they could not
answer. And they gazed at the sky, firing at gulls
with their shovel handles, and when the birds
did not drop they shook at the handles as if they
were broken.
And some hills dwarfed all others. And all lay
in the shadow of these, save those gulls that
perched atop their peaks, shrieking and prying
at the ancient and dead leather.
And you stood with this men who milled about
those fallen poles, and when the skies dimmed
you lit your lantern while these men heaped
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leather from one mound to another, though
when you asked them to what purpose they now
built, these men insisted they did not know, and
perhaps had never known, and when you invited
them to share your light they demurred and said
it was better not to risk His wrath, and when
you asked, “Whose wrath?” they gestured to the
largest of the hillsides along the land.
And you reached into the smaller of these
mounds and found only wiry hair and bones,
skulls and femurs and teeth, and you wondered
who these had been, and you were told that these
bones were nameless. They said, “Perhaps they
died of disease” and “Perhaps we beat them to
death” and “Perhaps they built all of this” and
they gestured to the enormous hillsides.
*
In the morning you scaled the first of these hillsides
while from below men shouted of contagions, and
your fingers caught and bled in their fissures, and
when you tired you slept astride their leather,
and when you dreamed you dreamt of soldiers
firing at natives, and when you woke you woke
coughing pond water and peat. And you climbed
until the sun bulged, until the leather heated into
musk, and here flies gathered and clouded and
the sky entire seemed warped with their clamor.
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You climbed until your arms sagged and burned
and numbed, you climbed until the wind
screamed against you, you climbed until the air
thinned and the voices from below became small
echoes and then echoes-not-at-all, and gulls
ambled along the slopes and eyed you silently,
and they milled and picked at the leather until a
crevice seemed revealed, a shaft of darkness, and
you contemplated this humid night until you
no longer heard the picking and screaming and
swirling of gulls, until you sensed from within
a lonesome cry or a weeping or your name
articulated, and by the force of some strange
will you called within the name of your father
and you called within the name of Abraham and
these returned only the language of your voice
reverberated and dim.
You climbed into this humidity, through a shaft
so slender your head knocked and scrapped even
as your chin dragged, and there were moments
you cried out until your breath became too weak
and your arms wearied and you rested your chin.
And even when you seemed to fade and doze
you pulled yourself forward. And you no longer
knew if your eyes were opened or closed, and
you could not know if the mice and beetles you
perceived were real or imagined, and there came
men you knew well, their faces bearded and
sneering and frosted over, and you continued
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along and passed through them as vapors. And
there were hours where you seemed immersed
in the humid waters of the swamp, in the mire
of the peat, the snarl of the weeds, and the fish
passing, and the bloated, chewed upon bodies.
And then you knew you had entered a new
cavern or a larger tunnel and if you lifted your
head now it would not crack against a ceiling,
and if you lifted your back it would not strike
against some surface. And you understood that
if you attempted to stand you would be able to
stand, and when you were able to stand without
falling again into your numbed limbs, you did.
And you lit your lantern and there shone this
room of figures and shadows and the smell of
ammonia and the smell of dust. And before you
lay a figure on a slate table, a gathering of bones
and leather and tin and gold, with the body of a
young child and the face of an apparition. And
when you breathed you breathed in this boy, and
through your blood the substance of this boy.
Your fingers along the child’s hand, the pocket
knife therein, and along his alligator nose and
into the glass-jeweled sockets of his eyes, and the
peak of his brow and top of his head, over what
seemed a headpiece but may have simply been
his hair crafted of leather and bone. And you
cast your lantern along the walls of this chamber
and there suspended were daguerreotypes of the
boy and his mother, the child’s pencil sketches
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showing a man and a boy and his mother; a boy
alongside a horse; a boy outside of a house; a boy
amongst a great many soldiers; and along the
opposite wall you found a child’s short pants and
a child’s blouse and a child’s stockings, motheaten and nearing dust, styled as from another
lifetime. And for the longest while you peered
into the glass and leather eyes of this lad upon
a table.
They waited for your return in the shadows of
those hillsides, and when you set foot upon the
cobbled ground how they backed away, and
murmured of infection and disease, and there
were those who wondered what you had seen
inside of the monument, and there were those
who wished to never know, for they had long
dreamed of the impossibilities housed therein.
And within the next construct you found a
woman, immense and horrid, composed of
bones and leather and dust. And a child’s
drawings hung upon the wall: a boy in a suit, a
woman in a feathered hat and a frilled collar, a
boy and a woman holding hands, and there were
endless lists of names, smudged and smeared
beyond all comprehension. And a charred and
tattered carpet hung from the ceiling, and a
sooty and beaten sofa rested along the wall, and
you inspected these at length before you had any
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concept of what they were. And in the flickering
light, her lips seemed to move and her eyes to
adjust, although these were composed of scales
and glass and bone. And it seemed her arms
shifted to reach for you, although these were
sticks and wires and dust. And it seemed her
voice spoke from somewhere within her mouth,
although you understood that this was merely
the wind echoing along the corridors.
And you stood before those men in their masks
and their fires and their bolt guns and their
idling trucks and gestured to those hillsides
saying, “Are there bodies in all of these?” and
these men answered, “Bodies?” and you said,
“Who constructed these figures?” and they said,
“Figures?” and you said, “What is the metal they
used?” and their blank eyes while their mouths
worked around the words, until you said, “Was
it tin or copper or steel or gold or aluminum
or some other fiber?” and one man said one of
these words and another man said a different
word until the response become a cacophony of
sounds and metals.
And you gestured to the tallest hillside some
miles distant, and this seemed whitewashed with
language or design, although perhaps this was
merely in the arrangement of the materials, and
you gestured and said, “Is he in there?” and they
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mouthed the word “he” and one of these men
responded only, “I wouldn’t go in there” and the
others nodded, and the others agreed, and you
said unto these men gathered, “But I must.”
This next hillside trembled with a different anxiety,
for here all tunnels led to brick walls and broken
glass and bundled straw, or they led to strange
kinds of doom, for here you found hives of wasps
and a dead man lost in barbed-wire, and you
closed his eyes even as you gagged for the spoilage,
and you found the points of knives and bundled
dynamite and rusted nails. And when you entered
the tunnel that smelled of lilacs you understood
that this must be the tunnel or some horrid
new trap and into this you continued without
impediment until soon you sensed a clearing, and
you stood upright in a room of wilted flowers and
statues of men sculpted from leather and metals
and hair, and these men wore woolen uniforms
with hats, and these men held sabers, and these
men wore white masks in the shape of birds. And
now you entered a room of oak shelves and these
shelves were filled with leather-bound books of
onion skin pages, and smeared upon these pages
were formulas and diagrams and paragraphs
composed in an almost perfect calligraphy,
although the language seemed unreadable:
fdaafdadgf dafdagar arebear abeatergouah gearer. And
within the pages of other texts were sketches of
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men inserting themselves into women and men
inserting pointed and stumped instruments into
women and men pressing women from behind
and men pressing themselves into the mouths and
the anuses of women and images of numerous
men inserting themselves into a single woman
and in many of these pictures, men watched from
within nearby bushes or from behind trees and
fondled themselves.
And you continued through corridors lined with
torches you lit and they illumed a wall decorated
with long ago photographs of your mother or a
woman who seemed to be your mother, and with
much older tintypes of a woman with dark hair
and dark eyes, and these women sat on sofas in
lace garments with legs spread and black hairs
opened, and other times wearing only pearl
necklaces or lace underwear, and sometimes on
the lap of a young man in regalia and in some
he looked as your father had while in others he
seemed too young, too soft, too human to have
ever been such a man. And in these portraits
he smiled almost drunkenly and sometimes
women perched on his penis and sometimes they
clasped his penis and sometimes they kneeled
on the floor with it in their mouths.
And the walls seemed constructed with stacked
alligator skulls, draped with alligator skins, and
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you entered a chamber where a man slumped in
a wicker chair, this man who watched you with
long rusted exhalations, his face flickering in
your lantern, his long-off and absent expression,
the gauntness of his cheeks, his gray wiry beard.
And his ancient jaw opened slowly, and he
wheezed dust, and within this moment seemed
the apparition of all moments, and he said,
“These dogs have watched you” and he gestured
to the skulls of alligators arranged in mounds
along the floor, and he coughed and spat, and he
watched with distant colorless eyes, and he said
what may have been a name although it seemed
more a language of hissing. And he said, “My
boy has been here. My boy has accomplished
much.”
And you said, “Yes he has.”
“You call me Father.”
And he smiled with yellow teeth and blackened
teeth and absent teeth and said, “We have been
born up by the wind and carried just so” and he
gestured to the walls around him.
And you said, “I know, Father.”
And he said, “I should cast you into the pits”
and he said, “No man slouches so” and he said,
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“The blades from these machines are surely
impressive.”
And you said nothing, and when his silence
demanded some sound you said, “It was an
immaculate lawn.”
And he sneered. And he said, “My family lives
inside alligators,” and smiled with black teeth.
He said, “My family will never die.”
And he said, “Much ancient knowledge insists.”
And he said, “We have been ferried across this
river. We have supped upon eternal fruits” and
he gestured to an arrangement of clay pots near
his chair, his small and twisted hand, the black
spots upon this pitiful paw.
He said, “I have never aged.”
And he said, “I will never die,” and he watched
you with a half-smile, and how the half-smile
grew.
He seemed to squint and said, “Are you one of
my boys? Has the fighting stopped, lad?” and
then he looked closer and said, “No, no, not one
such as you. You never fought those men.”
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And you said, “I know, Father.”
And he said, “You never burned those cities.”
And he said, “If you weren’t already dead, I
would kill you.”
And how he leaned forward and reached with his
crippled hand, and how he sneered with black
teeth, and how he gazed with blank bottomless
eyes, and how he said, “I will outlive you by a
thousand generations.”
He said, “I will exterminate your seed.”
He said, “We have been such men. We have lived
with hearts of fire.”
And he tried standing and could not, and he
reached for the revolver holstered upon his
hip but it clattered to the floor, and your father
wheezed and said, “I have lived inside the
alligators.”
You thought to reach forward, to steady him
upon his chair, to right his cap, to brush off his
jacket, to close his eyes now, for all time, but you
remained where you stood.
*
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And now you wandered this civilization of ruin
and leather, past the husks of all shops and
factories, beyond where once was your school
house, along where once the fields and the fur
farms were, and you continued until you found
your men laboring upon some distant road, their
bandanas, their dirt-smeared faces, and there you
smoked and watched them work, and when they
did not work fast enough you said nothing, and
when they seemed to slacken in their effort you
said nothing, and when the sky darkened you
smoked your cigar in the light of the city there
on the horizon, a city of glass and steel towers,
glowing in its florescence. And the smallest of
those towers far outstood even the tallest of your
father’s monuments. And along the heavens you
watched the slow passage of several lights and
some seemed to land in the fields, and some
seemed to wink into the sides of towers. And the
towers seemed to smolder and smoke and glow.
And you and your men watched the fall of these
constructions in cold silence, the long collapse
into heaps of ash and soot and glass. And they
gasped, and they prayed, and they said unto
you, “What of our families? Our children? Our
mothers?” And you said, “I have seen worse
horrors” and you gestured toward the city from
which you had emerged, and you said, “I found
the corpses of many men inside,” and you said,
“but I found no living men.”
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From what dust do we arrange ourselves? From what
lonesome ashes are we returned again to these fields
and meadows, to the tall dry grasses, the prairie clover
and yellow primroses? Gray-bearded and toothless, we
are returned to the tops and the base of hillsides. And
some rusted howl again rises from our throats until we
are returned to the middle. Where once we murdered
now we embrace, and here one man says unto another:
“And I stabbed—do you recall?” and “There was some
boy, there, in the dust, and I could not help him, for we
were enemies.”
It is all too much to have been the men we were and
continue on. To have been the rarest of men, to have
felt the exhilaration of the infinite upon our brow only
to return to our mother and our father, to till the fields
and sup at the table, to lay with this woman, to create
new life with her, to see her into the soil, to know her
all the days in the middle but to not dare tell her the
great truths of our youth.
And when some fireworks flare, or some machine
backfires, who cannot think, “Now a volley!” and
“Take cover!” Who cannot wheel up with their rifle and
prepare for the ultimate? Who will not pray for one
last barrage to rend the flesh and free the ghost? Who
will not beg for one last chance to lay low, some man
such as ourselves, and to know again the unforgivable?
And when we find again some bleached chin in the
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soil, some moldy skull, some broken stick that may
have been the leg of this boy we once knew, some rosy
lad who nestled against us in the night, who clutched
our arm as he died, whose girl-back-home we wrote
this final word, this boy whose name we cannot recall,
whose face escapes us, save for the most lonesome
expressions.
And we need not speak to recall the steam along the
fields in the morning, and the glow of sun through the
thickets, the rustling of wind against tall grasses.
And here we know each other, in the shadow of the
trees, the long-off bloom of dust, the shroud of our
coming march.
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